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PHILOSOPHIES, 'AND THEORETICAL BASIS 

Accelerating growth in large cities today have presented us 
with many boundaries and different issues concerning urban renewal 
and preservation. The public is increasingly become aware and 
concerned about their vanishing heritage. 

Progress has taken an everchanging and vastly accelerating 
image that is always one step ahead of us all. The sad truth is 
that this progress greatly overshadows and ignores to a point, the 
jewels of the past. 

Ft. Worth, Texas is one example of this truth in the sense 
that it played a vital role in the western development of North 
America. It is hard to say that the present images of Ft. Worth 
today ( especially the CBD) completely reflect and convey this 
history. 

The downtown area of most small towns throughout the western 
states retain their old leftover qualities while a new and highly 
progressive area develops nearby. In otherwords, there is 
typically an old section and a new. Such is not the case in Ft. 
Worth. 

There are old stores scattered throughout the downtown area 
which have retained a good historical integrity but due to modern 
major changes such as the car culture, high technology and big 
business, we have been introduced to such things as the multi
level parking garage, pollution, high rise office buildings and 
offensive modern hotels. 

The CBD area of Ft. Worth has become mostly office use but 
still has some night activity due to the Convention Center and 
hotels and now, a few nice restaurants and bars. 

The new historical redevelopment of Sundance Square has given 
us a taste of revitilization and nightime activity in the center 
of the CBD but does not meet our expectations and hopes for a 
totally established active and safe downtown structure. 
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PROJECT STATEMENT 

In order to contribute significantly to Fort Worth's cultural 

heritage and future vitality, there exists a need and desire to 
revitilize the CBD area taking full advantage of its decaying 
historical forms which have been left standing and unkept for 

several years. 

The two structures to be dealt with in this instance are the 

Flatiron Building which is now 80 years old and the original 

Public Library which is approaching 50 years of age. Both 

structures rest in the same block area nearby other historical 

structures. 
There exists the opportunity to reuse these buildings in a 

unique way creating a new sense of place by utilizing their 

existing styles and character along with the small park and 

through street which lie between the two. 
By implimenting an adaptive reuse approach in this instance , 

a pedestrian link can be formed between the public activities and 

offices within the downtown area. 
The activities needed in this instance may include secondary 

retail or specialty shops, a small restaurant or bar, office lease 

space and pedestrian paths and collective areas. To enhance and 

reinforce this pedestrian attraction, the existing through-street 

bisecting the site and both structures needs careful treatment of 

development coordinating with the existing park. 
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ISSUES I PROBLEMS I NEEDS 

* Narrow sidewalks on west boundaries of the site creating 
noise and confusing views, discouraging shopping, walking, 
and sitting. 

* Conjested traffic at Houston and 9th Streets producing noise 
and walking hazards. 

* Growth of the Tarrant County Convention Center. 
* Absence of unifying elements such as street graphics and 

furniture. 
*Security problems from under utilized open spaces. 

* Bus routes on Houston and Throckmorton Streets. 
*Underdeveloped retail activities and use. 
*Future lightrail system east of Tarrant County Convention 

Center. 
* Downtown parking deficit. 
*The declining Texas economy due to the oil industry. 
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G 0 A L S 
<Desired outcomes) 

*A condition in which the Flatiron Building and Public 
Library will be an additional but unique focal point within 
the downtown area. 

*A condition in which the public is educated on the 
background of the particular structures. 

* A condition in which curiosity is created by visual interior 
a~tivities therefore stimulat1ng social interaction and 
v1tality. 

*A condition in which vehicular and pedestrian conflict is 
minimized to a safe point on the project site. 

*A condition in which a sense of place and well-being is re
established attracting new business to the CBD. 

* A condition in which a complete array of social, cultural, 
retail and economic developments are stimulated from this 
particular reuse. 

* A condition in which the historical character of the 
downtown will be enhanced and add to the pride of the city 
of Fort Worth, Texas. 
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OBJECTIVES 

* To create an attractive ~athering point in the immediate 
vicinity of the two exist1ng structures. 

*To create a pedestrian link from civic activities and the 
core area of the CBD area in which nightlife already exists. 

*To tastefully communicate historical facts to the general 
public on the background of the structures. 

*To establish new and viable rental space for offices and 
retail businesses possesing unique qualities and character. 

* To create unique and interesting interior environments 
partially visible from the pedestrian street level. 

*To coordinate public and private circulation systems 
facilitating pedestrian movement. 

* To double revenues~ tourism and activities within the 
a two year period tram the outset of implementation. 

*To increase the property values while securing the old 
within the CBO. 

CBD in 

*To encourage development of a viable specialty retail/trade 
area. 

*To maintain competitive rates for office and retail space. 

*To effectively convey the historicl qualities of the old 
structures to the public through careful restoration 
techniques. 
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STRATEGIES I IMPLEMENTATION 

* The continuation of unifying street furniture and graphics 
such as brick sidewalks, trees, and attractive benches. 

*Combine office and secondary retail activities achieving a 
unique mixed use atmosphere. 

* Development of outdoor eating areas provising intimacy and 
comfort. 

* Carefull use of restoration and stabilization techniques. 
in cleaning and preserving the structures concerned. 

* Provide outdoor and indoor eating areas for the general 
public and restaurant patrons. 

*Provide public orientation of new activities through 
directories and simplified floor plans. 

, * Conform to current local and national safety building codes 
to the point of which safety is not questionable 
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BACKGROUND 
Introduction 

This background study begins with the overall history and 

photographic ·survey of the two structures to be delt with in the 

project; the Flatiron and Public Library Buildings. This will 

hopefuly give the designer a strong first impression and feeling 

of the historical significance these buildings possess. Following 

this section is a general history of the city of Fort Worth and 

finally. an Environmental Analysis covering all aspects of 

physical. financial. and business related factors which affect 

this project. 



THE FLATIRON BUILDING 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

Historical Background 
Architect: Sanguinet & Staats 
Client: Or. Bacon Saunders 
Constructed: 1907 

The Flatiron Building still stands today after 3/4 of a 
century at 1000 Houston Street. It was initiated by the renoun 
Bacon Saunders, a Southwest medical pioneer and successful 
businessman. Or. Saunders was inspired to construct this building 
while he was on business in New York City, when he saw Burnham's 
Fuller <Fatiron> Building standing on its slender triangular site 
above the Manhattan Skyline. 1 It was the tallest Skyscraper in the 
world with it's "modern" steel cage construction. 
Construction: 

The Flatiron Building acquired most of it's architectural 
composition from the Chicago School which Burnham used on his N.Y. 
Building. This "Renaissance Revival" architecture made an 
appropriate addition to the city. As in New York, the Flatiron 
Building in Fort Worth was the most "modern" and highest structure 
in town at the time of completion. Sanguinet and Staats had plans 
to make it 10 stories but due to the economic panic of 1907, the 
finances only allowed 7 stories. Being the first steel reinforced 
concrete building in the city, it's composition consisted of a two 
story "basement" with brick detailing between the windows, cube 
stone elements on tapered stone brackets with decorative brick 
pendants below, and a belt course of panthers heads holding stone 
wreaths in their mouths at each brick pilaster. The East and West 
facade are divided into six bays by peirs carried uninterrupted to 
arches at the top level. This was an emphasis of height unfluenced 
by Louis Sullivan. Ornaments of brick "lozenges" in equal diamond 
shapes are located between bays on the 2nd and top levels. The 
"capital" or roof is a decorative cast iron and copper cornice 
which tops off the building with good balance. This is probably 
one contrast to that of the original Flatiron in New York which 
"capital" was more daring. 



The C 1 i en t :. 
The man behind the 

Flatiron Building of Fort 
Worth, Texas had behind him 
an impressive 1 i st of 
achievements. He was the 
first to perform on 
appendectomy in the South; 
Chief Surgeon of nine 
railroad companies 
the railroad boom 

during 
of the 

1890's; Dean of City Medical 
College, and Chief Surgeon 
for 20 years at st. Josephs 
Hospital where 
the Schoo 1 of 

he founded : BUILDER.::..:This Cartoon o(Dr; Bacon SaunderS · :,,, 
.·published in 191~ illustraOOd his standing in Fort ~,;{ 

Nurses. 2 His ' Worth as a business leader as well as surgeo!L ·· .;'~/. ' 

ability to look ahead made him a stern and successful businessman. 
Hi s phi 1 o sop h y was , "Co 1 1 e c t a 1 1 honest debt s due t o you and be as 
prompt in sending out bills at the end of each month as the 
grocery man is. Don't fail to charge a legitimate fee when the 
patient can stand it."3 

Building Use: 
When the Flatiron was built, Dr. Saunders office, the Common 

Wealth Bonding and Casualty Co., which employed 38 people, and 
other medical offices occupied the top three levels with Dr. 
Saunders office being on the 7th story.• The basement floor was 
occupied by Reimers Printing Company owned by Charles o. Reimers, 
one time owner of the Fort Worth Telegram Newspaper. The rest of 
the floors were leased as generic office spaces. 

After 1949, the Flatiron Building was no longer owned by 
Saunders and has since gone through many owners and little use. 
The Blue Mound corporation owned the building many times off and 
on until they finally auctioned it off in 1970. After 1965 
however, the building has been vacant. Many owners plans to 



rest ore and reuse the ·, bu i 1 ding have fai 1 ed due to the economy or 
uncontrollable financial situations. In 1980, Mike Stinson, a Fort 
Worth banker and Bobby Helm, an investor and former car dealer had 
big plans of using the Flatiron as a bank with the upper floors as 
offices. This plan was dropped the day before contract signing due 
to the Bass Brothers Development Company's announcement of their 
First City Bank Towers in the CBD area. 

The property was then put up for sale and bought by the 
prestigious Dallas architect Donald Jarvis of JPJ Architects, who 
had a "love affair" with the building since he was 14 years old.~ 
Jarvis, who has a 360 degree vision of old and new as equally 
appealing, also did the restoration of the old Hotel Texas which 
is now the Hyatt regency and a most prominent hotel in the city's 
ceo.• 

Jarvis had envisioned the ground floor of the Flatiron as a 
restaurant openning the west wall on the property line to expose 
it to the existing small Hyde Park. The upper floors were to be 
offices which it was most suited for. 7 Due to the busy schedule of 
Jarvis, he was delayed in his plans for the Flatiron. Ultimately, 
the restoration and reuse was never initiated due to Mr. Jarvis's 
untimely death in September of 1982. The Flatiron was once again 
on the market and sold to its present owner in 1983 to Ambrose 
Properties Inc. Joe o. Ambrose and his wife, Betty stated in 1984 

they had plans of reusing the building as a residential luxury 
appartment building for the CB0. 8 

In 1984, Dallas architect presented renderings of the Flatiron 
Building linked to the Park Central Hotel which Ambrose also ownes 
and has future upgrading plans for • The proposed scheme was never 
initiated. 

Today the vacant and unkept Flatiron is the ghost of downtown 
Fort Worth, a trajic spectacle in the heart of the city "yearning 
to be brought back to life" and presents a part of the strong 
heritage Fort Worth already posseses. 
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THE FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Architect: Joseph R. Pelich I A Farnell Blair 
Owner: Ryan Proeerties Inc. 
Constructed: 1937 

In 1892, two women of Fort Worth interested in the civic and 
cultural development of the city, Mrs. Charles Scheuber and 
Mrs.Ida Turner, met to establish a free public library and art 
gallery in Fort Worth • They founded an organization of twenty 

women called the Fort Worth Public Library Association. 9 

The site for the library was donated by Sarah J. Jennings. 
With the combonation of 11.000 dollars raised and 50,000 dollars 
from philanthrapist Or. Andrew Carnigie, the first Public Library 
was built in "new classical" red brick in 1901. It's name at this 
time was the Carnigie Library and operated on a budget of 4,000 
dollars per year. 10 

During the 1930's depression, the use of the library was in 
great demand and became a popular gathering point. The city then 
requested a grant loan from the Progress Workers Administration to 
demolish the old structure and build a new one. Finally in 1937, 
after many financial and political problems plans were inderway 
for the structure. The new Fort Worth Public Library openned to 
the public on June 15, 1939. 11 

Construction: 
The library can be classified as a "Federalized Art Deco" 

style. 12 Its limestone fluted column treatments and cornice 
detailing reveal this style. The overall configuration in plan is 
triangular due to the decision of building up to the property 
lines of this unusual downtown site. the two main walls are of 
limestone and granite accentuating the main entry on the corner of 
Throckmorton and Ninth Streets. 13 

The construction of the building is very sound to this day. 
When it was built in 1939, it was designed for expansion with 
additional floors in the future. Therefore, it is one of the 
soundest structures in Fort Worth. The central book core is a 
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seperate structural system than the perimeter. Floor to floor 
heighth of the ground floor is 12'-0 11

• The first and second floors 
are 17'-0 11 apart.t 4 The penthouse has a 19'-0 11 ceiling. With 
these high ceilings, the integration of new ductwork with 
suspended ceilings is quite adequate. 

The interior is in good shape and still contains the original 
11art deco 11 moldings, detailed trim and fixtures. If these 
artifacts are not utilized where posiible during the restoration, 
it will be of a great disservice to this structure. 

These partucular qualities which housed the library at one 
time would enhance the building's use as general office spaces, 
epecially for attorneys, title companies, bond agencies and other 
service companies conveniently located in the CBD area. 

Building Use: 
The Library was used and operated as a library until 1974, 

when the new and present Central Library was built. From 1974 to 
1982, the city housed some city offices in the old library which 
saved the city from renting private office space.t' Other proposed 
plans, never initiated, for the library have been, demolition to 
make room for a new Citran Plaza; a senior citizens center and an 
athletic center.t 6 When Ryan Properties Inc. of Arlington bought 
the buiding, renderings were done to convert it to an office 
building with a central atrium open above. This was the last 
attempt which fell through due to the lack of financial support in 
a joint venture. 
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FORT WORTH. TEXAS 
A Brief History of the Setting 

Fort Worth, Texas has gone through many stages of 
development since the formation of its army fort in 1849. Camp 
Worth was built on the north bluff overlooking the West and Clear 
forks of the Trinity River (being near the site of present 
courhouse) to protect the town's people from indian raids. When 
the frontier moved westward, the Fort was deactivated (1853) and 
occupied by settlers. 17 Shortly after, in 1856, Fort Worth became 
the county seat of Tarrant County. This in-turn increased the 
population to 6,000 within the county. 18 The Civil War greatly 
affected the area taking away the man power of the farms and 
ranches, abandoning homes and cattle roaming unnattended, dropping 
the population dramatically. After the war, the cattle were 
gathered and it was soon realized that a main source of beef lied 
in Fort Worth. In these late 1860's and 1870's, Fort Worth became 
a trail town transforming itself to a "wild town" of cowboys who 
played and worked hard. Soon, "Hell's Half Acre" appeared near 
the courthouse <a district of gambling halls, saloons and 
brothels) and remained active until the end of the century. 19 

During the 1870's and 80's, Ft. Worth began to accelerate in 
all aspects pushing it rapidly forward into the 19th century. In 
1873, the first regular newspaper and telegraph was formed due to 
the exitement of the coming railraod. Also in 1873, Ft. Worth 
incorporated itself acquiring its own police and fire 
departments. 20 In 1876, the first railroad arrived <Texas Railway 
Co.) to satisfy the demand for shipping supplies to the West and 
North Texas areas. By 1877, gas lamps were lighting the downtown 
streets. A stagecoach for mail service was set up connecting to 
Yuma, Arizona (bordering Califarnia). 21 Mule Driven streetcars 
were laid an Main Street between the courthouse and the Depot. In 
1878, mare railraod companies arrived bringing in mare trade to 
the downtown area. The 1880's saw a waterworks and major gas 
Plant apenning. By 1890, the streetcars became electric and 
extended even farther aut from the dawntawn. 22 Five railroads now 
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served the area making Fort Worth a new cotton shipping point. the 
population soared to 23,000 ... Hell's Half Acre .. was now 11 The Queen 
of the Praries. 1123 

Since there were alot of cattle roaming in Fort Worth, it was 
only a matter of time before the meat packing industry flourished. 
The early 1900's saw many attempts and failures of small 
companies. Finally in 1902, Armour and Swift packing industries 
of Chicago came to town due to a 100,000 dollar offering from the 
city to locate their factory there. The meat packing industry then 
remained the leading business until the oil boom of the late teens 
and twenties. 24 

In 1909, the city commissioned George Kessler to draft a major 
plan for the city park board. He designed the street pattern to 
position the courtouse as a main focal point of a park and roadway 
system. 2 ' 

During the next decade the Ft. Worth Power and Light company 
formed by the merging of four independant companies; a city 
building code was adopted; the city's chamber of Commerce was 
organized; TCU <Texas Christian University) moved from Waco to Ft. 
Worth; the Arlington Heights district was formed after the closing 
of the u.s. Army training facility Camp Bowie in 1917. New oil 
discoveries in Wichita Falls and BurkBurnett. and new houses and 
outying districts emerged along with the need for more office 
space and high rise structures in downtown. 26 

In the 1920's, Ft. Worth was overhauling it's government; 
streets leading into the CBD were inproved; and construction of a 
parkway to Lake Worth was underway. 27 

During the depression and into WWII, Ft. Worth established 
itself as a major location for the Aviation industry. Northwest of 
the city in 1942, Convair (now General Dynamics) produced B-24 
Liberator Bombers next door to Fort Worth Army Field (now Carswell 
AFB). This activity brought up to 30,000 new jobs to the area 
boosting the population to 280,000 in 1950. After the war, 
employment dropped, but was soon back when the production business 
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moved in and took advantage of trained workers from the aircraft 

plant. 21 

With the coming of the automobile and aircraft construction 
industry~ Ft. Worthts postwar poulation was now over 300~000. 
Major highway construction began in 1954 with portions of the 
Southwest Loop, section of the North-South freeway <I-35) and the 
Dallas-Fort Worth Turnpike. 29 

Growing fast in the 60's with the oil business strong, Ft. 
Worth established itself as a diverse growing area of production, 
transportation, retail and finance. Finally in 1973, a milestone 
was reached with the building of the Dallas-Fort Worth Regional 
Airport <the largest in the world at the time of construction) 
establishing Fort Worth and Dallas as a major transportation base 
for the future. 30 

Still assuming its diversity and growth, Ft. Worth is now 
populated with over 800,000 persons. General Dynamics remains the 
largest employer being the predominant industrial plant. 31 

The latest development affecting the downtown area is Sundance 
Square, a two sqaure block area off of Main and Fourth Streets 
where 12 Historical buildings have been restored to their turn-of
century appearance. This square developed by the Bass Brothers 
Enterprises Inc. features restaurants, retail stores, specialty 
shops and offices. 32 It is a part of City Center which includes 
the 510 room luxury Worthington Hotel (formerly the Americana), a 
convention complex, and City Center's two office towers which 
dominate the skyline being 33 and 38 stories. This development has 
brought new life to the downtown area along with more pleasing 
pedestrian places created by sitting areas between buildings and 
landscaped sidewalks continuing through many blocks within the 
CBD. 
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NUMBER OF HOTEIJMOTEL ROOMS: 8,600 NUMBER OF~: 68 

MEETING ROOMS: 12.5 + SEATING CAPACITY OF THREE LARGFSI': 14,000; 9,467; 3,054 

DOCfORS: 830 DENTISI'S: 2.50 HOSPITAlS: IS HOSPITAL BEDS: 3,300 NURSING HOMES: SO 

NUMBER OF CHURCHES: 910 DENrnPIINATIONS: 72 

MAIN CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS: Amon Carter Musewn of Western Art; The Cattleman's Museum; Fire Station No. I; Fort Worth Art Museum; 
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History, Omni Theater, Noble Planetarium; Kimbell Art Musewn; Pate Museum of Thmspartation; Sid Richardson 
Collection of Western Art; Tandy Archeological Museum; A. Webb Roberts Library; The Western Company Museum; Casa Manana Theatre; Fort Worth 
Theatre; Fort Worth Ballet; Fort Worth Symphouy Orchestra; Fort Worth Opera Association; Texas Boys Choir; Texas Girls Choir; Van Cliburn 
Association 

ANNUAL EVENTS: Southwestern Exposition and Fat Stock Show/Rodeo, Ollsbolm Trail, Arts in the Parle., Mayfest, Shakespeare in the Parle., Pioneer 
Days, OktoberFest 

MUSEUMS: 11 BOWLING ALLEYS: 16 MUNICIPAL POOLS: 8 GOLF COURSES: 9 public; 13 private 

LAKES: 10 96,900 acres located between 5 and 40 miles from downtown CITY PARKS: 156 developed; 8,858 total acreage 

TE!"''"NIS COURTS: 85 public; 16 private; 40 semi-public (located at public scbools) 

MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS: Baseball - Texas Ranger.;; Box:.ag - Regional and State Golden Gloves; Football - Cowboys; Golf- PGA Colonial Na· 
tiona! Invitation Golf Tournament, Byron Nelson Classic, l..PGA Chanty Golf Classic; Tennis- Colonial National lnvitatioo Tennis Tournament; Basketball 
-Mavericks 

NEWSPAPERS: including Fort Worth Star ukgram, Dallas Times Herald, Dallas Morning News (daily), Fort l4-0rlh Nev.•s Tribune (weekly) and Com· 
mercial Recorder (daily except weekends), Dallas/Fort Worth Business Journal (weekly) 

RADIO STATIONS: 21 AM, 19 FM 
TELEVISION STATIONS: 4 networks, S independent, I educational cable 
BUSINESS MAGAZINES: Fort Worth; Texas Business 
ALCOHOUC BEVERAGES: Sold by package or drink 

DEPARTMENT STORES: 23 SHOPPING CENTERS: 216 

1984 TARRANT COUNTY RETAIL SALES: $8 .2 billion 
-. 

REGIONAL MALLS: 8 

LIBR..o\RIES: 9 libraries and I bookmobile outreachprogram to nursing homes and daycare centers; 1, 177,158 volumes 

NlJMBER OF BANKS IN TARRANT COUNTY: 84 1984 DEPOSITS: $8 ,469,770,611 

l''l.JMBER OF SAVINGS AND LOA.'IIS IN TARRANT COUNTY: 26 TOTAL SAVLliiGS: $2,516,043,000 

Sou r c e : f ort Wort h Conoounity Profile, Au g 
1 985 . Published by the 

Cha mber. 
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•- ~rcial Recorder (daily except weekends), Dallas/Fort Worth Business Journal (weekly) 

RADIO STATIONS: 21 AM, 19 FM 

(daily), Fort Worth News Tribune (weekly) and Com -

TELEVISION SIATIONS: 4 networks, 5 independent, I educational cable 
BUSINESS MAGAZINES: Fort Worth; T= Business 
ALCOHOUC BEVERAGES: Sold by package or drink 

DEPARTMENT STORES: 23 SHOPPING CENTERS: 216 

1984 TARRANT COUNTY RETAIL SALES: $8.2 billion 
-. 

REGIONAL MALLS: 8 

LffiRARIES: 9libraries and I bookmobile outreachprogram to nursing homes and daycare centers; 1,177,158 volumes 

NlJMBER OF BANKS IN TARRANT COUNTY: 84 1984 DEPOSITS: $8 ,469,770,611 

!~~'UMBER OF SAVINGS AND LOA."JS IN TARRANT COUNTY: 26 TOTAL SAVLIIIGS: $2,516,043 ,000 

Sourc e : Fort Worth Community Profile, Aug 
August, 1985. Published by the 

·-;~=;:::::;::~;::::=~;::;:;;;:::;:;:::;=:;::::===;~~--"7"~-;.:;=:==._E_F~o~r~t~~ t h Chamber . 



ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The city of Fort Worth is located in the center of North 
Central Texas and is part of the rapidly growing Dallas/Fort Worth 
metropolitan area. Twenty five minutes from DFW airport, its 
accessibility is one of Fort WOrth's major attributes contributing 
to the growth and development of its diverse role in production, 
administrationm politics, services,entertainment and business. 

The Central Business District now occupies 1057 acres and is 
bordered by natural and man-made barriers. Bounded on the North 
and West by the Trinity River and the South and East by T & P 
Railroad Tracks and major expressways <I-30 on the South, I-35 on 
the East). the overall pattern of the CBD consists on two grids 
intersecting at a 60 degree angle. The main grid rests on a 
Northwest axis with Main Street, Houston, and Throckmorton being 
the main streets. The other grid intersecting on the west side, 
resting on a Northwest axis has 7th, 10th,and Texas Streets as its 
main traffic ways. 

Access: 
Major access ways into the CBD area include three expressways: 

I-30, bordering on the south running east-west which is the major 
freeway linking Ft. Worth to Dallas and Abiline; I-35 which runs 
north-south connecting the CBD to Waco and Austin, Tx.; and 
Jacksburo highway (199) coming in from the northwest connecting to 
the adjacent Lake Worth area and Jacksburo, Tx, <60 miles away). 
Other major streets leading into the CBD include North Main from 
the north; Weatherford, Belknap and Spur 280 from the east; South 
Main, Henderson, Summit, and Forest Park Blvd. from the South; 
Lancaster and Seventh Streets from the west. 

Population: 
The current population by the census estimate in Tarrant 
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FIGURE 2-1 

Greater Fort Worth Growth 
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FIGURE 3-2 

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH- TARRANT COUNTY 
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County exceeds one million (450,000 in the Fort Worth area) . 33 

This is nearly one-third of the metrople x population. Expected 

population in the greater Fort Worth area in the year 2000 is 

pushing toward 1.5 million. Between 1983 and 1988, the Ft. Worth 

Metropolitan area ranks the 3rd fastest growing area of the top 50 

metrople xe s in the U.S. 34 Being a young town by age distrobution 

(40% between 20 and 44 years old>, will dramatically influen c e the 

night 1 ife and general spending in the ar·ea. Although Fort Wor· th is 

mostly of white and black ethnicity <74% white, 11.8% black), the 

hispanic population is strong and increasing. 35 All other races 

~onsist of 5.5% of the population. 36 The growth of population in 

Tarrant Count y increased 33% from 1960 to 1970 for an annual 

average increase in excess of 2.9%. 37 The calculated average 

growth rate in the past 12 years was 2.5%. 38 

TARRANT COUNTY POPULATION & CHARACTERISTICS 

For· t 
lJo r t h 

Tarrant 
County 

Fort Wor·th
Oa 11 as St"ISA 

1950 Census .......... 277,047 •......... 361 ,253 .......... 1, 173,470 
1960 Census ....•...•. 356.258 .......•.. 538,495 .......... 1,737,960 
1970 Census .......... 393, 455 .......•.. 716,320 ......••.. 2, 377,623 
1980 Censu-=·· ......... 385, 141 ..•....... 860,880 •........• 2,9?4,878 
1981 Estimate ........ 389 ,500 .......... 883,100 .......... 3 ,0~3,700 
1982 Estimate ........ 396,850 ..••...... 911,900 .......•.. 3,100,500 
1983 Estimate ........ 403 .200 .......... 943,950 .......... 3,207,500 
1984 Estimate ........ 422;250 ....•... 1,018,100 ....•..... 3.439,200 
1985 Est i mate .......• 446. :)so ........ 1 , 101 , 300 .......... 3, 701 , 30C) 
1990 Forecast ........ 465,000 ........ 1.194,000 ......... · * 
2000 Forecast ........ 509,000 ........ 1 ,426,000 ......... ·* 

* Forecast not available Source :Fort Worth Community 
Prot 11 eAugust, 1985 

-----Tne-nousenoTa-9rowfn-nas-acceTerafea-aTon9-wirn-tne-9ene~aT __ _ 

population in the past years showing a good potential for strong 

bu y ing power and marketabilit y in the business areas. 39 

Unemployment: 
Tarrant County's total labor for·ce in 1984 was 52'7',400 t,Jith a 

3% unemployment rate which was below the national and state 

average of 7% and 5.6%. 40 With Fort Worth's economic conditions, 

qualit y of life, and the fact tht it as a major' Southt..Je·::.t 
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EXHIBIT 10-4 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

1985 Household Income 
Less taxes @ 25% 

Net Disposable Income or 
Effective Buying Income 

Tarrant County 

Less Non-Retail Expenditures: 

Housing@ 27.1% 
Medical @ 5.4% 
Personal Insurance & 
Professional Services @ 2.0% 

Personal Services @ 2.9% 
Recreation @ 2.0%2 
Savings @ 5.5% 

Retail Buying Income 

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

$7,994 
1,592 

589 
854 
589 

1,622 

$39,300 

9,800 

$29,5001 

$13,240 

$16,260 

Urban Family Budgets and Comparative Indexes for selected 
urban areas, 1982 

1980 Census 
MDS analysis 

-------~~-

1 1985 Sales & Marketing Management Median EBI. (1983 median EBI was 
$25,849; MDS escalated this at 7% per year to determine the 1985 EBI.) 

2Exclusive of food (dining out', alcoholic beverages, fuel, and dur2t 1 e 
c:;. n C nor~- C ~ r c~ ~ : E p ~: r c- h c:·, ~ c ~- . , ~:~: r -j t e:· ~- c r c -; n c ~ ~; :::: ~::·: i) rt- t ~- ~ l c :·~-
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FIGURE 3-1 

COMPARATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 
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distributor centert keeps the unemployment figures down. Another 

reason why Fort Worth has been able to withstand economic 

recessions and is because it has a viable growing economic base. 

There is an "elasticity" in employment demand and absorbtion. 

National 
Texas 
Greater Ft. Worth 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 

1974 
5.8% 
4.2% 
5. 1% 

1975 
8.3% 
5.7% 
6.1% 

1980 
7. 1% 
5.6% 
5.0% 

1981 
7.6% 
5.3% 
5.1% 

1982 1983 
10.5% 8.9% 
7.4% 8.0% 
6. 1% 6. 0% 

ca5or-Force:-----------------------------------------------------
The Greater Fort Worth area exhibits the following paradoxical 

characteristics: 

1. Relatively low unemployment 

2. Low labor costs 

3. Strog industrial growth 

These economic forces would normally drive labor costs UPt 

creating a localized inflation resulting in acute labor shortages. 

Howevert the desirable attributes of the area Cclimatet lifestyle, 

cost of 1 ivingt ect.) attract new residents allowing addition] 

labor force demands to be met. 41 

Technologies: 

The hi-tech companies in Fort Worth dominate the employment 

market and support a rich supply of highly skilled workers li v ing 

in the area. With Fort Worth being a major base for militar y 

aircraft construction and flightt we can assume that the growth of 

the city is of major dependance oon government and foriegn 

contracts. 
Other· technologies such as the automobile assembly corporation 

CGM)t oil well equipment production (Gearhar·t Industries)t 

communicationt and pharmaceutical labs and production also have a 

greaat impact on the city's economic stability and grot..Jth. Future 

competition and high-tech developments include Advanced Robotics 

Institute CARRU and IBM's 4 mi 11 ion squar·e feet R&D and office 

complex on 850 acres in northeast Tarrant County near DFW airport. 

Both of these new companies will provide a median link with the 

city's CBD and international trade. 

17 



Jrce: Fort Worth Community Profile, Augu s t, 1985. (Fort Worth Chamber ) 

1\-IAJOR MA.'I'IIUFACTURERS OPER.ATL'IJG IN AREA 

Product Employment 

d::nc::ra1 Dynazliics, fui Warth Div. • •· .• ·~ . . Military aircraft & ae.:uspace comp. . 0 •• · ~ • ." 0 • •••••••• 17,500 
t3ell Helicopter Te:r.Sra:l •.•• ; .• , ·" ::. · .•.•• . Helicoptcn ..........•.....•......• ; . • • . . . . . . . . • . 7,000 
Tandy Corporati\}D!Radio Shact'.: .. 0 . : ••••• • Microcomputen & peripheral e-quipment/ ..... 0: ..... . 6 ,600 

· f .• :·. ~ . . · · injec:".od molded plastic parts, coppc:r · 
• · ·.·: . . _ wire and leather products 

General Mokn Corporation • : .-.. ~ ••.•.• ; . . Automobile a:s cmbly ••••. : ••.. 0 0 •••• 0 ••• : •••••• •• • • 4,000 
GM Assembly DhisicG . . . 

Gearlw1 Industries, Inc..-:; : .:.·. 0 ... .".~~-~.Oil well logging equipment ......•. ,: . . ••. . .•.• : •.•• . 1,660 

Motorola, Inc.- ••••. • 0. · •••• 0: ...... : ... . Communications equipmeot, mobile 2-way .• •. .. ~ ·.•... 1,500 
Alcon Laboratories, Inc. . • .' •. o •• : •••••• • Pharmac..-uticals • . • . . . . • . • . • . • . . • • . • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . 1,400 
Lone Star Manufacturing Co. , Inc. • . ~ .. , .. Auto Air Conditioocn ..... ~ .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 1,200 
Miller Brewing Compauy • 0 ••••• 0 ••••••• • Malt Beverages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ,I 00 
Justin Industries, Inc. • •.......• ••.•.•.. . Leather goods, brick, ceramic cooliDg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 950 
Hobbs Trailers . ...... · ... . •..• . ...... . .. Semi-Trailers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 920 
American Manufacturing of Texas ......... Oil field equiplllCilt ..... . •.. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • 907 
Lennox Industries, Inc. • ....... . ...... .. Heating & air conditioning equipment .... 00 ..... 00 .. . 

Surgik.os, Inc. • ••••••••••.•..••••...•.. Medical supplies .. . ............................. . 
ARA Manufacturing Canpauy ........... . Automotive Air Conditiooers ...... . 0000 ............ . 

Williamson-Dick.ie Mfg. Co ...... 00 ... : • • Apparel products .. . . 00 00 .. 00 ................ 00 .. 

Mrs. Baird's Ba.keries, Inc. . ......•..... . Bread & Cake products . .. ....•...•.•• . ..... 0 •••••• 

A. Brandt Company, IDe. . ...• . ... .. .. . . Furniture .. .. . .... . .. . . .. . . . ...... . ..... . .. . . . . . . 

830 
819 
800 
700 
650 
600 

AMF Ben Hogan Company .............. . Golf equipment & sportswear . . .... 00 ... 00..... .. ... 551 
Champion Pans Rebuildcn; Inc. . .• . . . .. . .. Re-built auto parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 

Texas Division 
Mc:nasco ... . ................ 00 .. . .... Aircraft Landing Gear . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 500 
R·Tec Systems ....... 0 •••••••••••••• 00. Telec6mrnunications equipment . .. . .. . ..... . ...... . .. 500 

SINES$ R.ELOCATIO~S OR EXPA."'/SIO:"'S: 1980-Lasko Metal Products , Volk~ wagen of America. Inc .; 1981-Anchor Brush Company; 
nn Chrome Company of Texas. Inc., High Chaparral Inc., Alcon Laboratories. Inc.; 1983-Affiliated Foods , Inc. , Equitable Life Assurance 
; Uniled States (Computer Data Center), National Foundation Life Insurance Company; 1984-Burl ington Northern Railroad Company , Ameri· 

vice Corp.; 1985-Fared Robotics Systems, Inc . , Teknekron Info Switch Corp .• Green Bay Packag ing , Inc. 

l L\l>CSTRIES I~ AREA: General Dynamics; Bell Helicopter, Tandy Corporation; General Motors ; Gearhart Industries ; Pengo Indu stries; 
ttories; Motorola Corporation; Lennox Industries; R-TEC Systems: Harris Corporation; Menasco, Inc.; Communications Apparatus Co. ; Wes
Howell Instruments; Sprinks Industries; Anchor Brush Company ; Lailil Metal Products; Wabash, Inc .; Fared Robotics Systems. Inc .; Tek· 
:witch Corp. 

f NEW IDGH TECH DE\'ELOPJI.IEVTS: Advanced Robotics Research Institute, (ARR!), a separate Fort Worth campus of the Univer· 
at Arlington . ARRI will concentrate on the application of robotics to the n.anufacturing workplace . Over I 00 major high tech firms will par· 

resean:b into robotics applications and automated manufacturing as members of the rc~ean:h adv isor)' team. 
ll8 a four million square fOOl R&D and office complex on 850 acres in northeast Tarrant Count)' near Fort Worth and D.'FW Intemati0nal 
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Most of the other industrual plants have been strategically 

located near the railroads, highways and existing utility systems 

for enough from the downtown area not adversely affecting the 

cultural and physical atmosphere. 

The banking competition is strong in the Tarrant County area 

with 84 banks operating with total deposits in excess of 8 million 

dollars (in 1984) and 36 Savings and Loan institutions with total 

savings of over 2 million. 42 This will suppply the strong banking 

for future developments and attr·act more corporations and their 

branches into the area. 

CBO Developments: 

Real estate development is strong in Fort Worth; especially 

commercial. The recent City Center towers which dominate the 

city's skyline is a Bass Brothers Enterprises project being a part 

of a large development including the Sundance Square historical 

district housing new shops, restaurants and offices in a major 

adaptive re-use concept which blends in with the main street plan 

and compliments the historical significance of the downtown area. 

Climate: 

Fort Worth's general climate is what makes it so pleasurable 

to work and live in. Having over 250 days of mild temperatures a 

year, the average being 66 degrees, the city is most efficient in 

building costs and air travel. There are rare cases of extreme 

weather. Hail falls 2 to 3 days a year and snow in measurable 

quantity once a year if at all . 43 Average daily humidity ranges 

from 53% to 82% (decreasing later in the day). The combonation of 

this fair weather and the diverse structure and location of Fort 

Worth's industries make the city relatively smog-free. Average 

wind speeds ranging from 9mph. to 16mph. make for a pleasant 

breeze and keep the air visibly clear of pol lutants.•• Only during 

heavy storms will winds pick up to destructive speeds. 

Precipitation usually occurs throughout the night in the summer. 

Heavy rainfall lasts in short time durations. The greatest months 
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FORT WORTH CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 

20 

DAILY TEMPERATURE 
MAXIMUM-

AVERAGE --

MINIMUM - -----· 

TEMPERATURE EXTREMES 
HIGH--·· ···-

LOW ------------

NUMBER OF DAYS 
ABOVE 9d' 
BELOW 32" 

WIND DIRECTION AND M.P.H. 

AVG. % RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

PRECIPITATION IN INCHES 

NUMBER OF DAYS 

CLEAR ---

PARTLY CLOUDY---

ClOUDY ----------



of rain are in April and May with the least being in July and 

August. 

Geology: 

The soil of the Fort Worth area is mostly cla yey which has a 

heavy laod-bearing capacity. Assuming that the existing structures 

will not be altered or excavated below their basement levels, this 

factor is of smal 1 relevance to the project. 

Topology: 

Average elevation of Fort Worth is at 670 feet above sea le vel 

with the project area within the CBD being 612 feet. The downtown 

is generally flat within this main grid street pattern. 

Hydrology: 

Located between 5 and 40 miles from downtown, there are 10 

lakes total ling 96,900 acres of surface area. The Trinit y River 

West Fork system and 5 reser voirs are surface water sources. 5 

clear wells and the Colorado River are the ground water sources. 

These sources are projected to meet the water ser v ice ma x imum 

demand of 225 million gallons per day until the year 2030. 45 

Land Use: <existing zoning) 

The poject site <buildings ) are currently in offi c e, 

commercial, and hotel zoning nested between large amounts of 

public zoning of conventions and government buildings. Just to the 

south, the zoning is quasi-public and utility. 

This is a medium intensity are a for the CBD area. In the Cit y 

Plan of Fort Worth, the future recommended land use includes th e 

project site in an area of high rise offi c e, retail and mi xed use 

zoning. 

Land Use Expansion Concept: <Fort Worth Plan) 
Goals: 

* Unify graphics and stre~t furoiture . system 
providing pedestrians with or1entat1on and a 
sense of well-being. _. * Channel major traffic loads tQ selected SLreets 
allowing de v elopment of coordinated pedestrian 
ways. 
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- EXISTING ZONING 

"01" FLOOD PLAIN DISTRICT 
"02"FLOOD PLAIN DISTRICT 
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MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENTS (COMPLETED BY 19B3) 
..._.. THAT WILL SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE CBD. 

~ EXISTING PARKING STRUCTURES (INCLUDES PLANNED 
~ AND/OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES) 

COMMITIED BLOCKS OF EXISTING DEVELOPMENT 
(INCLUDES HISTORIC BUILDINGS) · e PROPOSED PLAZA OR PARK LOCATION 
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OWNERSHIP AND MAINTENANC 
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URBAN DESIGN AND LAND USE 
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SUB-SECTOR DATA ZONES--FORT WORTH CBD PLAN 

; , , 

CONVENTION CENTER ZONE . ·' •'· --·:r. ... . 
_., , ... ':~.: .. ·· 

lJRBAN DESIGN/LAND USE 
' c·f. _ ••. 

A. Existing Conditions 
1. This area contains a mix of uses, but the focal point is the Tarrant 

County Convention Center, Which covers ten blocks in the center of 
this zone. 

2. Three hotels are also located here, capitalizing on the convention 
business. · 

3. Southwestern Bell, located east and west of the convention center, is 
a significant presence. This zone is third in the CBD in total square . 
footage of office space. 

4. St. Patrick's Cathedral and the Flatiron Building, both of architec
tural merit, are located here. 

5. Approximately one-third of the area is used as surface parking. 
6. The Fort Worth Water Gardens, a large, attractive park and water 

feature, is 1 ocated adjacent to the freeway and Convent ion Center. 
7. Fort Worth Plaza, a major public open space, has just been completed 

in front of the convent ion center at the terminus of Main Street. 

B. Problems and Opportunities 
1.· There are opportunities, due to large amounts of vacant land, to 

increase the convention center/hotel orientation of this site. The 
convention center is expanding, and additional hotels are a possibil- · 
ity. 

2. The size of the convention center isolates uses on the east side of 
the zone from the CBD core. 

3. The planned Tarrant County Junior College facility will increase 
niqht-oriented activities in this area. 

4. The Water Gardens are isolated and not visible to pedestrians in the 
core or convention areas. 

5. The Fort Worth Plaza and the Hyatt Regency Hotel provide an attractive 
entrance gate and link between the Main Street spine and the conven
tion center. 

6. Few pedestrians are evident in this zone due to the isolation, traf
fic, and lack of pedestrian routes. 

7. The southwest corner of this zone contains a major entry to the CBD, 
but strong entry/arrival images are lacking. 

C. Recommendations 
1. Future developn~ent in this zone should reflect the primary focus of 

this zone, the convention center. 
a. Hotel development should be encouraged to locate in this zone. 
b. The area east of the convention center should relate to the 

convention center. This will help overcome its relative isola
tion. 

c. The Tarrant County Junior College facility should be carefully 
integrated with existing uses. The convent ion center and other 
businesses in this area should capitalize on the day and nighttime 
traffic fr011 TCJC. 
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SUB-SECTOR DATA ZONES--FORT WORTH CBD PLAN 

5 GOVERNMENT CENTER ZONE . 

URBAN DESIGN/LAND USE 

A. Existing Conditions 
1. The predonrinant use:. of this zone J$.-. government offices. This zone has 

the second highest· concentration of office space in the CBD-. There 
are four city facilities, including the City Hall, and five federal 
office facilities. including the large. Fritz Lanham Federal Building. 

2. The area also contains several light industrial facilities, St. 
Andrew's Church, and a small 5110unt of ' comparison shopping and bar/ 
restaurant facilities.,, Twenty percent of the retail space is vacant. 

3. The east-west freeway forms a major barrier on the southern e.dge of 
this zone. ·. · · . . .:i·L· 

4. Burnett Park, an attractive urban space w1t,.b mature. shade trees and if 
key CBD asset, is located in this zone. : ·i~; .. . 

5. The Macon and Cherry Streets·tnterdrangltitS·: ~: araj~%:~·fl"':access point. 

B. Problems and Opportunities 
1. This area is highly visible due to the east-west freeway and the 

Macon/Cherry interchange. An attractive image and entry treatment is 
. import ant • 

2. There are opportunities to consolidate governnent services in this 
zone. 

3. Pedestrian linkages between this zone and the convention center zone 
and core are lacking, especially to Burnett Park. 

4. Use of land in this zone that is now parking will require the develop
ment of replacement parking elsewhere. 

C. Recommendations 
1. Encourage high-intensity, high-rise use in this zone similar to the 

core area. 
a. Encourage future federal and municipal offices to locate in this 

zone to capitalize on the existing government offices concentra
tion. 

b. Construct entry improvements to Macon and Cherry Street to provide 
an attractive entry image for this zone and the CBD. 

2. Enhance traffic circulation in this zone. 
a. Encourage only low-intensity development around the Macon/Cherry 

freeway exits. 
3. Increase the pedestrian orient at ion of this zone. . 

a. Renovate Burnett Park to increase its attractiveness as a pedes
trian open space. 

b. Provide pedestrian links between Burnett Park and other areas of 
the CBD. (See the Sixth/Seventh Street Streetscape Target 
Project description.) These links should go to the north to the 
superblock, to the east to the bus spine, along Texas and 13t.t,l:. 
Street to the Water Garden, and south to the offices and park irt§ 
below I-30. 
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*Reduce pedestrian I vehicular conflicts. 
* Strenthen CBO functions within the core by pedestrian 

linkage. 

Implementation: 

*Use street trees to enhance visual quality of the 
streets and pedestrian zone. 

* Trees are to be planted in grates, freeing the 
~edestrian movement zone from planters. 

* Provide seating in areas of potential setback such as 
parking lots <seatwall/planter serving to screen the 
parkin~ lot improving the street scene). 

* Use br1ck to signify pedestrian orientation to the core 
are~. 

* Max1mize use of activity zones with development of 
outdoor cafes and plazas provinding intimacy. 

Being just on the edge of this high-rise area, the project is 
already greatly affected by rapid skyscraper developments like the 
Southwestern Bell Building's large presence to the south. 

Public Tansportation: 
The Fort Worth CBO area is different in the aspect of mass 

transit than in other large cities. Most professionals who work 
full time in the area can park their cars within 4 1/2 blocks of 
their work place. The remainder of the downtown workers have 

access to the citran Bus System which has many stops within the 
downtown area connecting to all other areas of the city through 52 
different routes. 

This pubically owned bus system offers a downtown free zone 
which no fare is required within the area. Otherwise, fares are at 
a reduced rate and very affordable. A concept called "Free Tran" 
ties a privately owned free parking lot on the northern edge of 
town to the downtown free zone. 

Eight privately owned bus companies serve Ft. Worth offering 
national, regional and charter operations. There are also three 
taxi firms serving the area. 

Transportation from the downtown to the OFW airport is 
provided; A Citran subsidary called the Fort Worth Airporter. This 
is a continuous running (Sam-midnight) shuttle which connects 
world-wide air travel directly to the hotels of downtown Fort 
Worth. 
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•• ;ransportatton 

ort-
('ublish~ mnually by the Fort Worth Chamber of Cumm~:n:1: 

Goods Movement 
Motor Carrier and Motor Express Service 

fOrt Worth's position as a major southwest distribution center is 
supported b,v the presence of O\'er 40 regular route moror canicn 
prodding 750 or more schedules. 

In addition. numerous motor carriers operate to md from Fort Worth 
in rhc tranSportation of petroleum. gas. rcmgerated products and other 
commodities which require special scn·ices and tacilities. 

Compcriti\'e single-line scnice by two or more moror carriers is 
p!O'idcd to the larger cities in Arltansas. Louisiana. Oklahoma. !'-lew 
Mexico and Texas. 

Single-line scnice by at least one motor carrier is a\'ailable to all major 
markets in the u.s. 

The accompanying map shows routine tranSit rimes fur L TL 
shipments to major hub-terminal points from Fort Worth. 

Motor Carrier and Motor Express Rates 
Interstate motor carrier class rates arc unifurm to ot from all L;tics in 

dK Southwest Mctroplc::x. Interstate motor c::xprcss rates to all states 
accpt Oklahoma arc also uniform to or from the metropolitan m:a .. 

On Texas intrastate class-rated shipments, howe\'er. Fort Worth offers 
a transpomtion cost ad,·antagc over Dallas to the major Texas mart.ro. 
Unlike interstate rates, intrastate motor earner rates and motor c::xprcss 
ntts to Oldahotna arc based on distance of mo\'cmcnt. 
. The accom~g maps show the \ 'ast area ofT cxas to which it is 
cheaper to ship from Fort Worth. Norc that the motOr earner rates to 
Housron, Corpus Christi and Laredo arc equal from FOrt Worth and 
Dallas. 

Intrastate Commerce Conuilercial Zone 
Included in the Fort Worth Commercial Zone an: all of the cities of 

Tmant and Dallas counties. with the exception of Sasche (Dallas 
County). and including Plano (Collin County) . Motor carriers mav 
pro\'idc SCf\icc on shipments to and from 64 points "ithin rhis zone 
without regulation of their scni ce or rates b,v the Texas IU.ilroad 
Commission. 

1984 

Interstate Commerce Commercial Zone 
Cities and towns within th·e air miles of the ein· limits of Fort Worth 

arc included in the interstate commercial zone. The rone includes most 
of Tarrant Counn·. all of Dallas Counn• and the: dries bct\n-cn Fort 
Worth and DallaS. Alw interstate motor carrier with Interstate 
Commerce Commission authorin· to sc:n·e anv cin· within this zone is 
also authorized to sc:n·e all other. cities within. the wne. 

Rail Freight Services 
Of the 10 major railroad S\'stems in Texas. 7 sc:n·e Fort Worth with 

16 outlets. Railroad lines radiate to the Mississippi Rin'T gateway citit:s 
and to the major rail centers of the western United States. 

. Railroads Serving Fort Worth 
The following railroads sc:n·e Fort Worth : 

The Atchison. Topek.a & Sanra Fe Railway Co. 
Burlington Northern 
Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Co. 
Missouri Pacific Railroad Co. 
St. Louis-Southwestern IU.ilwav Co. 
Southern Pacific Co. · 
The Texas & Pacific Railwa\' Co. 

Fort Worth is a junction jx>int on literally hundreds of through 
routes. Thus. a common practice is the application of monC\'·Sa\'ing 
rransit pri,·ilcgc:s. i.e. the stopping in transit tor storage or processing of 
goods and reshipping them to destination at a lower total cost. 

In many cases. the railroad companies ha\'C made reciprocal switching 
agreements among thcrnsc:l\'es. permitting a shipper ro usc am· of the 7 
rail carriers fur line-haul scn·ice without ha\'ing to pa\· J switchmg 
charge in addition to the line-haul cost. 

Air Freight Service 
Commercial air carriers supplv air freight services tor Fort Worth at 

DallasiFort Worth Airport. Since c:\'en• passenger aircraft rerrcscnts lift 
capacin· fur mighr. Fort Worth shippers ha,·e the benefit ot nonstof' 
scn·ice to about 80 cities and single-plane sc:n·ice to O\'t:r 130 cities trom 
DFW Airport. Fort Worth's mid-south location means c:mcrgc:nL'\' 
shipments require a little O\'er three hours by air ro either the East or 
West Coast. 

The minimum charge fur air freight pick up or dclivcn· is uniform to 
Fort Worth and Dallas. 

L TL De h·en· Times 
from Fort Vi orth 
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Freight Service: 

Air, rail and ground freight services are very extensive in 

the downtown and surrounding areas of Fort Worth. Seven out of ten 

railroad systems serve Fort Worth with 16 outlets. Being a major 

railroad line center, the city has many money saving transit 

privileges for storing, processing and re-shipping goods. 

Four inner-city bus lines and Amtrak provide package 
transportatin. The Fort Worth Post Office is renoun for its 
outstanding service to the city being a regional postal center. 

Private Transportation: 

Fort Worth is served by nine federal and state highways along 

with the north/south and east/west freeways which all provide 

direct access to all parts of Texas and the u.s. This highway 

system is financed by a portion of the 10 cents per gallon sales 

tax on gasoline. 

The Dallas I Ft. Worth Airport is very accessible <45 minutes 

from downtown) and being the most modern and safest airport in the 

world, it has about 1200 daily departures and arrivals giving the 

traveler a large seletion of convenient travel times. Forty nine 

of the fifty largest cities in the u.s. have direct access air 

sevice from this airport. 

CBD Traffic Capacity and Flow: 

Now that most of the major construction work downtown is 

completed, the incoming and outgoing traffic has been greatly 

affected due to the increased leasing space available within the 
CBO. 

The major problems of traffic conjestion exist during early 

and late peak hours on every border of the CBD with the exception 

of the west. On the north, North Main Street and the Jacksburo 

highway entries are operating over their capacities. Both of these 

accessways bowever, are currently undergoing renovation in order 

to correct this problem. To the east, Belknap and Highway 280 are 
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;ProXimity ·to Nati~nai and International 
Markets from DFW Airport 

• l,.fSO DAILY OPERATIONS 
• 150 CITIES VIA SINGLE-PLANED SERVICE 
• ~· CITIES ABROAD SERVED BY DIREcr SERVICE 
: .f2 CARRIERS PROVIDING SERVICE 
• Slli BUSIEST AIRPORT IN THE U.S. 
• 3RD LARGEST CONNECTING AIRPORT IN THE U.S. 
• 1ST IN SAFETY. RATED BY A..L.P.A. 

General Aviation Rail Passenger Service 
Corporate: and pri\·atc: aviation flight activities arc: also available: at 

municipally-owned Meacham Fic:ld. Irs m~n runway IS 75~ fcc:t long, 
has ILS insrrumcnration, and is capable ot handling a1rcraft up to 
130.000 lbs. gross weight. A para.llcl 4000 toot runwav is used primarilv 
for student pilot training. Meacham Field is located in North Fort 
Wonh just south of Loop 820. It has cxcc:Uc:nt tc:nninal facilities and 
ground support services offc:rcd by sc:vc:ral fixed-base: opc:rato~ . 
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Amtrak SC:I'\'es Fort Worth with a rail pa.ssc:ngc:r route from San 
Antonio through St. Louis to Chicago. 

Source: Fort Worth Community Profile 



eAmartllo 

•Lubbock 

eM•dland 

• Odeua 

ePecos 

Motor Carrier Rate 
Advantage· Territory 

Many companies provide air freight furwarding service and some 
spccializ.c in intcmational forwarding services. 

Most of the air carricn serving DFW Airport also provide air express 
SCI'\ icc. 

Other Freight Services 
Fort Worth is served by fuur inner-cit\' bus lines pro,·iding small 

paruge trans~.rtarion. Additionally. Amtrak also offers small package 
5a\1CC. . 

Fort Worth's least recognized transportation asset is the outstanding 
!Cf\'ICC of the Fort Worth Post Office. For five consecutive vears, this 
Post Office generated more output per man·hour than anv of the 78 
largest Post Offices in the U.S. Postal Scr\·ice. 

Fort Worth is a regional postal center. A.l.so. all third and fourth class 
mail inbound to all Texas cities is processed bv the Fort Worth Post 
Office. , · 

Intrastate Cpmmerce 
Commercial Zone 
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•Lubbock 

FORT WORTH e 
•M•dland •Ab•tene 

•Odeua 

• Sdn Antonto 

Motor Express Rate 
Advantage Territory 

Personal Transportation 
Highways 

The private automobile provides most personal transportation in Fort 
Worth. 

Fort Worth has a fine system of freeways and major am:rials that 
prov1de an easy flow of 0'2ffic to job ccnrcrs and residential areas. 
F~ays serving the largest employment center. the central business 
dismct, approach traffic-mo,·ing capacir:y at two peak periods. general.lv 
from 7: 30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 4:45 p.m·. to 5:15 p.m. Auto transit 
nme from the outer reaches of the cit\' to downtown bv the tTccwav is 
15 ro 20 minur:es. Manv of the !Tccwavs arc on the Inrersrarc svstcm. 

Fort Worth has majo.r Interstate ~·a,•s that bisect the area 
north/south and cast/west into quadrants.· ·"ddirional !Tc~·avs connect 
the central business district with Dallas; Fort \\'orth .\irport ·and with the 
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in the similar situation. To the south, South Henderson, Cherry 
St., Macon St., and the southeast access from both freeways <I-30, 
I-35) are the biggest remaining problem areas. 

The new Southwest Freeway now under construction in some parts 
of the city will play a positive role for the CBD area. Coming 
off of the Belknap access, it will keep alot of the through 
traffic out of the core area. The new freeway will also eliminate 
much of the northeast conjestion directing more attention toward 
the west side where there are no problems at this point.(see map) 

Market Studies: offices <By M Bank's Report & MDS> 

In March of 1985, the CBD area had the highest occcupancy rate 

out of the eight geographic market areas surveyed. The 

distribution of office space available in the county revealed 
44.6% was in the CBO. The average effective lease rate at this 
time was $13.48 I square foot. In 1986 it has increased to $16.93. 

By looking at the "Distrobution of Office Space" graph, we can 
see that the CBD has the highest square footage available with a 
lower than average occupancy rate compared to the other areas such 
as the Suburban Fort Worth which is almost 10% higher. This may 
indicate that the downtown area is becoming less desirable for 
smaller business locations as well as others. 

The distribution of office space by age in Tarrant County is 
mostly new space <1-10 years old). The occupancy percentage is 
slighly higher for the older buildings such as the ones 31 years 
old and older. This category is second to that of new buildings in 

square footage available. 
There are a total of 18 buildings older than 31 years. 31.4% 

of the CBO Space available with an average effective lease rate of 
$11.58 I sq. ft. which is the lowest available. 46 These buildings 
also have the highest average occupancy percentage. 
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Area A (Fort Worth Central Business District) 

The Fort Worth CBD contains 34 office buildings with a total of 

7/677,252 s.f, .. The buildings range in size from 936,;373 to 10,000 net 

' leasable s. f. (Individual building information is contained in Exhibit 

8-Sa and buildings are located In Figure 8-3a). Overall occupancy is 

74.2%, with an average effective lease rate of $13.48. 

Net Owner Avg. 
Leasable % of Occupied Vacant Occ. 

No. of Area Total Area Area Rate Avg. Effective 
(S.F.) (S.F.) Bldgs. County (S.F.) (%) Lease Rate 

34 7,677,252 44.6% 1,415,616 1,980,456 74.2% $13.48/s.f. 

Exhibit 8-Ga contains three analysis tables, each segmenting 

office buildings into specific categories based on building age, building 

size, and average effective lease rate. 

The four categories which are particularly interesting for the 
-c. 

CBD are: 

Major 
Categories of No. of Net Leasable % of Avg. Effective 

Interest Bldgs. Area {S. F.) CBD Seace Lease Rate 
1-10 yrs . o 1 d 11 4,890,439 s.f. 63.7% $16.39 
31+ yrs. old 18 2,409,802 31.4 11.58 
100,000+ s. f. 20 7,013,771 91.4 14.33 
$10.00-$11.99 5 1,122,360 14.6 
lease Rate 

Analysis of Exhibit 8-7a indicates the following about amenities 

being offered by the 34 CBD buildings: 

No. of 
Buildings 

19 
17 
8 
6 

16 

Amenities Offered 
Covered Parking 
Open Parking 
No Parking Provisions 
Secretarial Service 
Food Service 
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Avg. 
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70.4% 
78.7 
37.3 
97.4 



F~pre 10-2 

Summary of Tarrant County Retai,~pace 
8 

7,563,259 s.f. 

7 D Leasable 

Occupied 
6 

5 

4 

3 
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0 

CBD Suburban Arlington HEB Other T.C. 
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co 

Area 

A - CBD 
B - Northwest FW 
c - Southwest FW 
D - Southeast FW 
E - N. Richland Hills/ 

Richland Hills/ 
Haltom City/ 
Watauga 

F - Northeast FW 
G - Hurst/Euless/ 

Bedford 
H- Arlington 
I - Grapevine/ 

Colleyville 
J - Grand Prairie 

SUMMARY OF TARR.AJ..iT COUNTY RETAIL SPACE 

(Year-End 1984) 

No. of Total Leasable 
Centers S.F. Vacant S.F. 

3 435,000 s.f. 1 64,500 s.f. 
16 2,000,969 125,027 
50 4,478,271 254,005 
20 761,794 58,279 

17 1,490,397 75,750 

8 322,225 39,495 
31 2,392,926 316,097 

61 5,244,730 485,166 
2 32,200 24,041 

8 497,1852 90,968 
-
216 17,655,697 s.f. 1,533,328 s.f. 

Occ. Avg. Effective ' 
Rate Lease. Rate 

85.2% $15.47/s~f. 

93.8 9.86 
94.3 12.96 
92.4 8.18 
94.9 10.57 

87.7 15.86 
86.8 11.58 

90.7 12.20 
25.3 14.88 .. 

81.7 9.68 

91.3% $12.10/s.f. 

1This figure is based on the 3 major retail centers in the CBD. It does not take into consideration 
the free-standing retail. ·:."·{ 

2This figure was derived solely from the retail located within the Tarrant County boundaries. 

Source: Year-end 1984 MDS Survey of Retail Centers 



EXHIBIT 10-3 

•TARRANT COUNTY PLAN NED RET Al~~;~,~~~~:ss _ 
# -.. . . ' 

. ~ -~~:;_ .. 
Complete in 1986 and Beyontt-· 

Area Total -S.f. Pre-leased S.F. % Pre-leased 

A - CBD 
8 - NW Ft. Worth 300,000 s.f. 
C - SW Ft. Worth 715,000 
D - SE Ft. Worth 
E - NRH, RH, HC, W 290,000 145,000 s.f. 50.0% 
F - NE Ft. Worth 215,000 59,800 27.8 
G - HEB 236,208 
H - Arlington 2,026,000 
I - Grapevine & 270,000 

Colleyville 
J - Grand Prairie 310,000 

4,362,208 s.f. 204,800 s.f. 4.7% 

Source: MDS Year-end 1984 Survey of Retail Centers 
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Retai 1: 

With much contrast from the business market. the retail market 

in the CBD lacks considerably in square footage (only 435.000 sq. 

ft.) compared to that of the suburaban area <7.563.259 sq.ft.). 47 

The study prepared by MBank in 1985 revealed that the onlv 

areas in Fort Worth which have comparitvelv very little retail 

square footage are Southeast Ft. Worth and the CBO. 
There are presently only 3 retail centers in the downtown 

area. The oldest poerating one is 600 Houston Street which houses 

the Woolworth's Store. The latest development is Sundance Sqt.1are 

mentioned before. The third and largest complex is the Tandv Mall. 

This building is a mixed use of office space and indoor shoos 

having an indoor ice rink covered by a large atrium. 

From MOS's report,we can see that there are no retail centers 

planned in the CBD area. Also Older buildings within the CBD C31 

years or older) offer the lowest average leasing rate although 

thev consist of lower avialable square footage for lease than the 

newer structures. 

4 b. !"!Bank., p. 8-5. 

4 7 
• Ibid . , P • 1 0-6 • 



SUMMARY 

From this background study, it is apparent from the 

Environmental Analysis, that Ft. Worth will be a steadY income 

producing area for many years to come. With its diverse economv, 

nice weather. high technology, international accessibility. honest 

western personality and character·, we can now see the reason 

behind its rapid growth and popularity. 

This study supports the fact that there is alot of 

oportunities for redevelopment and new retail in the do,~ntown 

area. With the Convention Center activities and tourism grow i ng , 

there is a need for an increase in safe pedestrian access. 

circulation and activity. 



Casas 



· · · -· · ··· · - · -· ··' ···-~- -- =~~ ......... ...--------------

CASE STUDIES 

These few case studies are an examination of similar projects 

which will aid in the development and design of the project. By 

extracting perceptions of successful and unsuccessful historical 

restorations and their contexts we can prevent any mistakes made 

in the past along with improving on the good ideas and solutions. 

These were selected in correlation with the nature of the 

desing project. The first few cases are restoration and mixed-use 

projects what deal with many different uses and pedestrian issues. 

The original Flatiron Building in New York and the Hurt Building 

in Georgia were studied for their common triangular floor plans 

with the Fort Worth Flatiron Building. The Library At Blackburn 

has significant similarities with the Public Library in Ft. Worth. 

We begin with the larger cases and work toward the smaller. 
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SOUTH STREET SEAPORT, NEW YORK CITY 
Source: Douglas Brenner, .. Profiting From The Past. Down To 

The Sea In Shops ... Architectural Record, January. 
1984. 

Up until the Civil War, the South Street Harour at the tip of 

Manhattan was the center of New York's maritime commerce. The 
buying, selling, eating and living was the lifeblood of this area. 
Not until 1860, with the steamship replacement of clippers, did 
the trade begin to fall as it shifted to deep-water piers of the 

Hudson River. The decline of South Street prevented this historic 
district (a collection of low-rise 18th & 20th century 
architecture ) from further development along with the downtown 
skyscraper shadows and the building boom of the 1960's. The 
"Friends of South Street Seaport Museum .. was organized in 1967 in 

as effort to designate the Seaport and an extensive collection of 

old shios as an official landmark within as eleven block 
Historical district. Essential to the survival of the Seaport was 
the need of major funding in addition to the already large 

membership support from the nonprofit south Street Seaport Museum. 
Therefore, in order to bring in extra support, the Museum asked 

the Rouse Company to assess the feasibility of retail 
installations in 1977, which ended in a development plan prepared 
by the Museum, Rouse, the State and City of New York. 

This mixed use assembly or .. Museum Block .. is a cluster of 18th 
and 19th century commercial buildings restored by Beyer Blinder 
Belle, Architects and Planners who also did the infil; the New 
Fulton Market, a retail complex, designed by BTA <Benjamin 
Thompson and Associates>;the wholesale Fulton Fish Market, Built 
in 1907, and it's fish stall annex; the state-owned Schermerhorn 
Row Block, restored by Jan Hird Pokorny, Architects and Planners. 

Adaptions of piers 16 and 18 are for outdoor Museum functions. 
Pier 17 is now being used for retail and restaurant use. The 34 
story Seaport Plaza is now a privately owned office tower with two 

retail levels at it's base. Fulton Street has been converted to a 
Pedestrian thoroughfare serving as the primary circulation spine 
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which links South Street to the business district and joins the 
Seaport's land components to the waterfront where the Museum's 
vessels magnetically draw visitors down to the strand in 
curiosity. The pilot house pictured in the plan is under reveiw. 
It would be located under the expressway and has the potential of 
animating the water's edge along with acting as a common point in 
order to prevent the visual cohesivenes the expressway threatens. 

The closed off Fulton Street in the master plan along with 
several cross streets, creates amenities of an active pedestrian 
plaza overlooked by restaurants and cafes with direct access to 
the waterfront. This being a rare but hospitable environment for 
Manhattan. The unfortunate flaw in this cluster is that the 34 
story Seaport Plaza with it's granite-clad shaft appears to create 
a division between the waterforont and the city. Another downfall 
is it being the tallest building in the area, it projects a strong 
shadow over the center of activities <the framed public square) in 
the afternoon. 

The restoration part of the project included the image 
preservation of a group of buildings in their post-Civil War 
condition of Greek Revival and Victorian storefronts. The 
objective in this project as a whole by Christopher Lowerey 
(president of the Museum) was that "once all of the projected 
facilities are in place, the retail element will simply enhance 
it's historical context". "We decided when we set out that the 
preservation of the place should build a foundation for the 
Museum's growth". 
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The "/}(:/im·" l'ir·1r q( Schermerhom 
Rmr (/d)! sholl'.~ the acc1·etions and 
lrmses ti1111 I 1'1111.~/iyul·ed llw da.~.~iral 
s!lmmf'il'!l '!( tlw 1!-lmilrlintJ 
Ft•derallt·t'l'rlf't', As .~hou•n i11 the 
lithotJI'IIJth "" fJfl!/1' !18, 1/wfacarles 
uriyinally had fll't·/,•d dmws at 
!/l'flllllfllr·•·d lhfll l'rtnislwd as 
sltwt;Ji·onls u•t·n 1'1'11/0ilelr·d .• Jan 
l'okul'lllf . .< f, 'IIIII disror•t•rr·rla 
.fi'ri!/lllf';,; '!(,.,,. 181 larch, which 
lhr·y "rompl..t('(/" in /)l'(in::e (photo 

boll om left). Anotlwr find was a 
piece of early 1!/lh-cenluryll'ooden 
fJUIIer, wilh 11'1'011!/ht-imn bmckl'!s 
still in place. Mi.~siny chimn,•ys !hal 
had blown duwn 1/'('1'1' relmillwith 
h iyh-lensile mol'lar ({acsi miles of 
uld fir· mds ll•err· put back bf'!u•r•r•n 
llw s/ad·s). Thl' .w1 mr• culilwr o( 
painstakill!ll'l'smrch and · 
r<•sourcr:fulness di.~tinyuished 
Pokum y 's appmach lu llw res! '!f 
the block. u•hich includes buildinys 

of vm·ious styles (e.fJ. the Front 
Street elemtion, opposite). Utilities 
wr•rr· introduced lhrouyh a rear 
courtyard under a puved deck and 
amphillwate1·. For the museum 
inji/1 pmjec/ at/he soullwast comer 
of llw block, Pokorny lm.~ pmpo.<ed 
11. mudn·11 structure 1rhusr• mn.qsiny 
11'1111/d aJtpro.rima/e that q( cm111/inu 
housr•s similar to Sclwnnerhorn 
Ruw that formerly ymced this site. 
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SCHERMERHORN ROW BLOCK (1811) 

Architect: Jan Hird Pokorny, Architects & Planners 
Owner: New York State Office of Parks and Recreation 
Client: New York State Urban Development Corporation 
Cost: 5.8 million 

The Schermerhorn Row Block on Fulton Street houses 32,000 

square feet of several interlocking functions: a museum, shops, 

restaurants, a pub, offices, and housing for residents whose 

tenancy predated the construction. The vacant southeast corner 

of the block is left for the site of a museum facility. The 

Mansard roof on the northeast elevation was added in 1868 and the 

flat-roofed attic in the 1930's giving it an interesting 

combonation held together by the ground floor classical store 

fronts. The ground floor and second floor plans reveal the 

common space joined by the retail, exhibit and residential 

activities. This long slender space tends to be more of a 

circulation area that tends to force one back into another area or 

activity within the building. In section, the mansard roof side 

obviously devotes "living" as the activity while the flat roofed 

side implies offices and storage. 
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.f1USEUM BLOCK 
Architects: Beyer Blinder Belle, Architects and 

Pl~mners 
Owners: South Street Seaport Museum 

Included in this historic block is 207 Front Street, a 
~shop and residence built in 1797 now housing part of the Museum 
~:t~ . 
~:ffices. Also in this block are Greek Revival storefronts <207-

::~;11 Wa t e r S t r e e t ) con t a i n i n g a museum s t o r e an d p r i n t i n g s h o p • 
jt.'<•. 

t ish dealers lofts have been turned into a multo-media theater. 
o', 
~ ·· Beyer Blinder Belle's initial role in the Museum Block began 
~ith the contract to design an infill to mask a subway ventilation 
~haft on the then vacant corner of Fulton and Front Streets. The 
later phases included the commission from the Rouse Co. for retail 
~paces and the Museum for It's own shops and offices. 
·> 

The most original contribution by BBB to the Museum Block is 
:;the Bogardus Building and Cannon's Walk, "a crooked alleyway of 
~-.. 
shops". This meandering court was generated by an original mixed 
up arrangement of sheds and backyards. John Beyer's philosophy was 
to leave the passage as it was in its own "leftover quality"."Here 
one can savor the gritty charm of the found object and the romance 
of exploration that has always lured the adventurous to the 
~Jat erfront byways". · 
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Mu.~eum Block 
Sou/It Street Seaport 
New York City 
Owners: 
Scmth Street Seaport Museum, 
lessee from the City of New York 
Architects: . 
Beyer Blinder Belle, Architects & 
Planners- John H. Beyer, parltwr
in-charge; James Marston Fitch, 
director of hi:;turic pt·e:wt'Vativu; 
John II. Stubbs, prujet:f director, 

· n 'sturation; Thomas P. McGinty, 
pmject director, Camwn 's Walk; 
Put Mulberry, director, museum 
shops; Robert T. Bayley, 
ccmst ruction manu.l}er, museum 
shop.w Peter Dewitt, project 
desiyner ' 
Engineers: 
Georye Lanyer, P.E. (mecltanica/1 
electrical);.Stanley H. Goldstein. 
P.E. (stru.clura/) 
Consultants: 
Rof)(,r/ E. Meadou•s (1!177 facwlc · 
n·.~turatiun); Howard. Rmmhston 
(/iy/tiiny); Sussmctn & Prejza 
(ymphics cmd :;iunaye) 
General contractors: 
Gmul<' t'C!J Cun/rurlor~;, Inc. 
Canopy: 
Ti~hman Constructio·n Corpvraliv11 
ofN<"w rork 



FULTON ~M~RKET < 1883 > 
Architect: BenJ~min Thompson & Associates 
Owners: Seapori Marketplace Inc~ <Affiliate of the Rouse Co.) 
Cost: 15.8 million 
The original Fulton Market Halls was a neoclassical pavilion 

of 1882 and its eccletic Victorian sucessor, built in 1883 and 
demolished in 1951. 

The goal in this design was the construction of a "hard 
working short-slaves sort of place" which did in-turn result in 
the character of "a comfortable and forgiving building, capable of 
graciously accepting frailties of human behavior or an occasional 
speck on the floor". 

I 

The design issues affecting the project included several 
obstacles: rigid height limits. treacherous site conditions. 
obligatory landmarks commission review and the need to build over 
and around existing fish stalls. An open public hall with 
adaptable shed extensions plan satisfies these obstacles. The 
cable-hung metal canopy masks the blank sides of the fish stalls, 
offers shelter to pedestrians and gives the building a strong 
presence on all four facades relating this new building to 
tradition with this centurues-old formula for market buildings. 
The combonation of this cable-h~ng roof and the granite-framed 
windows above it help create an impression of a 2 story building 
keyed to the domestic scale of the surrounding buildings on Fulton 
and Front Streets. 
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Fulton Markel 
South Street &mporl 
New Yot·k City 
Owners: 
SeapOrt Markelplui·• · Inc .. an 
affiliate of The Rouse romp!III!J 
(Development team: Jam es F. 
Dausch, developmeul rlirert•1r; John 
R. Kranz, Jr., senior project 
manayet·; Luurin. H. Askl·1p, Jr .. 
directo1· of design; C. Lu1t•rencc· 
Whitman, senior tft.siyn 1111111/I!JI·r; 
Huuh .-l. Bout!. 1lesitJII mu tllltJ<Tiuml 
the South Street S1·upol'l MuseU til 
Architects: 
Benjamin Tlwmpsun & 
Associates- Benjumiu cu~tl.lum· 
Thompson, principul.,-i u-r·hu r!J('; 
Bruno D'Ayostino uml Philip 
Loheed, associates-in-clw l'fJI'.' ./uh u 
Shank, project archilecl; Chm·k 
Izzo, Daphne Petrie. Peter Min!'r, 
Tom Quirk, Joan R c· illy, projc:cl 
team 
Associated architects: 
The Eggers Group P.C. 
Engineers: 
Severud-Perrone-Szeuezd !}-
Sturm (structuml); Fluck + Kurtz 
(mechanical/ elect rica/) · 
Consultants: 
Clark & Rapuano (sln·etxcupc:J; 
Wheel!Gersto.D' & .·lssociu/e:; (:;/n·.-1 
liyhtiny); James E. (;ui 
(specifications); Schirm e-r 
Enuineerinu Corpomliou (.lin · 
protecticm) 
General contractor: 
Tishm1tn Construction Corpomliuu 
of New York 
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THE LIBRARY AT BLACKBURN 
County Borough of Blackburn, England 1971 
The nature of this project involves the adaption of an old Co

' perative Society emporium for Library use with future plans for 
~n art gallery. At the same time there were two other old 
.t.:; ·:· 

Sbuildings to be adapted in conJunction with the emporium creating 
; cultured complex connected by a pedestrian way from a new car 
~:~ 

rgarage. 
The adaptive reuse in thi~ particul~ra proJect is, in 

~ctuallity the reverse of the future design plans of the old Fort 
Worth Public Library Facilities. One value of this case comes with 
',t he examination of the "before" and .. after•• restoration section 
~~awings. In addition, more attention will bw given to the study 
·.·of t he e x t e r i or t r eat men t and rehab i 1 i t at i on of t he b u i 1 d i n g • 

One lesson to be learned in this case is that the designers 
jound so many flaws in the original plans in that, the actual 
~fructure was not built exactly to its specifications. The floor 
b·e,~ms spanned the wrong way and the so-called non 1 ead-bearing 
~~-ll s d i d act u a 1 1 y sup p or t par t s of t h e above s t r u c t u r e • 
~herefore, measured drawings and photographs had to be taken in 
if der to make accurate standard drawings used for the design. This 
L'~'( 

.)~esented a costly time delay in the project. 

):Jhe Design: 
On the exterior. a decision was made to eliminate all 

·'·' 

~ brickwork and try to unify the elevations with triangular mullions 
extending from the street to the roof covering the unwanted 
11 brickwork 11

• This act broke the ground floor down into a more 
powerfull module, and solved the top-heavy look of the building 
which was created by the large windows for showrooms on the main 
f1 oor. 

Due to the irregular right angles inside the building. the 
color treatment was kept cool and muted. The only areas of strong 
color are in the elevators and stairwells. The high ornamental 
~eilings on the second floor whih contains reception and ballroom 
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Figure 8.16 Remodelled elevations. New artificial stone 
mullions, stone spandrels and cast metal spandrels 
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Figure 8.17 Detail of remodeUeC:t elev.,~ions 



I f'iawe 8.4 Wodtina photaarnph 
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activities in the earlier uses is now appropriate for prol~nged 
study in the library. 

The preservation design of the elevators was faced with fire 
regulations.the Factory Inspector and the Insurance Company. The 
solution to conform to the required codes was the interior glazing 
and replacement of the actual cars. The glazing and replacement 
of the actual cars. The glazing in-turn highlighted the function 
of the cars exposing the full view of the cars and counterweights. 

Systems: 
Fortunately. the existing heating plant, located in the 

adjacent King Georges Hall basement, was of high capacity and 
could be expanded to support the future Art Gallery. The main 
problem was connecting the steam mains to the new building. · Du~ to 
the cost of an underground connection, an above ground routing was 
desired. The solution was integrating the mains with the 
pedestrian bridge between the two buildings, hiding the mains 
underneath the bridge. The A/C was eliminated on cost grounds 
with more attention paid on the ventilation system which was 
sufficient in this environment <climate). 

Source: "Conservation or Renewal, A study of the library at 
Blackburn",Building Conservation and Rehabilitation. 
ed. Thomas A. Markus <London: The Butterworth Group, 
1979), p.120. 
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Figure 8.9 Ground floor plan 

hCI IOI'I 

Figure 8.10 First floor plan 
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Figure 8.11 Second floor plan 

Figure 8.1 Blackburn Co-operative Society before con
version to library. View from Northgate 
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GHIRARDELLI SQUARE 

San Francisco, California 

Architect: Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons 
Landscape Arch.: Lawence Halprin & Assoc. 
Client: Willim M. Roth 
Cost: 11 million (including land at 2.5 mil.) 
Date Completed: Stage I: May 1965. 

Stage II: Spring 1968. 

The original facory and warehouse of this complex were built 

between 1893 and 1916 and designed by William Mooser and belonged 

to the Ghirardelli Chocolate Factory owned by Domingo 

Ghirardelli. The Woolen Mill, built in 1862, the only remaining 

building owned by Ghirardelli now sits at an angle to the whole 

complex as a result of it buing the oldest structure built fefore 

the street system design. When the company moved, the complex 

was bought by William Roth and converted to mixed-use starting in 

1963. Since the the completion, Ghirardelli Squre has been noted 

as one of the most famous preservation project collections in the 

world. 

The basic character of these buildings is reflected by red 

brick over heavy timber post-and-beam construction with the 

exception of the pseudo-French Clock Tower which was constructed 

of reinforced concrete. The existing structured included the 

Clock Tower, the Mustard Building, the Cocoa Building, Woolen 

Mill, the Chocolate Building, the Power House and the Apartment 

Building. 

The reconstruction work was done in 2 stages. The first stage 

included the Mustard Building, the Appartment Building, the Clock 

Tower and five new buildings. In the Mustard Building, more 

corridoors, elevators and lavoratories were added; existing 

windows were enlarged or converted to French windows. In the 

Apppartment Building, the street level public parking entrance was 

located and restaurants space was provided on the second floors 

only after the installation of a structural steelframing system 

below floors to provide safe, clear spans. The Clock Tower was 

left in tact. 

The second stage included the Cocoa Building, the Chocolate 
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Plan 
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GHIRARDELLI SQUARE, SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

I, drawing of the whole city block which forms Ghirardelli Square from the sea front. Seven of the 
original eight buildings which belonged to the Ghirardelli chocolate factory have been converted t 
new uses-the Apartment Building, the Clock Tower, the Mustard Building, the Cocoa Building, 
the Chocolate Building, the Woollen Mill and the Power House. The other buildings are new 

J~:~o~%~~ r~~r;::,c~~tufl~~~~~ ofd ~rkif.·r;_ Streetdand North Point Street . The building is now 11 
n ,or o ,Ices an a crafts museum on the upper floors 

{:,/, 



Building, Powerhouse and the construction of 3 new shop buildings 

within the square designed to harmoonize with the existing ones 

along with creating piazzas and landscaping which follow the 

site's slope. 

The square's buildings enclosed two main pedestrian plazas, 

one of which covers a four level parking garage. The transition 

between the plazas and activities is served by decks, terraces, 

balconies and wide landings on stairways. The landscaping is 

simple and is used to differenteate levels and spaces enhancing 

the visual environment. 

The success of Ghirardell i Square is that it "provides a 

special charm with a subtle mixture of buildings, outdoor spaces, 

art o b j e c t s , co 1 or f u 1 wares and p eo p 1 e" • It i s a p 1 ace for 

people with a great vareity of activities: shopping, eating, 

strolling, sitting in the sun, or just enjoying the visual 

entertainment of the veiw of San Francisco. 

Sources: Sherban Cantacuzino, New Uses For Old Buildings 

<London: The Architectural Press Ltd., 1975), p.198. 

Elizabeth K. Thompson,Recycling Cities <New York: McGraw 

- Hil 1, 1977), p.68. 
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THE CANNERY 
San Francisco, California 

Architect: Esherick, Homsey, Dodge and Davis 
Landscape Architect: Thomas Church & Associates 
Client~ Leo~ar9 v. Martin 
Cost: r.S m1lllon 
Completed - 1968 
The Cannery, built in the later 19th century housed the Del 

Monte Fruit cannery until right afer the second worls war. It 
rests in an urban location very near Ghirardelli Square and other 
activities: Fisherman's Wharf, Victorian Park, the terminus of a 
sable car line, new offices restaurants and appartment 
buildings. 

The exterior walls of this three story brick structure 
survived the 1906 earthquake and fire. The restoration therefore 
involved the gutting of the interior simultaneoulsly stabalyzing 
the exterior walls from the interior by trussed braces from the 
original timber frame-work. 

The intention of this adaptive reuse project was to revive the 
structure into a commercially feasable city shopping center, food 
market and restaurants divided by a pedestrian walkway. This aim 
was successful along with other pedestrian featured such as 
escalators, balconies and decks, and a glass walled exterior 
escalator. The walkway is open to the sky boardered by the new 
brick walls which match the old walls. 

The interior construction was of heavy timber post-and-beam 
with wood floors and roof joists. This was replaced by new columns 
which were supported on drilled friction concrete piers extending 
through loose fill and bay mud into allivual strada and bedrock. 
This was the alternative to pile driving foundations which was 
dropped due to possible vibration damage to the existing walls. 
The new framing system is of steel with wood joists and plywood 
sheathing. Due to fire regulations, one new floor was built with 
a lightweight concrete floor slab cast on corrugated steel 
shuttering supported on steel beams. 

The top floor of the building is recessed behind the facade 
and openned up by a roof platform for outside eating and viewing. 
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~The view from Beach Street displays a nice arched window pattern 
-~ 
t~ and successive rythm 1 eading up to the corner entrance of the 
~~. ; . 

~stra~t level. The Wharfside, and old warehouse now used as 
;. ·~ 

i bffices, makes an appropriate backdrop for the mall and its 
>·::. 

~.S:itivities. The sunken area of a railway siding which ran between 

'tt~. e Cannery and a warehouse, is now an o 1 i ve grove which forms the 

;Jf!-4)recourt to the main entrance to the mall. 
·t:r-

1
: "The sea 1 e of the Cannery is neither grand nor i nt imat e, but 

·~·~mething in between -- right for a public square and, at the same 

.. iJme, for the ordidnary activities of people." 

tfh, 
S,ource: Sherban Cantacuz i no, New Uses For 01 d Bu i 1 dings <London: 

The Architectural Press Ltd.,1975). p.202. 
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THE FLATIRON BUILDING 
175 5th Avenue New York, New York 

Architect: O.H. Burnham & Co., Architects 
The first structure acquiring the nickname of the "Flatiron•• 

building was actually the Fuller Building located in New York an 
Manhattan Island built in 1901. The model structure designed by 

J the late Daniel Burnham (chief planner and coordinator of the 1893 
Chicago Columbian Expo.) gained much publicity due mostlly to its 
contrast to the surrounding structures. At the same tome it was 
built, the Flatiron was a lical structural pioneer being one of 
the city's forst all steel frame skyscrapers, along with being 
11 the tallest building in the world ... 

Site I Form: 
The site is situated in the center of near lower Manhattan off 

the corner of Madison Square Park and is bordered by the strange 
combonation of three streets: 23rd, Breadway Ave, and 5th Ave. 
This street pattern, which was generated in 1807 by the Street 
Commissioners, frames the slender triangular monumental site that 
the Flatiron now occupies. 

Architect's Philosophy: 
Daniel Burnham had the opportunity and flexibility of using 

this site in many ways. The apex of the triangle could have been 
used as an entrance plaza for example. The final outcome of the 
structure may by justified by the architect's general philosophy 

in architectural design: 

Make no little plans, they have no mag~ic to stir 
men's blood. Make b1g pllans remember1n~ that a 
noble, logical diagram once recorded w1ll never 
die but long after we are gone will be a living 
thing asserting itself with aver growing 
insistency. 

"The problem in the case of the Flatiron was how to make the 
most advantages of detachment, magnitude, altitude, and 
conspicuousness, and at the same time to minimize the 
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.DANIEL HUDSON BURNHAM 

Flatiron (or Fuller) Buildiug, Broadway at East Twemy-third Street and Fifth 
Avenue, New York City, 1901-o3. Co-designer in bis early yelm ... ,J:itb ]vim Well
born Root of many important Chicago skyscrapers in tbe Ricbardsouian mauuer, 
Burnham later swore by the Renaissance traditio11 upheld by Hunt and McKim, 
Mead & lVhite. Here is Bu1·nbam in bis later, classicalmmme1·. 

114 \ 
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disadvantages of the awkward shape of the plot and to do these 
things without any the least sacrifice of the strickly ulitari 
purposes". "In general, the objective was to make an expressive, 
harmonious and beautiful a building as the condition admitted." 

Building Composition: 
In general, the Flatiron posses the classical basement, shaft, 

attic composition with the basement and attic portions having rich 
ornamentation. The "basement" level has a decorative band and 
sharply incised doorway at the major entry. Eight story hanging 
oriels in the· "shaft" diversify the front elevation. The band of 
maidens between windows, two story roundhead window framing, the 
clutch of lions heads on four floors of the "attic", and a bold 
cornice and balustrade terminate the top of the building. The 
frieze on the fourth story provides an effective transition in the 
composition. 

Along with the effectiveness of composition, Burnham and the 
manufacturer coordinated well in the matching of colors of the 
limestone base and the terra cotta above. 

Criticism: 
The main criticised point on the Flatiron Building was to the 

functional area within the apse of the structure. This area was 
just not usable, especially for business transactions being 
rounded to a diameter of less than 10 feet. 

The continued equal spacing of the finestrations, whether the 
required lighting depth was 100ft. or 10ft. invited criticism by 
the users of the building. This critcism contained in the 1902 
Arcitectural Record, summed up the negative aspects of the 
Flatiron building with the statement, "the architect could be 
accused of sacrificing his clients to his architecture". With 
this sacrifice however, Daniel Burnham made his mark in New York 
leaving one of his many "living things" behind contributing to the 
impressive built environment in the city. building. 
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Sources: 11 The Flatiron of Fuller Building ... Architectural Record, 
October. 1902, PP• 528-536 • 

.. Burnham, Daniel H ... Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects 
Volume I <New York: The Free Press) 

Charles Moore, Daniel H. Burnham -Architect - Planner of 
Cities <N.Y.: Da Capo Press, 1968). 

1HE "FLATl lW:\ " OH Fl"LLF:B Bl"!Lf\1::\.; 

Broadwar nnd 23d 8tr~et, !'ew York City. 
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THE HURT BUILDING 

Atlanta, Georgia <1913-1924) 

Architect: J. E. R. Carpenter 
Client: Joel Hurt, developer 
Restoration: ASD (Associated Space Design of Atlanta) 
Restoration Client: Atlanta Realty Co. 

In 1924, the Hurt Building was the world's largest office 

building. Being one of the surviving premodernist downtown 
highrises, its first section was built in 1913 at the apex of the 
triangular site which is a two story marble entrance rotunda. 

The rest of the building consists of a three to four story marble 

base with cast-iron infill panels. Above this is a one story band 

of terra cotta, then 13 stories of light grey porcelain brick 

punctured with terra cotta panels. 

The ASD renovation scheme was reusing the original hierarchy 

of detailing the building once possesed. The interior however, was 

criticised for the 11 less flavorable 11 treatment such as the choice 

of pollished black tile providing excess sparkle giving it a 

slippery look. This tile tends to destroy the comfortable window 

shopping and view into the window walls of the storefronts on the 

ground floor. 

On the positive side, the restructuring of the ground floor 

plan circuation proved to be rather pleasant. By enlarging the 

central space, highlighting the four entry corridoors with soft 

fluorescents and placing new shop fronts behind the rows of 

structural columns bringing in additional natural light from the 

street level, the interior regained life with a rich and bright 

character. 
In addition to the building performance, the bordering south 

street Exchange Place has taken on a new function as Hurt Plaza 
which serves as a one-way landscaped drop-off drive in connection 

with the new three-bay wide south entrance. 

The original configuration of this ground level floor plan 

provides great flexibility within the two large spaces on the 

East. The elevator lobby is positioned functionally but is 

visually cut off from the north and south entrances. 
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Source: t. 

Allen Freeman, "An Atlanta Landmark 
Nade . Richer Than Ever". Architecture, 
Auhitecture, Feb., 1986, pp. 61-63. 

Exchange Place 
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SUMMARY 

These case studies have shown how downtown buildings and 

locations can be transformed with a constructive pattern language 

into a viable people place creating their own anchor, its sense of 

people, vitality and festivity. 

The South Street Seaport involves urban context issues 

contributing culturally as well as historicallY and economicallv. 

This city within a city created curiosity in pedestr·ian movement 

with its "leftover qualities". The archiitect showed great skill 

in planning the functions around permanent obstacles. A true 

example of a revitalized port area with mixed use. 

Stepping down the scale, Ghirardelli Square and the Cannery, 

being more enclosed 1 ike a mall, make use of clever landscaping, 

walkways and terraces to put the people on stage once inside. This 

containment of a pedestrian place within a vehicular culture 

brings this project alive. The juxtaposition of the Woolen Mill in 

Ghirardelli Square offsets the grid plan of the other buildings 

inducing even more movement. 

In a different atmosphere but closer to the scope of this 

particular project is the Library at Blackburn. This project 

teaches us about the importance of codes in restoration. the 

cleaning of exterior sufaces and the restoration process using 

old documents, photos and actual measurments. This exemplifies 

making an irrational building rational and usefull with its 

original character. 

The Flatiron Building and the Hurt Building cases were chosen 

because of their close affiliation with the the Fort Worth 

Flatiron Building. The sites in both instances generated the plans 

for these daring looking structures. The Hurt and Fuller Buildings 

are oth much larger than the Ft. Worth structure having more 

flexibilitY in design. The Hurt Building however had two large 

entrances, none more dominant than the other presenting a little 

confusion to the first time visitor. The use of the Hurt Building 

is more diverse, with new shops on the ground floor and offices 

above, than the Flatiron in N.Y. being strictly an office 

building. 
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PRESERVATION PHILOSOPHIES AND REQUIREMENTS 

THE FLATIRON BUILDING: 

The exterior of the building is in need of minor repairs along 
with a thourogh cleaning. The exterior walls seem to be 
structurally sound. Masonry will require individual hand washing 
with low pressure water and soft natural bristle brushes. Existing 
brick mortar can be matched with sand color of the new mortar and 

then repainting the joints can begin. Careful attention is 
recommended especially for the South facing elevation due to 

greater deterioration of mortar and brick from excessive sun 
exposure. The cast iron and copper roof needs a few parts replaced 
from hail damage and weathering. 

The penthouse structure atop the building needs much attention 
in the way of sealing for protection from the elements and pidgeon 
invasion and waste. 

The existing shading devices on most of the windows on the 
east and west should be removed to restore the building's overall 
original appearance. This will mean replacing glazing with a solar 
grey glazing for less transmission of light to conserve energy. 

This however will not detract from the overall integrity of the 
building. 

Another exterior feature needing replacing are the wreaths 

that were once held in the panthers' mouths which have been 
removed. This can be accomplished by using a light metal or 
plaster molds. This will only be used if the original wreaths 

cannnot work safely. 
The interior is in need of major repair having been abused by 

tenants over the years. Floor and wall finishes, interior 
partitions, plumbing fixtures, windows and frames have been 

damaged by water leaking into the building. 
Before restoration begins, a destructive investigation should 

be initiated stripping interior finishes down to the brick and 
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concrete determining what the original interior character 
consisted of. 

Additional mechanical and electrical systems need to be 
integrated in accordance with local fire and safety codes. Some 
codes may however be granted variance by the City of Fort Worth 
due to historic value. 

THE FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY: 

The exterior of the library needs little repair and 
replacement. A thourough cleaning is in order although. The 
sandstone and granite sirfaces need careful attention in cleaning. 
Testing applications of acidic (hydrofluoric and hydrochloric 
acids) and non-acidic (sodium hydroxide) solutions should be 

initiated on the marble surfaces to remove algae and water stains 
from runnoff. The sandstone should be checked for cracking and 
internal deterioration. Sandstone should be cleaned by a hand 
washing method as did the masonry on the flatiron building to 
remove the existing darkenning from weathering. 

The north wall is constructed of brick and should be carefully 
cleaned as well as needed to remove stains and grafitti. 

Existing glazing will be replaced with a solar grey glazing as 
on the Flatiron Building. 

The replacement of the original art deco style doors for the 
main entry should be researched. 

Interior finishes are in very good condition with the 
exception of the upper floors due to water leakage. The wood 
wainscots, panneling and art deco fixtures and featured should be 
retained and used even in a decorative manner if necessary 

The following sections briefly outline the existing building 
conditions in many concerned areas describing the additional needs 
and alterations required to bring these historical buildings back 
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to a unique quality environment for lease spaces and other 
possible activities suitable with the decor. 

EXISTING ARCHITECTURAL CONDITIONS I PRESERVATION NEEDS 

DEMOLITION: 
Library: * Items to remain are: structural partitions, 

finishes and walls at main lobby; stairs and 

elevator; identified machanical, electrical and 
plumbing systems that can be reused. 

*Trash and debris shall be removed with care not 
to damage remaining items and finishes. 

Flatiron: * Items to remain are same as stated above. 

CONCRETE: 
Library: 

* Certain portions of a 2" lightweight concrete 
topping on over most of the floors should be 
removed in the core areas. Also existing wall 
and ceiling finishes should be removed to expose 
interior brick of the building shell. 

* Rework walk at northwest entry for a handicapped 
ramp. 

* Construct interior ramp also. 
Flatiron: * West entrances needs handicapped access and new 

area drain. 

MASONRY: 
Library: 

* Replace 2" concrete topping on floors two, six 

and seven. 
* Surface basement with concrete topping. 

* Clean exterior surface with care not damaging 

sandstone detailing. 
* Tuck point masonry joints restoring original 
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character. 
* Repair damaged stone and brick. 
* Clean interior terrazzo and marble floors, stair 

treads, risers, bases and wainscots. 
* Clean exterior steps. 

Flatiron: * Clean exterior surfaces with care. 
* Tuck point masonry joints. 

METALS: 
Library: 

* Clean marble treads, base, wainscot and main 
interior stair. 

* Patch stone treads and risers at exterior stair 
to basement. 

* Replace needed treads and risers where necessary 
( try to match ). 

* Clean, prime, repair and repaint flagpole. 
*Install metal siding at elevator penthouse and 

new ladder from main roof to penthouse roof 
1 eve 1 • 

*Clean and rapair aluminum handrails an stairs. 
Flatiron: * Refurbish Flagpole as described above. 

CARPENTRY 
Library: 

* Provide scaffolding to paint and waterproof 
exterior walls. 

* Replace corrugated metal siding at elevator 
penthouse and install new ladder from roof to 
mechanical room. 

*Provide handrails at main stair on elevator side 
only. 

*Provide Plastic laminate toilet partitions <or 
marb 1 e) • 

* Provide wood base veneer and trim where needed to 
match existing. 
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Flatiron: * Patch wood sub-floors at third, fouth, and fifth 
floors. 

*Install raised fllor at toilets as necessary to 
match existing ones. 

* Privide storage shelving, wood basws and trim 
where needed. 

THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION 
Library/Flatiron: 

*Caulk and seal all exterior opennings. 
*Spray exterior with silicone base waterproofing. 

*Install new built-up roof with adequate 
insulation board. 

* Provide roof flashing. 
*Waterproofing needed in elevator pit. 

DOORS AND WINDOWS 

Library: * Replace ground floor entrances and window frames 
with aluminum and glass opennings. 

*Provide all door and window hardware . needed. 
Flatiron: * Provide decorative raised wood panel doors at 

FINISHES 
Lib/Fltrn: 

main entrance with wood and glass transom. 
*Provide interior hollow metal and wood doors and 

frames. 

*Repair existing plaster on all stairwell and 
lobby walls and ceiling where needed. 

*Provide sound insulation blankets in walls around 

and between toilets. 
*Provide new ceramic floor tile and base to match 

existing design and pattern in toilet areas. 

*Provide vinyl wall coverings in toilets. 
*Restore lobbies using materials and details 
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Library: 
determined by historical examination. 

*Utilize existing marble features in bathrooms by 
recutting. 

* Provide one hour rated ceiling at ground floor 
only. 

Flatiron: *Repair and replace existing ceramic floor tile at 

SPECIALTIES 

core areas on floors one thru seven with tile 
from basement. 

*Provide 5•-o" high ceramic tile winscot on first 
floor. 

*Toilet accessories in men's and ladies toilets 
include: 
>Toilet paper dispensers 

> Coat hooks 
> Combo mirror and paper towel dispenser 

> Waste receptacle 
> Feminine napkin/tampon dispenser and disposal 

unit 
>Polished plate glass mirrors over lavs 
> Liquid saop dispensers 

CONVEYING SYSTEMS 

* Reactivate existing elevators and restore cab 
interiors and doors. 

* One new elevator may be needed in the Library < 

2500 lbs. capacity/ 350 fpm ). 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS <HVAC) 
Library: *Install new v.A.V. forced air controlled heating 

and cooling system. 
* Reuse existing equipment where feasible 
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(ductwork). 

Lib/Fltrn: *Install exhaust fans in toilets to vent to 
outside. 

PLUMBING 

*Install additional stystem for floors two, three, 
five, six and basement. 

Lib/Fltrn: * Reactivate existing plumbing where possible and 
install new piping. 

* Hot water heater to service lavs. 
* Provide wet stacks required for tenant needs. 

FIRE PROTECTION 
Library: *Install sprinkler system for ground floor. 
Lib/Fltrn: *Install dry standpipe with fire hose cabinets at 

each floor. 
Flatiron *Install sprinkler system in basement. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 
Library: * Reuse applicable light fixtures and provide new 

fixtures for supplemental lighting. 
* Provide electrical service and equipment for 

entire building. 
Flatiron: * Reactivate existing electrical equipment and use 

additional service as required. 
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SUMMARY 

The main point in these preservation requirements is to 

restore all the elements of these two buildings in order to 

preserve and stabilize their original historical character and 

intergrity. This will also speed the recapture of private 
investments of the owners. 

The preservation requirements for the Public Library were 

obtained by a study prepared by Taylor- Hewlett Inc. of Dallas. 

This study also noted that there were no extreme dangers in the 

structural integrity of the building due to the fact it was built 

with the intent of future additional levels on top. 

The preservation concerns of the Flatiron Building's 
rehabilitaion were taken from a study prepared by Thomas E. 

Woodward and Associates Inc. of Dallas. 
Following this section are code compliances extrapolated from 

the UBC and local Forts Worth amendments and revisions of the UBC 

which relate directly toward the project in respect to Historic 

and existing buildings. Also follows is the Secretary of the 

Interior's "Standards For Rehabilitaion and Guidelines for 

Rehabilitating Historic Buildings." These sources will be refered 

to during the design phase of the project in order to insure a 

fire and health safe reuse solution. 
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CODE COMPLIANCES 

This section of the program will specifically deal with 

interpolating the UBC for the existing structures. In section 104 

(a) of the code, there are general standards which state that 

these structures shall comply with all the same requirements as 

new facilities except as specifically stated in the following 

sections. This GENERAL section basically states that buildings 
changing their use can use the original materials for non

structural members only. 

Section 105 <Materials and Methods of Construction) states 

that the building inspector may approve an alternate construction 

method equivalent to the strict code to ensure the historical 

qualities of the building only if this method responds to Fire 

Resistance standards, Durability, Safety, Sanitation, Suitablitv. 

Strength, and Effectiveness. 

Section 109 discusses number of exits <which both of the 

structures comply with now). This section also deals with Stair 

construction stating a maximum rise of 8 inches, a min. run of 9 

inches, min. landing of 30 inch run, and minimum of one handrail 

for each point of access to the stairway. 

Paragraph (c) deals with corridoors and fire ratings: doors 

openning into cooridors shall be protected by 20 minute fire 

assemblies or solid wood core door not less than 1 3/4 inches 

thick. Doors shall be self-closing or automatic-closing by smoke 

detection. The only exception to these codes is if there is an 

integrated sprinkler system built in. 

The most critical codes dealing with Fire Escapes and 

Enclosure of Vertical Shafts are copied directly from the UBC 

codebook to ensure strict compliance: 
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1982EDmON 101·104 

Part/ . 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

Chapter 1 

nTLE, SCOPE AND GENERAL 

Title 
Sec. 101. These regulations shall be known as the "Uniform Building Code," 

may be cited as such and will be referred to herein as "this code." · 

Purpose 
Sec. 102. The purpose of this code is to provide minimum standards to 

safeguard life or limb, health, property and public welfare by regulating and 
controlling the design, construction, quality of materials, use and occupancy, 
location and maintenance of all buildings and structures within this jurisdiction ' 
and certain equipment specifically regulated herein. 

Scope 
Sec. 103. The provisions of this code shall apply to the construction, alteration, 

moving, demolition, repair and use of any building or structure within this 
jurisdiction, except work located primarily in a public way, public utility towers 
and poles, mechanical equipment not specifically regulated in this code, and ' 
hydraulic flood control structures. 

Additions, alterations, repairs and changes of use or occupancy in all buildings 
and structures shall comply with the provisions for new buildings and structures 
except as otherwise provided in Sections 104, 307 and 502 of this code. 

Where, in any specific case, different sections of this code specify different 
materials, methods of construction or other requirements, the most restrictive 
shall govern. Where there is a conflict between a general requirement and a 
specific requirement, the specific requirement shall be applicable . 

Wherever in this code reference is made to the appendix, the provisions in the 
appendix shall not apply unless specifically adopted. 

Application to Existing Buildings and Structures 
Sec. 104. (a) General. Buildings and structures to which additions, alterations 

or repairs are mad~ shall comply with all the requirements of this code for new 
facilities except as specifically provided in this section. See Section 1210 for 
provisions requiring installation of smoke detectors in existing Group R, Division I 
3 Occupancies. 

(b) Additions, Alterations or Repairs. Additions, alterations or repairs may 
be made to any building or structure without requiring the existing building or 
structure to comply with all the requirements of this code, provided the addition, 
alteration or repair conforms to that required for a new building or structure. 
Additions, alterations or repairs shall not cause an existing building or structure to . 
become unsafe or overloaded. Any building so altered, which involves a change : 
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in use or occupancy, shall not exceed the height, number of stories and area 
permitted for new buildings. Any building plus new additions shall not exceed the 
height, number of stories and area specified for new buildings. 

Alterations or repairs to an existing building or structure which are nonstruc
tural and do not advtrsely affect any structural member or any part of the building 
or structure having ~quired fire resistance may be made with the same materials 
of which the building or structure is constructed. 

EXCEPTION= The installation or replacement of glass shall be as required for 
new installatiolts. ' 

(c) Exlstlnalns~llatlons. Buildings in existence at the time of the adoption of 
this code may havej their existing use or occupancy continued. if such use or 
occupancy was leg;t at the time of the adoption of this code, provided such . 
continued use is notrangerous to life. ; 

Any change in th use or occupancy of any existing building or structure shall ' 
comply with the pro isions of Sections 307 and 502 of this code. , 

For existing buildtngs, see Appendix Chapter I. ' 

(d) Maintenance All buildings and structures, both existing and new, and all 
parts thereof, shall ~ maintained in a safe and sanitary condition. All devices or 
safeguards which ~ required by this code shall be maintained in conformance 
with the code edition under which installed. The owner or his designated agent 
shall be responsible for the maintenance of buildings and structures. To determine 
compliance with this subsection, the building official may cause any structure to 
be reinspected. 

(e) Moved Buildings and Thmporary Buildings. Buildings or structures 
moved into or within the jurisdiction shall comply with the provisions of this code 
for new buildings or structures. 

Temporary structures such as reviewing stands and other miscellaneous struc
tures, sheds, canopies or fences used for the protection of the public around and in 
conjunction with construction work may be erected by special permit from the 
building official for a limited period of time. Such buildings or structures need not 
comply with the type of construction or fire-resistive time periods required by this , 
code. Temporary buildings or structures shall be completely removed upon the I 
expiration of the time limit stated in the permit. 

(f) Historic Buildings. Repairs, alterations and additions necessary for the 1 

preservation, restoration, rehabilitation or continued use of a building or structure 
may be made without conformance to all the requirements of this code when 
authorized by the building official, provided: 

I . The building or structure has been designated by official action of the 
legally consti~ted authority of this jurisdiction as having special historical 
or architectur;l significance. : 

2. Any unsafe c nditions as described in this code are corrected. 

3. The restored uilding or structure will be no more hazardous based on life 
safety, fire sa ~ty and sanitation than the existing building. 
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Alternate Materials and'tt1ethods of Construction 
Sec. 105. The provisions of this code are not intended to prevent the use of any . 

material or method of construction not specifically prescribed by this code, 
provided any alternate has been approved and its use authorized by the building 
official. 

The building official may approve any such alternate, provided he finds that the • 
proposed design is satisfactory and complies with the provisions of this code and • 
that the material, method or work offered is, for the purpose intended, at least the , 
equivalent of that prescribed in this code in suitability, strength, effectiveness, , 
fire resistance, durability, safety and sanitation. · 

The building official shall require that sufficient evidence or proof be submitted 
to substantiate any claims that may be made regarding its use. The details of any . 
action granting approval of an alternate shall be recorded and entered in the files of 
the code enforcement agency. 

Modifications 
Sec. 106. Whenever there are practical difficulties involved in carrying out the . 

provisions of this code, the building official may grant modifications for individu- · 
al cases, provided he shall first find that a special individual reason makes the 
strict letter of this code impractical and that the modification is in conformity with 
the intent and purpose of this code and that such modification does not lessen any 
fire protection requirements or any degree of structural integrity. The details of 
any action granting modifications shall be recorded and entered in the ftles of the 
code enforcement agency. ''· 
Teats 

Sec. 107. Whenever there is insufficient evidence of compliance with any of 
the provisions of this code or evidence that any material or construction does not 
conform to the requirements of this code, the building official may require tests as 
proof of compliance to be made at no expense to this jurisdiction. 

Test methods shall be as specified by this code or by other recognized test 
standards. If there are no recognized and accepted test methods for the proposed 
alternate, the building official shall determine test procedures. 

All tests shall be made by an approved agency. Reports of such tests shall be 
retained by the building official for the period required for the retention of public 
records. 
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APPENDIX 
Chapter 1 

UFE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR 
EXISTING BUILDINGS - · · 

Note: Thlala a new Appendix chapter 

General 
Sec. 108. (a) Purpoee. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a reasonable 

degree of safety to persons occupying existing buildings that do not conform with 
the minimum requirements of this code by providing for alterations to . such . 
existing buildings. · 

EXCEPTION: Group R, Division 3 or Group M Occupancies. 
(b) Effedlw Date. Within I 8 months after the effective date of this appendix, 

plans for compliance shall be submitted and approved, and within 18 months · 
thereafter the work shall be completed or the building shall be vacated until made 
to conform. i 

(c) Alternate Materials and Methods. Alternate materials and methods may ! 
be used, provided such materials or methods comply with the spirit and intent of 
this appendix. 

The building official may modify any of the provisions of this appendix iD 
conformance with Section 106 of this code. · 

Ex Ita 
Sec. 109. (a) Number of Exits. Every floor above the fli'St stdry used for 

human occupancy shall have access to at least two separate exits, one of which 
may be an exterior fire escape complying with Subsection (d) of this section. I 
Subject to the approval of the building official, an approved ladder device may be . 
used in lieu of a fire escape when the construction feature or location of the 

1 

building on the property make the installation of a fire escape impracticable. i 
EXCEPTION: In all occupancies, second stories with an occupant load of 10 or ' 

less may have one exit. 
An exit ladder device when used in lieu of a fll'e escape shall confonn with i 

U.B.C. Standard No. 33-3 and the following: : 
I. Serves an occupant load of I 0 or less or a single dwelling unit or guest 

room. 
2. The building does not exceed three stories in height. 
3. The access is adjacent to an opening as specified for emergency egress or 

rescue or from &balcony. 
4. Shall not pass in front of any building opening below the unit being served. 
5. The availability of activating the device for the ladder is accessible only 

from the opening or balcony served. 
6. So installed that it will not cause a person using it to be within 6 feet of 

exposed electrical wiring. 
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(b) Stair CoDStructloa. All required stairs shall have a minimum nm of 9 
inches and a maximum rise of 8 inches and shall have a minimum width of 30 
inches exclusive of handrails. Every stairway shall have •least one handrail. A 
landing having a minimum 30-inch nm in the direc:tioo of travel shall be provided 
at each point of access to the stairway. · 

EXCEPTION: FR e1C1J1C1 u provided for in tbis sec:tioo. 

Exterior stairs shall be of noncombustible construction. 
EXCEPTION: On buildings of 'JYpes m, IV and V, provided die exterior stain 

are c:onstructed of wood not less than 2-inch nominal thickness. · .. 

(c) Corrldon. Corridors of Groups A, 8, B,l, Hand R, Division lo&:uP...
cies serving as an exit for an occupant load of 30 or more shall have walls -and 
ceilings of not less than one-hour rue-resistive construction as required by this 
code. Existing walls surfaced with wood lath and plaster in good condition or !& 
inch gypsum wallboard or openings with fiXed wired glass set in steel frames are 
permitted for corridor walls and ceilings and occupancy separations when 
approved. Doors opening into such corridors shall be protected by 20-minute rue 
assemblies or solid wood doors not less than l ¥.4 inches thick. Where the existing 
frame will not accommodate the l :Y.t-inch-thick door, a l %-inch-thick solid ; 
bonded wood core door or equivalent insulated steel door shall be permitted. 
Doors shall be self-closing or mtomatic-closing by smoke detection. Thmsoms 
and openings other than doors from corridors to rooms shall comply with Section 
3305 (h) of this code or shall be covered with a minimum of :Y.t-inch plywood or 
!h-inch gypsum wallboard or equivalent material on the room side. 

EXCEPTION: Existing corridor walls, ceilings and opening protection not in 
compliance with the above may be continued when such buildings are protected with 
an approved automatic sprinkler system throughout. Such sprinlcler system may be 
supplied from the domestic water system if it is of adequate volume and pressure. 

(d) Fire Escapes. I. Existing fire escapes which in the opinion of the building 
official comply with the intent of this section may be used as one of the required 
exits. The location and anchorage of fire escapes shall be of approved design and 
construction. 

2. Fire escapes shall comply with the following: 
Access from a corridor shall not be through an intervening room. 
All openings within 10 feet shall be protected by three-fourths-hour fire 

assemblies. When located within a recess or vestibule, adjacent enclosure walls 
shall be of not less than one-hour fire-resistive construction. 

Egress from the building shall be by a clear opening having a minimum 
dimension of not less than 29 inches. Such openings sh:lll be openable from the 
inside without the use of a key or special knowledge or effort. The sill of an 
opening giving access shall be not more than 30 inches above the floor of the 
building or balcony. 

Fire escape stairways and balconies shall support the dead load plus a live load 
of not less than I 00 pounds per square foot and shall be provided with a top and 
intermediate handrail on each side. The pitch of the stairway shall not exceed 60 i 
degrees with a minimum width of 18 inches. Treads shall be not less than 4 inches \ 
in width and the rise between treads shall not exceed 10 inches. All stair and 1 
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balcony railings shall support a horizontal force of not less than 50 pounds per 
lineal foot ofrailing. :· · 

Balconies shall be not less than 44 inches in width with o0 floor opening other 
than the stairway opening greater than 'lh inch in width. Stairway openings in such 
balconies shall be not Jess than 22 inches by 44 inches. The balustrade of each 
balcony shall be not less than 36 inches high with not more than 9 inches between 
balusters. · 

Fire escapes shall extend to the roof or provide an approved gooseneck ladder . 
between the top floor landing and the roof when serving buildings four or more : 
stories in height having rooms with Jess than 4: 12 slope. F'ue escape ladders shall : 
be designed and connected to the building to withstand a horizontal force of l 00 • 
pounds per lineat foot; each rung shall support a concentrated load of 500 pounds ; 
placed anywhere on the rung. All ladders shall be at least 15 inches wide, located ! 
within 12 inches of the building and shall be placed flatwise relative to the face of : 
the building. Ladder rungs shall be 3/.t inch in diameter and shall be located 12 
inches on center. Openings for roof access ladders through cornices and similar ~ 
projections shall have minimum dimensions of 30 inches by 33 inches. · 

The lowest balcony shall be not more than 18 feet from the ground. Fire escapes 
shall extend to the ground or be provided with counterbalanced stairs reaching to 
the ground. 

Fire escapes shall not take the place of stairways required by the codes under 
which the building was constructed. 

Fire escapes shall be kept clear and unobstructed at all times and maintained in 
good working order. 

(e) Exit and Fire Escape Signs. Exit signs shall be provided as required by this 
code. 

EXCEPTION: The use of existing exit signs may be continued when approved 
by the building official. 

All doors or windows providing access to a rue escape shall be provided with . 
fue escape signs. 

Enclosure of Vertical Shafts 
Sec. 110. Interior vertical shafts, including but not limited to stairways, · 

elevator hoistways, service and utility shafts, shall be enclosed by a minimum of 
one-hour rue-resistive construction. All openings into such shafts shall be pro- . 
tected with one-hour fire assemblies which shall be maintained self closing or be i 

automatic closing by smoke detection. All other openings shall be fue protected in 
an approved manner. Existing fusible link-type automatic door closing devices 
may be permitted if the fusible link rating does not exceed 135"F. 

EXCEPTIONS: I. In other than Group I Occupancies, an enclosure will not be 
required for openings serving only one adjacent floor. 

2. Stairways need not be enclosed in a continuous vertical shaft if each story is 
separated from other stories by one-hour rue-resistive construction or approved 
wired glass set in steel frames. In addition, all exit corridors shall be spriDklered and 
the openings between the corridor and occupant space have at least one sprinlcler 
head above the openings on the tenant side. The sprinlcler system may be supplied 
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from the domestic Wiler supply if of ldequlle wlume IJld pressure. 
3. Vertical opelliap ueod not be protectecl if the buildina is protec:tecl by IIi 

approved •tjMDidc aprtnkler system. 1 . . · 

Baaement Accfta or Sprinkler Probtctlon · · · --
Sec. 111. An abproved automatic sprinkler system shall be provided in base

ments or stories eltceeding l ~square feet in area and not having a minimum of 
20 square feet of bpening entirely above the adjoining ground level in each SO 
lineal feet or f'racdon thereof of exterior wall on at least one side of the building. 
Openl11JI ahall hm a minimum clear dimension of 30 inches. 

It any portion of 1 buomtnt la located more than 75 feet from requlrod 
openings, the basernt!nt sb.all be provided with an approved automatic sprinkler 
system throughout. · 

Standplpea 
Sec. 112. Any buildings over four stories in height shall be provided with an 

approved Class I or Clus m standpipe system. 

Smoke DetectOra 
Sec. 113. Every dwelling unit and every guest room in a hotel or lodging house 

used for sleeping purposes shall be provided with smoke detectors installed in 
accordance with this cpde. 

Seperatlon of Occupenclea 
Sec. 114. Occupancy separations shall be provided u specified in Section 503 · 

of this code. When approved by the building official, existing wood lath and ·. 
pluter in good condition or ~-inch JYPSwn wallboard, may be ~eeeptable where -'1 
one-hour occupancy separations ue required. · · ' - · · ·· , 

I ' - . 



EXHIBIT "C" 

I. THE 1982 EDITION OF THE UNIFORM BUILDING CODE (EXHIBIT "A") IS 
HEREBY AMENDED BY REVISING THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 104 

Sec. 104.(a) and (b) unchanged. 

(c) Existing Installations. Except as provided in Sections 610, 
809, 1009, 1202 and 1210 of this code, buildings in existence at the 
time of the adoption of this code may have their existing use or 
occupancy continued, if such use or occupancy was legal at the time 
of the adoption of this code 1 provided such continued use is not 
dangerous to life. 

Any change in the use or occupancy of any existing building or 
structure shall comply with the provisions of Sections 307 and 502 
of this code. 

For existing buildings, See Appendix Chapter 1. 

(d) and (e) unchanged. 

(f) Historic Buildings. Repairs, alterations and additions 
necessary for the preservation, restoration, rehabilitation or con
tinued use of a building or structure may be made without confor
mance to all the requirements of this code when authorized by the 
building official, provided: 

1. The building or structure has been designated by official 
action of the legally constituted authority of this juris
diction as having special historical or architectural sig
nificance. 

2. Any unsafe conditions as described in this code are cor
rected. The Building Official shall use Appendix Chapter 1 
as a guideline to determine unsafe conditions. Unsafe con
ditions to be corrected shall include but not be limited 
to those provisions specified for existing buildings in 
Appendix Chapter 1. 

3. The restored building or structure will be no more hazard
ous based on life safety, fire safety and sanitation than 
the existing building. 
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The Secretary of tbe laterior's 

STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 

and Guidelines for 

Rebabilltatinl Historic Buildings 

US, Department of the Interior 

Har ilageConrocrvafion and Recreation Service 

"Rehabilitation meana the process of returning a property to 
a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes 
possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those 
portions and features of the property which are significant 
to its historic, architectural, and cultural valuea~ 

The folloving "Standards for Rehabilitation" shall be used 
by the Secretary of the Interior when determining if a 
rehabilitation project qualifies aa "certified rehabilitation" 
pursuant to the Tax Refo~m Act of 1976 and the Revenue Act of 
1978. These atanda~da are a eection of the Secretary's 
"Standards for Historic Preservation Projects" and appear in 
Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1208 (for
merly 36 CFR Part 67). 

1. Every reasonable effort sl~ll be made to provide a compatible 
use for a property which requires minimal alteration of the building, 
atructure, or site and ita environment, or to use a property for its 
originally intended purpose. 

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, 
structure, or site and its environment shall not be destroyed. The 
r~oval or alteration of any historic material or distinctive 
architectural features should be avoided when possible. 

). All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized ss 
products of their own time. Alterations that have no historical 
basis and which seek to create an earlier appearance shall be 
discouraged. 

4. Changes which cay have taken place in tha course of tice are 
evidence of the history and development of a building, struc~ure, or 
site and its environment. These changes may have acquired 
significance in their own right, and this significance shall be 
recognized and respected. 

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled 
craftsmanship which characterize a building, structure, or site shall 
be treated with sensitivity. 

6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than 
replaced, ~herever possible. In the event replacement is necessary. 
the ne~ material should match the material being replaced in 
composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. 
Repair or replacement of missing architectural feature• should b~ 
based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historic, 
physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or 
the availability of different architectural elements froo other 
building• or structures. 
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7. The .-rf•c• clean1na of eeruc~urea •hall be uodareakea v~ch ehe 
aentlesc mean• poa•ible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methoda 
chat v111 damage tbe historic building .. certals shall not be 
11114erta ken. 

8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve 
archeological resources affected by, or adjacent to any project. 

9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing 
properties shall not be discouraged when such alterations and 
additions do not destroy ai,nificant historical, architectural or 
cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, 
scale, color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood 
or environment. 

10. Wherever possible, new addition• or alterations to structures 
shall be done in such a canner that if such additions or alterations 
were to be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity 
of the structure uould be unimpaired. 

GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING THE SECRETARY OF TilE INTERIOR'S STANDARDS FOR 
REHABILITATION 

The following guidelines are designed to help individual property 
l.'""ers formulate pl01ns for the rehabilitation, preservation, and 
: o. ~ inued use of historic buildings consistent with the intent of 
t~, ·c o; .,cretary of the Interior's "Standnrds for Rehabilit3tion." The 
g~i"elines pertain to buildings of all occupancy and construction 
types, sizes, and materials. They apply to permanent and temporary 
construction on the exterior and interior of historic buildings as 
~ell as new attached or adjacent construction. 

Techniques, treatments. and nethods consistent ~ith the Secret~ry'a 
"Standards for Rehabillt<~tlon" are listed in the "recol!lrlended" column 
on the :ert. Not all reco111111end;~tions listed under a treatment will 
apply to earh proj~ct prop~s~l. Rchnbllit~tiun aoprnaches. mntcr!01ls, 
and methods ~hich may adversely affect a building's archltectur~l and 
historic qualities are listed in the "not recommended" column on the 
right. Every effort will be m~de t<> uod.1te nnd exp~nd the guldel ines 
AS a~dltional techniques nnd trcntment~ herome known. 

Specific information <>n reh.ob 11 it.H !on .1nJ preservat i "" techne>logy 
may be nbtnined by writing to thr Trrhnir~l Preservation Services 
Divi~ion, H~ritage C~n~crvatl~n nnd Rcrreation Service, U.S. 
Department of the Interior, \Jashin~ton. D.C:. ~024], or the appr,,prtate 
State Historic Prrserv~tion Officer. AJvlrc shooold nlso be suu~ht 
{ro~ qualified pr~fcs~lonal~. inrlurlin~ ~rchlt~rt~. nrchitertur~l 
historians. and archeolo~i~ts skilled in th~ rr~~erv.ltion, rcst"r~tion, 
and reh~blllt~tlon p[ old huildinps. · 
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THE DIVJ:ROIMEHr 

Rsconrrwnded 

Retaining distinctive features 
such as the size, scale. mass. 
color. and materials of buildinss. 
including roofa, porches, and 
stairways that give a neighborhood 
ita distinguishing character. 

Retaining landscape features 
such as parka, gardens, street 
lights, signs, benches, walkways, 
streets, alleys aDd building set
backs that hava traditionally 
linked buildings to their environ
ment. 

Using nev plant materials~ fencins, 
walkways, street lights. signs, 
and benches that are compatible 
with the character of the 
neighborhood in size, scale. 
material and color. 

Not RscQtrf71111fded 

Introducing nev construction into 
neighborhoods that la incompatible 
vitb the character of the district 
because of size. scale. color. and 
materials. 

Destroying the relatiooahip of 
buildings and thelr environment by 
widening exiatins streets. changing 
paving material, or by introducing 
inappropriately located new streets 
and parking lots that ore incompatible 
vith the character of the neighborhood. 

Introducin& aiana, stree: lighting, 
benches. new plant materials, fencing, 
walkways and paving materiala that are 
out of scale or are inappropriate to 
the neiahborbood. 

BUILDING SITE 

Reco11711eru!.ed 

Identifying plants, trees, fencing, 
walkways, outbuildings. and other 
elements that might be an important 
part of the property's history and 
development. 

Retaining plants, trees, fencing, 
walkways, street lights, signs, and 
benches that reflect the property's 
history and developaent. 

Basing decisions for new site work 
on actual knowledge of the past 
appearance of the property found in 
photographs, dra~inss, newspapers, 
and tax records. If changes are 
made they should b~ carefully 
evaluated in light of the past 
appear~nce of the site. 

Not Recortffllllfded 

.. 

Making change~ to the appearance of 
the site by removing old plants, trees, 
fencing, walkways, outbuildings, an~ 
other elements before evaluating their 
importance in the property's history 
and development. 

Leaving plant materials and trees in 
close proximity to the building that 
may be causinR deterioration of the 
historic fabric. 
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~lLDINC SITE--continued 

Recorrrnended 

Providina proper site and roof 
drainaae to assure that water 
does not splash against buildin's 
or foundation walla, nor drain 
toward the building. 

Archeological features 

Re~nded 

Leaving known archeological 
resources intact. 

M1n1m1~1ng disturbance of terrain 
around the structure, thus reducins 
the posaibil1ty of destroying unknown 
archeological resources. 

Arranging for an archeological survey 
of all terrain that cuat be disturbed 
during the rehabilitation program. 
The survey should be conducted by a 
professional archeologist. 

Not Recorrrrttmded 

NotRec~ 

Installing taderground utilities, 
pavements, and other modern features 
that disturb archeological resources. 

Introducin& heavy machinery or equi~
ment into areas where their presence 
may disturb archeological resources. 

BUILDit."C: STRUCTURAL SYS'rEMS 

P.ecorm:ended 

Recogni~ing the special problems 
inherent in the structural systems 
of historic buildings, especially 
where there are visible signs of 
cracking, deflection, or failure. 

Undertaking stabilization and repair 
of weakened structural members and 
syste=s. 

Replacing hi'-torically 1mport.1nt 
structural me~bers only when necessary. 
Supple~entin~ existing structural 
syster.~s when dan.1ged or inadequate. 

Not Recorrf1!e,..ded 

Disturbing existinR foundations with 
nev excavations that undermine the 
structural stability of the building. 

Leavin& known structural problems 
untreated that v!ll cause continuing 
deter.ioration and "Ul shorten the 
life of the structure. 
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BUILDING: EXTERIOR FEATURES--continued 
Haaonry: Adobe, brick, atone, terra cotta, concrete, stucco and mortar 

Rea~• 

Retaining original masonry and 
mortar, whenever possible, without 
the application of any surface 
tr~Mtment. 

Repainting only those mortar joints 
vhere there is evidence of moisture 
problems or when sufficient mortar 
is misaiaa to allov water to stand 
in the mortar joint. 

Duplicating o14~ortar in compoai
tion, color, and texture. 

Duplicating old mortar in joint 
size, method of application, and 
joint profile. 

Repairing stucco with a stucco 
mixture that duplicates the 
original as closely as possible 
in appearance and texture. 

Cleaning masonry only vhen necessary 
to halt deterioration or to remove 
graffiti and stains and always vith 
the gentlest method possible, such 
as lov pressure water and soft 
natural bristle brushes. 

Rot Recorrrnrmded 

Applying waterproof or water repellent 
coatings or aurface consolidation treat
aenta unleas required to solve a specific 
technical problem that has been studied 
and identified. Coatings are frequently 
unnecesaary, expensive, and can accel
erate deterioration of the masonry. 

Repainting mortar joints that do not 
need repainting. Using electric saws 
and hammers to remove mortar can 
aerioualy damage the adjacent brick. 

Repainting with mortar of high Port
land cement content can often create 
a bond that is stronger than the 
building material. This can ~ause 
deterioration as a result of the 
differing coefficient of expansion 
and the differing porosity. of the 
material and the mortar. 

Repainting with mortar joints of a 
differing size or joint profile, 
texture or color. 

Sandblasting, including dry and uet 
grit and other abrasives, brick or 
stone surfaces; this method of cleaning 
erodes the surface of the material and 
accelerates deterioration. Ustng 
chemical cleaning products that w~uld 
have an adverse chemical reaction with 
the masonry materials, i.e., acid on 
li~stone or marble. 

• For more information consult Preservation Bri<'fs: 1: "The Cleaning and 
Waterproof Coating of Masonry BuiHings" and Preservation Briefs: 2: 
"Repainting Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings" (Washington, D. C. : 
Heritage Conservation and Recrl!ation S!!n·ic-e, 1975 and 1976}. Both arr 
available !rom the Government Printing Office or State lli•t<'ric rr~scrv~t !on 
Ofticl!rs. 
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AUI~IJ«:: EXTERIOa FE.ATUaES--conc: inucrd 

Accblc~ccur•J Mec•J•: Ca•e tron, •teel, pre••rd tin. •lu•lnu. •nd zinc 

Rec"""""rtded 

Cl~ntn& vhen necessary vtth che 
appropriate method. ftecale ehould 
be cleened by methods tb.t do not 
abrade the surface. 

Roofs and Roofing 

ReeOfrrlumded 

Preserving the original roof ehape . 

Retaining the original roofing 
material, whenever possible, 

Providing adequate roof drainage 
and insurin& that the roofin& 
materials provide a weathertight 
covering for the structure. 

Replacin& deteriorated roof 
coverings with new material that 
matches the old in c~positlon, 
size, shape, color, and texture. 

Preserving or replacing where 
necessary, all architectural 
features that give the roof its 
eesantial character, such as 
dormer windows, cupolas, cornices, 
brackets, chimneys, cresting, and 
weather vanes. 

Windows and Doors 

Recotrrrrended * 
Retaining amd repairing window and 
door openings, frames, sash, glass. 
doors, lintels, sills, pediments, 
architraves, hardware, awnings and 
shutters where they contribute to the 
architectural and historic character 
of the building, 

/lot R•c_,ced 

Expoetna aetala vhtch vere Intended to 
be protected froa the environment. Do. 
not use cleanio& .ethode vhtch alter 
the color, texture, and tone of the 
metal. 

Not Reeorrr~ended 

Changing the essential character of 
the roof by adding inappropriate 
features such as dorcer windows, vents. 
or skylights. 

Applying nev roofing material that is 
inappropriate to the style and period 
of the building and neighborhood. 

Replacing deteriorated roof coverings 
with new materials that differ to euch 
an extent froa the old in composition , 
size, shape, color, and texture that the 
arpearance of the building is altered. 

Stripping the roof of architectural 
features important to its character. 

Not Reccmner.ded 

Introducing or changing the location 
or size of windows, doors, and other 
openings that alter the architectural 
and historic character of the building. 

6 

IUJ'ILDINGI 
Kaaonry: Adobe. brlcli. •c.nne. terra 

RecOMWfttled 

Repal~in& or replacing. Vhere 
neces .. ry. deteriorated aatertal 
vlth new .. tertal that duplicate• 
the old •• clo .. ly as poasible. 

leplacin& missin& eignificant 
architectural features, such es 
cornices, brackets, railinas, 
and shutters. 

Retainin& the original or early 
color and texture of masonry 
surfaces. tncludlna early signaee 
wherever possible. Brick or 
stone surfaces may have ~r~n ~~inted 
or whitewashed for practical and 
aesthetic reasons. 

Not Reco-ru:rldel 

Applyln& new aaterlal which is inap• 
prorrlate or vas unavailable when the 
building vas constructed. such •• 
artlficlal brick sldln~. artlflcial 
cast stoac or brick veneer. 

Removing architectural features such 
3a rnrnices, brackets, railings, 
shutters, window architraves, and 
doorway pediments. 

Removing paint from masonry surfaces 
1nd1scrialnately. This may subject 
the building to daaage and change 
it• appearance. 

\lood: Clapboard, veatherj)cl~rd ,_shim!le_s _end e>ther _vooden sld ing 

Recatrmended 

Retaining and preserving 
si&nificant architectural 
features. wherever possible. 

Repairing o~ replacing, where 
necessary. deteriorated .,.,terial 
that duplicates in size, sh~pe, 
and texture the old as clusely as 
possible. 

Not Reccr.?'Jer.ded 

Removing architectural features such 
as siding. cornices, brackets. wtndov 
architraves, and doorway pedicents . 
These are, in ClOSt cases, an essential 
part of a building's character and 
appearance that illustrate the contin• 
uity of growth and change. 

Rc~urfacin& frame buildinas with new 
caterial that is ina?propriate or vas 
unavailable when the building was 
constructed such as artificial stone, 
brick veneer, asbestos or asphalt 
shingles, and plastic or aluminum 
siding. Such cate~ial can ~lso 
contribute to the deterioration of the 
structure from coisture and insects. 

Architectural Metals: Cast iron, steel, pressed tin, alucinuo and zinc 

Recommended Yot Rec~~r~ed 

Retaining original material, when
ever possible. 

Removing architectural features that 
arc an essential pa~t of a building's 
character and appea~ance, illustrating 
the continuity of ~rowth and change. 
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BUILDINC: EXTERIOR ftATUll£S-couU~ued 
Windoww and Doors 

Reconrr:ended• 

Improving the thermal performance 
of existing windows aad doors 
through adding or replacing weather
stripping and adding storm windows 
and doors which are compatible with 
the character of the building and 
which do not damage window or door 
fra:nes. 

Replacing missing or irreparable 
windows on significant facades with 
new windows that match the original 
in material, size, general •untin 
and mullion proportion and con
figuration , and reflective qualities 
of the glass. 

Not Reeonrnended 

Replacing window and door features on 
significant facades vitb historically 
and architecturally inc~patible 

:materials such as anodized aluminum, 
mirrored or tinted gleas. 

Removing window and door featuree that 
·can be repaired where such f eaturea 
contribute to the historic and archi• 
tectural charact·er of the bulldiq, 

Changing the size or arrangement of 
window panes, muntins, and rails where 
they contribute to the architectural 
and historic character of the building. 

Installing on significant facades 
abutters, screens, blinds, security 
grills, and awnings which are histori
cally inappropriate and which detract 
from the character of the building. 

Installing new eztarior sto~ windows 
and doors which are inappropriate in 
slze ·or color, which are inoperable, 
or which require removal of original 

· windows and doors. 

Installing interior store windows that 
allow moisture to accumulate and damage 
the vindov. 

Replacing sash which contribute to the 
character of a building with those that 
are incompatible in size, configuration, 
and reflective qualities or which alter 
the setback relationship between vindov 
and wall. 

*For more inforoation consult Preservation Briefs: 3: "Conserving Ene~gy in 
Historic Buildings" (Washington, D,C. Heritage Conservation and Recreation 
Service, 1978). It is available from the Government Printing Office or 
State Historic Preservation Officers. 

IUIUIINC: Ell'EiliO& nA'IUUS--coottnued 

Windovs 1111d Doon 

Re-:-..ded 

Storefronts 

RscC/IffllePided 

Retaining and repairing eziatin& 
storefronts includiq viadovs, ... b, 
doors, traasoms, aignaae, and 
decorative features where such 
features contribute to the archi
tectural and historic character of 
the building, 

Where original or early storefronts 
no longer exist or are too deterior
ated to save, retaining the comaercial 
character of the building through 
1) contemporary design which is com
patible with the scale, design, 
materials, color, and texture of the 
historic buildings: or 2) an accurate 
restoration of the storefront based 
on historical research and physical 
evidence. 

Entrances, porches, and steps 

Recorrnrended 

Retaining porches and steps that 
are appropriate to the building and 
its development, Porches or 
additions reflecting later archi
tectural styles are often important 
to the building's historical 
integrity and, wherever possible, 
should be retained. 

lfot Rec~t! 

tn•talllna beatina/alr coadltioaina 
unite in tbe v1a4ov frames when tbe 
sash aad fr-• .. , be dauged, 
Vindow installations should be con
sidered oDly vbea all other viable 
heatins/cooltaa systas voulcl result 
in signlfic~t damasa to historic 
aateriala. 

Not Rectllrrflllnded 

Introducing a storefront or nev design 
eleuent oa the ground floor, such as 
an arcade, vbicb alters the architectural 
and historic cbaracter of the building 
and its relationship with the street or 
its setting or which causes destruction 
of sianiflcant historic fabric. 

~ 

Using materials which detract fra. the 
historic or architectural character of 
the building, such as airrored glass. 

Altering the entrance through a signi
ficant storefront, 

Not ilet:onrttmded 

Removing or alterin& porches and steps 
that are appropriate to the building's 
development and style. 
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a&trE.Dz~z EXT-Z:O. PEA'ZVJUtS-c-c£nued 

Eaer•ac••· porches, and •cep• 

li6cotmltzndad 

Repairin& or replacing, vbere 
necessary, deteriorated architec
tural features of vood, iron, cast 
iron, terra cotta, tile, and brick. 

Exterior Finishes 

Recorrrnended 

Discovering the historic paint 
colors and finishes of the 
structure and repainting with 
those colors to illustrate the 
distinctive character of the 
property, 

Not Rtlt:'onrtNm:fed 

Stripping porches and ateps or original 
material and architectural features, 
such as band rails, balusters, col~ns, 
brackets, and roof decoration of vood, 
iron, cast iron, terra cotta, tile and 
brick. 

Enclosing porches and steps in a manner 
that destroys their intended appearance. 

/lot Recon-c,..ded 

Removing paint and finishes dovn to 
the bare surface; strong paint 
strippers whether cheoical or 
mechanical can permantently damage 
the surface. Also, stripping 
obliterates evidence of·the historical 
paint finishes. 

Repainting with colora that cannot be 
documented through research and inves
tigation to be appropriate to the 
building and neighborhood. 

BUILDISG: IIITERIOR FEATURES 

Re~orrmended 

Retaining original material, 
architectural features, and 
hardware, whenever possible, 
such as stairs, elevators, hand 
rails, balusters, ornamental 
columns, cornices, baseboards, 
doors, doorways, windows, mantel 
pieces, paneling, lighting 
fixtures, parquet or mosaic 
flooring. 

Repairina or replacing, where 
necessary, deteriorated material 
with new material that duplicates 
the old as closely as possible. 

!lot RecOI'rle,...de:i 

Re~oving original caterial, architec
tural features, and hardware, except 
where essential for safety or efficiency. 

Replacing interior doors and transoms 
without investigatin~ alternative fire 
protection measures or possible code 
variances. 

Installing new decorative material and 
panel1ng which destroys significant 
architectural featurr~ or va~ unavailable 
when the build int. w.1s con~t ructed, such 
as vinyl plastic or Imitation wood wall 
and floor c~v~rin~s. except In utility 
area~ =:;uch as bathr ... tom~ 01nd kitchens. 

BUZ.LDXRG& ::r.HTB~ttoa ~~ooc.:&.aued 

Ra~ 

Jtetaisll.ll& orf.&iaal plAster, vbea
ever poaaible. 

Dilcoverin& aa4 retaining origiaal 
paislt colon, wallpapers aa4 other 
decorative motf.fa or, vhere necea
aary, replaciaa thea vitb colora, 
wallpaper• or decorative motifs 
baaed on the original. 

Where required by code, enclosing 
an important interior stairway in 
such a way aa to retain ita 
character. In oany case• glazed 
fire rated valls may be used, 

Retaining the basic plan of a 
building, the relationship and 
size of rooms, corridors, and 
other spaces, 

NEY CONSTRUCTION 

RBCOTT.7eY'.ded 

Keeping new additions and adjacent 
new construction to a minimum, 
making them co=patible in scale, 
building materials, and texture. 

Designing new work to be coopatible 
tn materials, size, color, and 
texture with the earlier building 
ard the neighborhood. 

Roe~ad 

lleacwbl& plaster to expose brick to 
giYe tM vall aD appearaace 1t aevar 
bad. 

Chau&ln& the texture and patina of 
exposed wooden architectural features 
(including atructural members) and 
maaonry surfaces through sandblaatiag 
or usa of other abrasive techniques to 
remove paint, discoloration and plaster, 
except 1n certain industrial or ware
house buildings vhere the interior 
masonry or plaster surfaces do not bava 
significant design, detailing, tooling, 
or flnilh; and where vooden architec
tural features are not finished, molded, 
beaded, or wrked by baud. 

Enclosing important stairways vith 
ordinary fire rated construction 
which de~troys the architectural 
character of the stair and ths space. 

Altering the basic plan of a building 
by demolishing principal valls, parti
tiona, and stairways. 

... 

No~ RecoT1111ended 

Designing new work which is incom?atible 
with the earlier building and the neigh
borhood in caterials, size, scale. and 
texture. 
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NEW COIISTRUCllON-continued 

Recormrended 

Usin& contemporary designs compat
ible vlth the character and aood of 
the bulldln& or the neighborhood, 

Protecting architectural details 
and features that contribute to 
the character of the building. 

Placing television antennae and 
mechanical equipment, such as 
air conditioners, in an incon
spicuous location. 

ll~t Reccmrvnded 

tmltatinl an earlier style or period 
of architecture In nev additions, 
except ln rare cases vhere a contempo
rary design vould detract from the 
architectural unity of an ens~ble or 
group. Especially avoid lmitatin& an 
earlier style of architecture in nav 
additions that have a completely 
contemporary function such as a drive
in bank or aarage. 

Adding nev height to the building that 
changes the scale and character of the 
building. Additions In height should 
not be visible when viewing the prin
cipal facades. 

Adding nev floors or removing existing 
floors that destroy Important architec
tural details, features and spaces of 
the building. 

Placing television antennae and 
mechanical equipment, such as air 
conditioners, where they can be seen 
from the street. 

KECHA:aCAL S\'STEMS: HEATING, AUt CONOITtONISC, ELECTRIC,\!., PLtr.iBll\G, 
FIRE PROTECTION 

Rec:1mended 

Installing necessary mechanical 
syste=s in areas and spaces that 
will require the least possible 
alt~ration to the structural 
integrity and physical appearance 
of the building. 

Utilizing early mechanical systecs, 
including plumbing and early 
lightln& fl~tures, where posalble. 

Not Reco=cnded 

Causing unnecessary damage to the plan, 
materials, and appearance of the 
building when installing ~echanical 
systems. 

Att3chlng ~xterlor electrical and tele
phone cables to th~ principal elevations 
of the bulldln&. 

u 
K!QWIICAL STSf!MS: H!ATUIC, AIIl CORDITIOJmiC, ELECniCAL, PLUKIUG, 

FIU PaOTECTtOII-c:ontirluecl 

R11aorrrrtefldlltf 

Inatalllaa the vertical ·r~ of 
ducts, pipes, aad cables 1a closeta, 
aervlce roams, aDd vall cavltiea. 

Iaaurln& adequate ventilatloa of 
attica, crawlapacea, and cellara 
to prevent aoisture probl .. a. 

Installin& thermal tnsulatioa in 
attics aDd ia unheated cellars 
and cravlspacea to conserve energy, 

NotRe~ 

Inatallina vertical ruaa of ducta, 
pipes, and cablea 1D plac.- where 
they vill be a visual intraaion. 

Cooc.-lln& or "-akin& invlaibla" 
.echaolcal equi~t ta htatoric valle 
or ceilln&•• Frequeatly tbia conceal
ment cequirea tha reaowal of biatoric 
fabric. 

Inatallin& "dropped" acoustical ceiltage 
to bl.de. uchaoic-.al equipment, This 
deetroye the proportions and character 
of tba rooms. 

Installing fo .. , &laaa fiber, or cellu
lose inaulation into vall cavities of 
either wooden or .. aonry construction. 
This baa been found to cause coisture 
problems when there ls no adequate 
moisture barrier, 

SAFETY AND CODE REQUlamtNTS 

R•c~d !lot R11COIIJII81!d.d 

Complyina with code requirements 
in auch a manner that the essential 
character of a building ie preserved 
intact. 

Working with local code officiala 
to investigate alternative life 
safety measures that preserve the 
architectural integrity of the 
building. 

Investigating variances for historic 
propertiel allowed under some local 
codes. 
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SAI"ETY AND CODE R.BQIU:I:IIZHJ!!'3fTS--caacS.......S 

Rac~d 

Inscallins adequate fire preveatioa 
equ1paM!nc 1a a Cl&nner chac does 
minimal dama&e to the appearance or 
fabric of a property. 

Addln& nev stalrvay. and elevator• 
that do not alter existlnl exit 
facilities or other important archi
tectural features and spaces of the 
building. 

Not R•~rttlittd 

Adding nev atalrvays and elevators 
that alter existing exit facilities 
or important architectural features 
aod spaces of the buUdlng. 
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Activities 



ACTIVITIES ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

In this study, an attempt was made to distinguish the general 

activities that will be taking place within the reuse strategy of 

the project. These are desired qualitative and quantitative 

outcomes relating to performance criteria as well. This criteria 

will give us standards to use constructively toward the design of 

a well-working urban machine for people to work, play and move 

about in. 

The next section will deal with detailed space/activities 

within the existing structures. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: Working 
User Group: Workers in offices and retail stores. 
Secondary Activities: 

- Walkin~ 
Commun1cation (meetings) 

- Reading 
Typing 

- Accounting 
Filing 

- Drawing 
Lounging <break) 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Create an atmosphere of productivity. 
-Provide organized, sensible and non-conflicting 

space relationships. 

2. LOCATIONAL: 

- Adjacent to restrooms. 
- Seperate from public circulation. 

3. QUANTITATIVE: 

-Adequate space provided for the work activity 
designed for. 

4. TECHNICAL: 

- General Lighting conditions adequate. 
Acoustical treatments. 

- comfortable temperature range. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: Shopping/Circulation 
User Group: Visitors and workers 
Secondary Activities: 

-Walking 
- Clibing stairs 

Riding elevators 
- Looking 

Resting 
- Eatin~ 

Drink1ng 
- Talking 

Buying 
-Package Handling 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Create a sense of direction and orientation. 
- Provide easy pedestrian traffic flow. 

2. LOCATIONAL: 

-Adjacent to all store fronts. 
Seperate from service circulation. 

- Seperate direct access to private offices. 

3. QUANTITATIVE: 

- Signage and simplified floor plans 
for orientation. 

- Landscaping and benches for resting. 
Wide corridors and sidewalks. 

4. TECHNICAL: 
-Safety lighting at night. 

acoustiical consideration for ground and wall 
treatment. 

- Irrigation maintenance system for landscaping. 
- Security for shops. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY:Eating/drinking 
User Group: Visitors, workers, downtown workers. 
Secondary Activities: 

- Watching 
Sitting 

- Standing 
Smoking 

- Reading 
Talking 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Create a relaxed atmosphere. 
-Provide visual lines to pedestrian and outside 

activities. 
- Take-out order convenience. 

2. LOCATIONAL: 
- Seperate customer and employee activities. 
-Access to the public. 
- Adjacent to pedestrian plaza and circulation. 

3. QUANTITATIVE: 
- Plenty of outdoor seating and eating areas. 
- Plent1ful parking. 

4. TECHNICAL: 
- Acoustic treatments. 
-Accent lighting. 

Smoke control and seperation. 
- Sun shading. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: Service I Deliveries 
User Group: service personnel and mai 1 services. 
Secondary Activities: 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Driving 
Parkin~ 
Reciev1ng payment I issuing bill 

- Convenient driveway from traffic 

2. LOCATIIONAL: 
- Adjacent to rear of stores and offices where 

possible. 
-Non- conflicting with pedestrian movement. 

3.QUANTITATIVE: 

-Width of driveway adequate for type of delivery 
vehicle. 

-Adequate height clearance of service vehicle. 

4. TECHNICAL: 

- Provide shelter from the elements. 
- Provide security systems where needed. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: Maintenance 
User Group: repairmen, cleaning personnel 
Secondary Activities: 

- Plumbing 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Heatin~, Cooling, and Ventilation 
Electr1cal 

- SweeP,ing, dusting, mopping, window 
wash1ng. 
Fire alarm inspection. 
Security monitoring. 

-Security systems should be well integrated and 
concealed. 

-Cleaning rooms should be hidden from public 
view and sanitary. 

2. LOCATIONAL: 
-Accessible to outside or delivery ports. 

3. QUANTITATIVE: 
- Plentiful storage space for cleaning goods. 
- Organized tool storage system. 

4. TECHNICAL: 
-Large sinks and drainage for washing utensils 

and rags. 
- 100% exhaust ventilation. 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: Kitchen I Bar 
User Group: Cooks, prep cooks. bartenders, dishwashers and 

servers. 
Secondary Activities: 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA: 

1. QUALITATIVE: 

- Communication. 
-Handling hot pans and utensils. 

Mixing, preparing, and storing food. 
-Mixing and pouring alcoholic 5everages. 

Soaking and washing dishes, glasses, and 
kitchen utensils. 

-~old and dry storage. 
erving customers food and beverages. 
reping non-alcoholic beverages. 

- Sanitary and organized kitchen. 
Easy and flowing work circulation and 
coordination. 

2. LOCATIONAL: 

- Dishwashing area readily accessible to cooks and 
servers. 

-Cold and dry storage adjacent to deliveries and 
cooks. 

-Kitchen concealed from dining and drinking 
areas. 

-Localize plumbing work as much as possible for 
easy and quick maintenance. 

3. QUANTITATIVE: 

- Plentiful storage. 
- Adequate drainage for sinks and dishwasher. 
-Provide neccessary cooking appliance space. 

4. TECHNICAL: 
- Fire extinguisher system for kitchen. 
- High pressure water capacity. 

Small cold-storage untits for bar and prep
cook area. 

-Gas lines for kitchen ranges and ovens. 
-Ventilation to outside air. 
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SUMMARY 

From this activities/time study, we can see that other 

than regular work activities, most of the activities overlap 

during the noon hours between 11:30 and 2:00p.m. This is obviously 

due to lunch time activities. Circulation is important and should 

work well because this is the heaviest populated time. The 

nightime activities however increase around 7:00p.m. and continue 

until midnight due to clubs and bars in the downtown area. This 

will increase in the future so the need of circulation should be 

taken into consideration providing movement of people through the 

project site not only to attract the pedestrian in, but also to 

make it a pleasant walk-through not conflicting with security or 

overall movement or collective patterns. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST 

Introduction/Summary 

The choice of actual activities and businesses to place within 

the Library and Flatiron Buildiogs were made in consideration of 

the downtown location and mostly important, the character and 

style of these two structures. There is a need for a local AlA 

chapter office the Ft. Worth which will benefit the architects in 
Tarrant County. Therefore, a decision was made to house that 

office in one or two of the upper floors of the Flatiron Buiding 

obviously because of its historical and architectural qualities 
and features. 

The ground floor of the Flatiron Building is very suitable for 
a small restaurant and/or bar. Limited square footage and the 
configuration of the floor plan places limits on this use. 
Therefore, it may be suggested to integrate an outdoor eating and 
drinking area visible and accessible to pedestrian activity. 

The Library, with its art-deco motifs and high ceilings 

provides a unique opportunity to house specialty and convenience 

shops on the ground level (which is actually below grade) 

possesing excellent views from the street level looking down into 
the spaces. 

Hyde Park is a challenge in itself. This area between the two 

project structures provides a unique urban design opportunity for 

pedestrian usage in conjunction with the Library and Flatiron 

Buildings along with the coordination of the overall CBD plan in 

unifying graphics and pedestrian linkages. 

In this section of the Detailed Space Analysis and Space 

Summaries, using case studies, typical plans of similar uses, 

Time Saver Standards for Building Types,illumination and 

acoustical guidelines from Graphic Standards and McGuiness, 

Stein and Reynold's Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for 
Buildings, we have set suggested guidelines as to the performance 

and qualities of the 3 major activites and uses <AlA office, Law 

offices and the restaurant/bar). 
The specialty shops will only be studied in the Space Summary 

section being that they are potential small business lease spaces 

and are more subject to change in time with the owners. The 
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remaining lease space shall be generic in nature and the only 
design issues to be considered will be access and circulation up 

to their entries. 
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The Flatiron Building: 

First Floor 

EXISTING AND AVAILABLE 
SQUARE FOOTAGE 

Gross 

Typical Floors <2-7) 
2878 

2878 ea. 

Total 20146 

The Pub 1 i c Library: (from Taylor-Hewlett, Inc. study) 

Gross Gross less Rentable 
atrium 

Ground Floor 16573 16573 15003 
First Floor 16573 15842 14287 

Second Floor 16573 15842 14287 

Penthouse 6068 4795 3702 

Usable 

9399 
11292 

11292 

3702 

---------------------------------------------------------

Total Building 55787 53052 47279 39066 
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SPACE: Senior Partner <Law Office) 

FUNCTION: Full responsibility of practice actions. 
QUALITATIVE: Prestigious, exclusive. 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 300-350 sq.ft. 

Units: 
Occupancy: max:3 

Volume: Small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 8am.-6pm. 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: Secretary, library, interns 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: plush, oak trim, medium-dark colors 

Floor: regular pile carpet 

Cei 1 ings: existing 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 
HVAC: 15 CFM./person = 45 CFM. 

Electrical: n/a 
Lighting: min 70 ft.candles 

Communication: intercom, phone 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: decorative lamps 

Signage: n/a 

\ 

Art & Decoration: elaborate (coresponding to existing 

decor). 

Furniture: conservative 
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SPACE: Attorney's Secretaries 

FUNCTION: Basic secretarial duties for all partners; filing, 
calls, appoinomtments. 

QUALITATIVE: efficient, pleasant 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 240 sq. ft. 

Units: 
Occupancy: 3 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 8am.-5:30pm. 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: reception, daylight if possible 

Adjacencies: partners offices, conference, copy/storage 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: allow for circulation through office 

Interior Finishes: light colors 

Floor: regular pile carpet (low maintenance) 

Ceilings: existing height 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 
HVAC: 15 CFM./person = 45 CFM. 

Electrical: adequate for secretarial equipment 

Lighting: min. 100 f.c. 

Communication: phones, intercom 

Systems Controls: thermostat 
Fire: fire extinquisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: typewriter, computer and printer 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: minimal 
Furniture: conservative with decor 
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SPACE: Clerks I Interns Offices 

FUNCTION: Research and aid for firm's lawyers 
QUALITATIVE: efficent, quiet 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 180 
Units: 

Occupancy: 3 

Volume: medium 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 7 a.m. - late evening 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: partners, secretary, reference/library, copy 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: medium light colors <existing) 
Floor: low pile carpet 

Ceilings: existing 
Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 
HVAC: 15 CFM./person = 45CFM. 

Electrical: n/a 
Lighting: 100-150 f.c. 

Communication: low level intercom 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: extinguishers 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: n/a 

Signage: n/a 
Art & 0 e cor at i on : minima 1 , person a 1 

Furniture: conservative, posture induced 
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SPACE: Library/Reference 

FUNCTION: for use by lawyers and interns for case research 

QUALITATIVE: studious; comprehensive 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 600 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Volume: medium- large 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: indirect outside. 

Adjacencies: conference, interns offices. secretaries 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Stucture: allow for circulation 

Interior Finishes: fire proof, low maintenmance, 

conservative 

Floor: low pile 

Ceilings: existing <high) 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45-52 

HVAC: lnO CFM./person = 100-200 CFM 

Electrical: n/a 

Lighting: 150f.c.task w/accents between shelves 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: thermostat 
Fire: sprinkler system 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: n/a 

Signage: reference numbers 

Art & Decoration: n/a 

Furniture: tables and chairs 

periods of reading 

book shelving. 
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SPACE: Conference <Law) 

FUNCTION: meetings for staff and clients 
QUALITATIVE: professional 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 600 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 12 

Volume: large 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: variable 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: entry, reception, partners offices 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: wood panelling 

Floor: regular pile 

Cei 1 ings: min 1 ow 
Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 52 

HVAC: 25 CFM./person = 300CFM. 

Electrical: adequate for visuals <screen; 

projectors) 

Lighting: accents on perimeter, 150 f.c. task 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: thermostat 

Fire: localized exstinquisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: visual controls; page button on conf. 

tab 1 e. 

Signage: "do not disturb" sign on door 

Art & Decoration: personal collection (paintings) 

Furniture: conf. table, 12 chairs 
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SPACE: Copy/Storage <Law) 

FUNCTION: place for zerox machine and all paper goods 
QUALITATIVE: easy access 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 150 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Vo 1 ume: sma 1 1 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: non measureable 
LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: secretaries, clerks 
TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: n/a 

Floor: n/a 

Ceilings: n/a 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: n/a 

HVAC: 15CFM./person = 

Electrical: 220 v. for copy 

Lighting: 100 f • c • 

Communication: n/a 
Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: sprinkler 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 
Fittings, Fixtures, 

Equipment: zerox machine 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Lounge(Law) 

FUNCTION: serves as a break area for eating and conversation 
QUALITATIVE: informal, relaxing 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 200 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 

Occupancy: 5 
Volume: medium 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: ·early morming and lunch hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: outside if possible 

Adjacencies: conference rm., secretaries 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: light colors 

Floor: tile 

Ceilings: existing 

Waste & Supply: water to sink w/ drain and disposal 

Acoustics: n/a 

HVAC: 20CFM./person = 100 CFM. 
Electrical: adequate for refrigerator <220 v.) 

Lighting: min. 100 f.c. 

Communication: intercom 

Systems Controls: thermostat 

Fire: extinguisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: coffee maker, small refrigerator, 

microwave, small electric range 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: comfortable and low maintenance 

<kitchen or dining room furniture) 
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SPACE: Reception/Waiting <Law) 

FUNCTION: to monitor and orientate incoming clients 
QUALITATIVE: professional 

QUANTITATIVE: 
Area: 300 sq. ft. 

Units: n/a 
Occupancy: max. of 7(counting receptionist) 

Volume: medium 
DURATION & FREQUENCY: regular working hours 
LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: to entry and waiting 
Adjacencies: secretaries offices, entry, conference room 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 
Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: conservative light colors 
Floor: regular pile carpet 

Ceilings: existing or suspended 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 37 
HVAC: lOCFM./person = 70 CFM. 

Electrical: n/a 

Lighting: 70 f. c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: coat rack/room, magazine rack 

Signage: door name plates 
Art & Decoration: personal to the principle 

Furniture: conservative and/or plush 
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SPACE: Reception/Secretary <AlA Office) 

FUNCTION: To greet clients and visitors; staff communication; 

secretarial duties for the director. 
QUALITATIVE: creative and personal space 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 270 sq. ft. 
Units: 1 

Occupancy: max. of 5 

Volume: medium 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: during regular working hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: entry 

Adjacencies: director, files, copy & storage rm. 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: allow for circulation 

Interior Finishes: creative & design oriented 

Floor: low maintenance short pile 

Ceilings: existing 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 

HVAC: 20 CFM./person = 100 CFM. 

Electrical: n/a 
Lighting: min. 100ft. candles 

Communication: intercom, phone, message boar d 

Systems Controls: thermostat for entire of fic e 

Fire: extinguisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelctric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 

Equipment: ornamental, 

Signage: bulleton board 
Art & Decoration: flexible; current or historical 

Furniture: design 
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SPACE: Director <Local AlA Chapter, Ft. Worth) 

FUNCTION: cooridinates all activities within and out of the 

office pertaining to the Institute and its members; 

oversees all committees; delegates and runs chapter 

meetings •• 

QUALITATIVE: professional and organized 

QUANTITATIVE: 
Area: 150 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 

Occupancy: 3 

Vo 1 ume: sma 1 1 
DURATION & FREQUENCY: regular working hours · 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: reception/secretary, conference 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: plain 

Floor: short pile acoustical 

Waste 

Ceilings: existing 

& Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 

HVAC: 20 CFM./person 

Electrical: n/a 

Lighting: 150 f.c. 

Communication: intercom, phone 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: n/a 

Signage: bulleton board 

Art & Decoration: personal 

= 60 CFM. 

Furniture: desk and chair, two client chairs, 

filing system 
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SPACE: Membership <AlA> 

FUNCTION: keeps records of current members, recieves 

membership dues, coordinates chapter newsletter. 

QUALITATIVE: efficient, comfortable 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 100 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 1-2 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: working hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: outside if possible 

Adjacencies: computer, accounting, files 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: n/a 

Floor: short pile 

Ceilings: existing 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 
HVAC: 25 CFM./person = 30 CFM. 

Electrical: support computer and printer 

Lighting: 150 f.c. 

Communication: intercom, phone 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: computer and printer w/acoustic noise 

reduction cover 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: sectional partitions w/acoutical 

material covering, desks and two chairs 
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SPACE: Accounting <AlA) 

FUNCTION: records and finances management 

QUALITATIVE: efficient and comfortable 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Are a : 1 00 s q • f t • 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 2 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: working hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: files computer 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: simple 

Floor: short pile 

Ceilings: existing 
Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 

HVAC: 15 CFM./person = 30 CFM. 

Electrical: computer and printer 

Lighting: min. 150 f.c. 

Communication: intercom, phone 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 

Equipment: accounting machine and computer 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: desk w/ chair (posture inducing). 

Client/staff chair. 
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SPACE: Copy/Storage <AlA) 

FUNCTION: storage of paper goods, zerox machine operation, and 

signage for meetings and special events. 
QUALITATIVE: plain 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 200 sq. ft. 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Vo 1 ume: sma 1 1 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: non measurable 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: reception 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: organized 

Interior Finishes: light colors 

Floor: tile or low cut carpet 

Ceilings: n/a 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 45 

HVAC: n/a 

Electrical: 220 v. for copy machine 

Lighting: 100 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: sprinkler 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: copy machine <reduction/enlarging 

capable) 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Conference <AlA) 

FUNCTION: Committee and staff meetings, special events 
(design competition judging) 

QUALITATIVE: professional 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 350 sq. ft. 
Units: 1 

Occupancy: 12 

Volume: large 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: regular working hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: outdoors if possible 
Adjacencies: reception 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: glass; fabric w/ cork 

Floor: regular pile carpet 

Ceilings: existing 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 50 

HVAC: 25 CFM./person = 300 CFM. 

Electrical: adequate for visual equipment 

Lighting: adjustible track lighting on perimeter, 

150 f.c. task. 

Communication: page button under end of conference 

table. 
Systems Controls: audio/visual contrpls 

Fire: extinguisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: n/a 

Signage: bulleton board 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: conference table, 12 conference chairs 

and fold out chairs for special events. 
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SPACE: Cashier <rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: Taking money and making change for food bils 
QUALITATIVE: efficient, secure 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 60 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 1 

Vo 1 ume: sma 11 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: open hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: service personnel 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: hidden from public 

Interior Finishes: n/a 

Floor: n/a 

Ceilings: n/a 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: n/a 
HVAC: 12 CFM./person = 12 CFM. 

Electrical: min. two outlets 
Lighting: 50 f.c. 

Communication: phone 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 
Fittings, Fixtures, 

Equipment: Cash register, adding machine 

Signage: posted prices 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: chair and counter 
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SPACE: Employee Washroom (rest./ bar) 

FUNCTION: for specific use by employees to avoid interaction 
with patrons 

QUALITATIVE: clean 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 60 

Units: 1 

Occupancy: 1 

Volume: sma 11 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: operating hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: kichen, office local plumbing 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: light colors 

Floor: quarry tile 

Ceilings: suspended 

Waste & Supply: toilet <2" drainage) hot/cold water 

Acoustics: stc. 36 
HVAC: 2 CFM./sq. ft. = 120 CFM. 

Electrical: 25 Volt-ampres/sq. ft. 

Lighting: 30 f.c. min 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: kitchen extinguisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: medicine cabinet, toilet, sink 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 

Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Dining <rest./bar> 

FUNCTION: casual eating/ drinking 

QUALITATIVE: informal, relaxed 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 450 

Units: 1 

Occupancy: 25-30 

Volume: large 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: open hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: to pedestrian activity, outdoors, entry 

Adjacencies: bar/lounge, entry 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: allow for unobtrusive circulation 

Interior Finishes: existing historical materials 

Floor: low maint. tile and wood 

Ceilings: existing 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: n/a 
HVAC: 15 CFM./person = 450 CFM. 

Electrical: .25 V-ampres/sq. ft. 

Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: thermostat 
Fire: sprinkler system 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: lighting(accent, ornamental, condiments 

Signage: n/a 
Art & Decoration: paintings, historical periphinalea 

Furniture: dining tables and chairs 
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SPACE: Kitchen (rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: prepare and cook food for service 

QUALITATIVE: efficient 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 800 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 8 

Volume: large 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 2 hours before openning, during hours, 1 

hour after closing 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: wait/service station, cold and dry storage 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: fire resistive 
Interior Finishes: cleanable smooth wall surfaces 

Floor: quarry tile 

Ceilings: acoustical fire-rated tile 

Waste & Supply: grease traps, 2" drain, hot and cold 

water, ice machine supply line 

Acoustics: stc. 50 
HVAC: min. 4 CFM./ sq. ft. 

Electrical: .s v-ampres/sq. ft. 

Lighting: 80 f.c. 

Communication: phone 

Systems Controls: thermostat 
Fire: automatic foam system over range, 

manual extinguisher, fire hose 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: hanging racks for utensils and 

cookware, fryers, gas range w/griddle 

top, broiler, oven, roast oven, steamer, 
microwave, refrigeration storage, work 
tables, hot food wells, hand sink tray 

starter station icemaker, plate warmer 

oven. 
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Signage: bulleton board 
Art & Decoration: n/a 

Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Service Station (rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: beverage storage, keep efficient help on the floor 
QUALITATIVE: efficient ad organized 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 200 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 5 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: 1 1/2 hour before openning, regular 

hours, 1/2 hour closing 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: to dining 

Adjacencies: dining, sitchen, cashier 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: organized 

Interior Finishes: same as kitchen 

Floor: quarry tile 

Ceilings: acoustic tile 
Waste & Supply: sink drain, cold & hot water supply 

Acoustics: stc. 40 

HVAC: min. 12 CFM./person = 60 CFM. 

Electrical: .25 volt-ampres/ sq.ft. 

Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: extinguisher 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: coffee makers, condiments 

Signage: labels of storage items 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: silverware storage, condiment 
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SPACE: D~y sto~age (~est./ba~) 

FUNCTION: sto~age of spices & non-food items 

QUALITATIVE: o~ganized 

QUANTITATIVE: 

A~ea: 80 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: befo~e openning hou~s (most frequent), 

during food prepping time 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: kitchen, delivery 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

st~uctu~e: n/a 

Inte~io~ Finishes: n/a 

Floor: qua~~Y t i 1 e 

Ceilings: n/a 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: n/a 

HVAC: n/a 

Electrical: n/a 

Lighting: 30 f • c • 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: part of kitchen 

Smoke Detectors: n/a 

Fittings, Fixtures, 

system 

Equipment: metal racks and shelving 

Signage: labels; locational 

Art & Decoration: n/a 

Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Cold Storage <walk-in) 

FUNCTION: storage of perishable foods & fresh meat items, 
chilled beverages 

QUALITATIVE: maintain min. temperature for chilling <maintain) 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 100 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Vo 1 ume: sma 1 1 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: operational hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 
Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: bar, kitchen 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 
Structure: insulative required for efficiency 

Interior Finishes: cleanable surface; metal cladding 
Floor: quarry tile, concrete 

Ceilings: metal cladding 
Waste & Supply: cooling coils 

Acoustics: n/a 
HVAC: fan unit 

Electrical: 220 v. w/ neccessary booster 

Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: thermostat 
Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: n/a 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: plumbing supply 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Delivery <rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: service of cold & dry goods 
QUALITATIVE: clean appearance 

QUANTITATIVE: 
Area: 100 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: n/a 

Volume: medium 
DURATION & FREQUENCY: morning hours and late afternoon 
LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: obstructed 
Adjacencies: cold & dry storage 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 
Structure: durable to truck back-up concrete dock, 

protection from rain and wind 
Interior Finishes: n/a 

Floor: n/a 
Ceilings: n/a 

Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: n/a 

HVAC: n/a 
Electrical: n/a 

Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 
Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 
Smoke Detectors: n/a 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: dolly 

Signage: n/a 
Art & Decoration: n/a 

Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Dishwashing (rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: washing all utensils and flatware, kitchen tools, 
misc. equipment 

QUALITATIVE: seperate in/out areas for sterility of cleaned 
utensils 

QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 120 
Units: 1 

Occupancy: 2 

Volume: small 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: before, during, after hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: n/a 

Adjacencies: kitchen, service, circulation 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: light colors 
Floor: quarry tile 

Ceilings: smooth surface suspended 
Waste & Supply: sump for grease; 2 1/2" 

Acoustics: n/a 
HVAC: 2 CFM./person = 240 CFM. 

Electrical: 220 v. 

Lighting: 50 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 

Systems Controls: n/a 
Fire: n/a 

Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: dishwasher unit, disposal 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: n/a 
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SPACE: Bar Seating & Service <rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: accomodation of casual drinking 
QUALITATIVE: informal; relaxed atmosphere 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 300 

Units: 1 
Occupancy: 6-8 

Volume: medium 
DURATION & FREQUENCY: open hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: dining, 

Adjacencies: dining, restroom 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 
Structure: n/a 

Interior Finishes: dark colors 

Floor: existing 

Ceilings: existing 
Waste & Supply: hot & cold water for bar sink icemaker 

Acoustics: n/a 
HVAC: 4 CFM./sq. ft. 

Electrical: 220 v. for icemaker 

Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 
Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: n/a 
Smoke Detectors: photoelectric 

Fittings, Fixtures, 
Equipment: icemakers blenders, washing sinks 

and drying shelves, beverage mixer gun, 

bev. cooler 

Signage: n/a 

Art & Decoration: n/a 
Furniture: bar stools 
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SPACE: Waiting/Entry (rest./bar) 

FUNCTION: waiting for seating and people 
QUALITATIVE: comfortable 
QUANTITATIVE: 

Area: 120 

Units: 1 

Occupancy: 8 

Volume: sma 1 1 

DURATION & FREQUENCY: open hours 

LOCATIONAL CRITERIA: 

Views: outside 

Adjacencies: bar, dining 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE: 

Structure: protection from weather 
Interior Finishes: existing, glass 

Floor: parkay 

Cei 1 ings: existing 
Waste & Supply: n/a 

Acoustics: stc. 30 
HVAC: n/a 

Electrical: n/a 
Lighting: 30 f.c. 

Communication: n/a 
Systems Controls: n/a 

Fire: exit sign 

Smoke Detectors: photnelectric 
Fittings, Fixtures, 

Equipment: pay phone 

Signage: hours, menu 
Art & Decoration: hist./ Ft. Worth periphinalea 

Furniture: benches, chair. hostess stand, coatrack 
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ACTIVITY: Law offices 

Suggested Net 
Space Sq.Ft./Person Occupancy Sq. Feet 

----- ------------- --------- --------------

Priciple 110 max. of 3 330 
Junior 90 max. of 3 270 
Secretaries<ea.) 80 max. of 3 240 
Clerks 60 max. of 3 180 
Library 100 n/a 600 
Conference 50 12 600 
Reception 50 4 200 
Waiting 30 3 90 

Lounge 40 5 200 
Copying 30 2 50 

Storage 20 n/a 100 

Total Net: n/a 

ACTIVITY: AlA Chapter Office 

Suggested Net 

Space Sq.Ft./Person Occupancy Sq. Feet 

--------- --------------

Entry 15 n/a 50 

Reception 55 4 220 

Director 50 3 150 

Conference 30 12 350 

Membership 50 2 100 

Accounting 50 2 100 

Copying/Storage n/a n/a 200 

Files n/a n/a 25 

Total Net: 1195 
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ACTIVITY: Restaurant/Bar 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

----- -------------
Cashier 50 
Employee 50 

Washroom 

Dining 15 

Kitchen 100 

Service Sta. 40 
Dry Storage n/a 

Cold Storage n/a 
Delivery n/a 
Trash n/a 
Dishwasher 60 

Bar Seating 50 

Waiting 15 

Total Net: 

ACTIVITY: Flower Shop 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Cold Storage n/a 
Prep room 50 

Storage n/a 

Office 50 

Sales Counter 50 

Delivery n/a 
Display/Showroon 30 

Total Net: 

Occupancy 

---------

1 

1 

25-30 

8 

5 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

2 

6 

8 

Occupancy 

n/a 

5 

n/a 

3 

2 

n/a 

max. of 18 
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Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

--------------

60 

60 

450 

800 

200 

80 

200 

80 

100 

120 

300 

120 

2540 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

80 

250 

150 

150 

100 

100 

500 

1330 



ACTIVITY: Postal Package and Mail Shop 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Cashier 40 
Work Space 60 
Loading Platform n/a 

Postal officer 75 

Directory 75 

Storage n/a 

Total Net: 

ACTIVITY: Barber Shop 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Hair Cutting 40 

Storage n/a 

Washing n/a 

Laundry 20 

Shoeshine 15 

Waiting 15 

Sales<Accessories) 20 

Total Net: 
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Occupancy 

2 

8 

n/a 

2 

2 

n/a 

Occupancy 

---------

8(2/ea.) 

n/a 

4 
n/a 

2 
3 
n/a 

Suggested Net 

Sq. Feet 

80 
500 
220 

150 

150 
100 

1200 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

--------------

320 

80 

100 

60 

50 
50 

40 

670 



ACTIVITY: Coffee Shop/Cafe 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Kitchen 100 
Storage n/a 

Cold Sto. n/a 

Cashier/Service 50 
Eating 15 
Self Serv 15 

Beverages 

Total Net: 

ACTIVITY: Travel Agent 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Agents Desks 30 

Customer Info. 20 
Office <Main) 60 

Waiting 30 

Total Net: 
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Occupancy 

2 

n/a 
n/a 

2 

15 
13 

Occupancy 

6<2ea.) 

2 

2 

3 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

200 
60 
80 

100 

225 

45 

710 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

200 
50 

120 
90 

460 



ACTIVITY: Cooperative Design Outlet 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

Showroom 
Shop 

Attendant/Sales 

Office 

Total Net: 

ACTIVITY: Drugstore 

40 

80 

20 

75 

Space Sq.Ft./Person 

----- -------------

Pharmacy n/a 

Storage n/a 

Delivery n/a 

Main Sales 30 

Cashier/Film 60 

Office 50 

Total Net: 
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Occupancy 

max. of 10 
3 

1 

2 

Occupancy 

---------

2 
n/a 

n/a 

max. of 30 

max. of 2 

3 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

400 

240 

80 

150 

870 

Suggested Net 
Sq. Feet 

--------------

400 

150 
100 
900 

200 
150 

1900 



SPACE SUMMARY 

In this summary of square footage requirements, each main 

activity is outlined and broken down into their sub-spaces. Listed 

is square footage per person, maximum occupancy, and min. 

suggested square footage for each space. From this part of the 

program, we can use these square footages, along with the 

locational criteria (adjacencies) from the Detialed Space List, to 

generate space relationships (schematic) studies for each major 

activity. 
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SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Summary 

The following criteria are general standards as to the overall 

efficiency and safety of the two strucures in concern. With the 

project primarilly being a preservation and adaptive reuse, the 

Uniform Building Codes may not be totally met in order to retain 

the original character of the structures. In these special cases 

concerning life safety, agreements must be met between the 

building code inspector, the contractor and the architect. 

This criteria is basically a guide for the architect and 

contractor in helping them to choose the most appropriate systems 

for the project. 
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STRUCTURE 

*All new ~tructural elements shall comply with the 
Uniform Building Code and Local amendments. 

* Resist termite and insect damage. 

* Structural members should withstand new uses and loads 
localized in the buildings. 

* New construction should be compatible with old in terms 
of strength and elasticity <slip-formed concrete for 
example). 

*New construction should allow for new HVAC system with 
proper aestetic treatment. 

ENCLOSURE 

*The adapted enclosure system shall meet all 
requirements of the Uniform Building Code 

*Additional materials need to be energy efficient. 

* Provide security from break-in and crimes during and 
after operation. 

*Provide natural light minimizing electrical consumtion 
for working tasks. 

* Resistive to insect damage. 

*Maximize and utilize existing views. 

*Durability and easy maintenance of exterior. 

*Protection from climatic elements. 

MECHANICAL 

*All new and reused mechanical systems shall meet all 
requirements of the Uniform Building Code 

*Reduced noise levels in ducts near public spaces. 

* Provide easy maintenance access. 
* Provide 100% exhaust of return air in bathrooms, stairs 

and kitchens. 
* Provide seperate and isolated environmental controls 

for tenants needs. 
* Reduce costs of maintenance and operation through 

energy saving methods. 
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ELECTRICAL 

*All new and existing electrical equipment shall meet 
the requirements of the Uniform Building Code and the 
National Electrical Codes. 

* Regulate the safe entry and supply from the outside 
electrical supply. 

* Provide a backup supply fom and on-site generator for 
emergencies. 

* Provide protection from high voltage areas. 

*Provide an energy efficient lighting system for all 
spaces and night security. 

* Provide emergency power for egrees routes and safety 
systems. 

PLUMBING 

* Plubing and sanitary sewer systems shall meet all 
requirements of the Uniform Building Codes and the 
National Plumbing Codes. 

* Provide adequate and dependable supply of fresh water. 

* Hot water system should be able to handle rapid surges 
in demand. 

* Easy access for routine repair and service. 

* Provide treatment or removal of sewage. 
*Design system to allow for tenant flexibility and use. 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

* Possible Systems: 
- private office phones 
-public phones 
- message service 

radio 
- televisions 
- computers 

* Requirements: 
-minimum and accessible maintenance. 
-electrical system compatible. 
-user familiar. 
- up-to-date system. 
- minimum noise. 
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FIRE SAFETY 

*Fire safety factors shall meet all requirements of the 
Uniform Building Code 

* Fire ratin~ materials used in construction need to be 
energy eff1cient. 

* Provide an early warning system and/or accessible hose 
reels and hand held exstinguishers. 

* Provide integrated fire extenguishers 

* Adapt existing escapes and exits to meet code 
requirements. 

* Fire safety considerations: 
emergency exit signs 

- sprinkler system 
-fire escapes(additional) 
- aperable windows 
- fire rating materials 
- fire doors 
- hose reeels & dry risers 
-exit signs <lit) 
-water supply & hydrant access 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

Summary 

From an overall and thourough survey of the climatic and 
physical environmental factors of the project site, several 

observations and recommendations were made as to the 

appropriateness of the site for the proposed project. 

Factors Influencing Site Usage: 

Vegetation: 

The only vegetation concerned with is on the existing park. 

There are several diciduous shrubs and two large trees. One 

evergreen conifer does exist and helps keep some kind of fullness 

to the park during the fall and winter seasons. Further planning 

of landscaping should be encouraged in the expansion of a 

pedestrian plaza at the same time saving the larger plaza 

landscaping items for good summer shade. 

Rainwater/Surface Runoff: 
Other than being fairly flat, the basic pattern for surface 

drainage is consistent toward the east through the whole site. 

Being observed during moderate rainfall, no critical build-up 

areas were found. Water tended to channel into 9th Street running 

east away from the site. 

Uti 1 it i e s: 
Electric, water, gas, storm drain, telephone, and sanitary 

sewer systems are all underground accessible to the site. 

Existing connections and service should be inspected for safe and 

efficient adapted use. 
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Land Use: 

Hyde Park: 

The most concerned item in this issue is the usage for 

the existing Hyde Park which is almost as old as the buildings 

thwmselves. The veteran memorial is an important feature which 

should be preserved and avoid movement from its location on or 
from the site. 

9th Street should be under consideration of closing in 

order to accomodate more pedestrian movement and gathering 

conclusively creating another node within the city reinforcing the 

existence of the Flatiron and Public Library Buildings. 

Zoning: 

The project site is currently split into two zones of use 

by the city: the Governmental zone and the Convention zone which 

includes Tarrant County Convention Center. This provides a great 

opportunity for creating a special node for city workers, 

tourists, covention activities, and workers that do not work in 

the CBD area coming downtown for local governmental purposes and 

business. 

Land Use Expansion Concept: 

Several things can be done to add to the city's long term 

goals of the expansion concept. This site can possibly be a 

pedestrian link to the Fort Worth Plaza which is a major node in 

this plan located on the north side of the Convention Center. 

Sun Angles: 
The sun angle diagrams included in this analysis show the 

Profile Angle <angle between the normal to the window and the rays 

of the sun perpendicular to the window pane). This angle is used 
to determine the depth of full sun projections in order to design 

shading devices and plan the interiors for desirable conditions and 

energy efficiency. 
The sun angles presented are at different times during the days 
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of December 21st<short day of the year) and June 21st<long day of 
the year). 

The afternoon sun will be vital information in considering 
this data for design. 

Note: 
The Flatiron Building•s angles were calculated without 

consideration of the existing shading devices because of removal 
and probable replacement of solar grey glazing. 

Image Qualities: 

From the Location of the two structures we can see that they 

both rest at interesting angles which initially pull the viewer 

in. These buildings along with the other historically significant 

structures in the block give this part of downtown an extra added 

flavor. 

It is ironic in the fact that these two structures being 

perhaps the most unique in their configuration, are the only 

buildings in this whole block which are vacant and in need of "new 

life". 
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Figure 1 

: City I Urban Context 
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FREE TRAVEL SERVICE 
Routes Marked by Experts 

Let our routing counselors help plan 
your motor trips anywhere in the United 

States, Canada or Mexico. Ask for 
" quickest" route if you ' re in a hurry or 
" scenic" route for leisurely sightsee
ing. Use the handy route-request card 

available from retailers displaying the 
sign . 

Happy Motoring! 

HUMBLE 
TOURING SERVICE 

Humble Building, 800 Bell 
Houston, Texas 77002 

713 / 221-2312 
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Heritage Hall ., ... , B-2 
Hollywood Theater , , A-2 
Indu stria l Plaza • , , . A-4 
lord's Supper ,,, ,. , A-2 
Palace Theater .• , , , B- 2 

Sa nta Fe Depot . , , , . C-3 
Star Telegram , ••.. A-2 
Tarra nt Co. Convent ion 

Center •.... . ... B-3 
Terrell Hig h School , . D-4 
T&P Depot . • . •• , , A-4 
Texas & Southwutern 

Cattle Raisers 
Association . , • . . . B-1 

Veteran' s Memorial ., C-1 
Worth Theater . ..• , A-2 
Y. M.C.A, . , , , , , . , A-2 
Y.W.C,A ., ••. .. . , A-1 
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SUN ANGLES 
The Flatiron Building 

December 21st. 

WEST FACADE: 

Normal: 90°from South 

EAST FACADE: 
0 

Normal: 120 from South 

17' 

170 

0 l:OOpm./66.0 

' 0 3: OOpmf 27. 5 

0 
:OOpm./12.5 

0 
lO:OOam./67.4 

9=oeam./55.2° 

0 
S:OOam./22.5 



SUN ANGLES 
The Flatiron Building 

WEST FACADE: 
Normal: 90 from South 

15' 

EAST FACADE: 
0 Normal: 120 from South 

8.5' 

June 21st. 

171 

0 1:OOpm. /7 6. 5 

0 3:00prn./49.7 

:S:OOpm./25.0° 

Approx. Sunset: 7:00 

0 11: OOarn. I 81.5 

0 lO:OOam./67.5 

0 
8:00am./38 

0 
S:OOam./10 

Approx. Sunrise: 5:00am. 



SOUTHEAST FACADE: 

Normal: 60ofrom South 

SOUTHWEST FACADE: 
0 

Normal: 60 from South 

34' 

SUN ANGLES 

The Public Library 

December 21st. 

172 

l:OOpm./69° 
0 

l2:00pm./53 

lO:OOam./30° 

8:OOam. fl0° 

11: OOam. /69° 

l:OOpm./41° 

0 
3:00pm./20 

0 
4:00pm./l0 



SUN ANGLES 
The Public Library 

June 21st. 

SOUTHEAST FACADE: 
0 

Normal: 60 from South 

SOUTHWEST FACADE: 
0 

Normal: 60 from South 

37.8' 

173 

0 
lJ:OOam./74 

0 :OOam. /53 

0 
l:OOpm./74 

0 
:OOpm./53 

0 
4:00pm./42.6 

0 
: OOam. I 31.5 

- 0 
:OOpm./18.7 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
so. 
51. 
52. 
53. 

PRELIMINARY HISTORICAL SURVEY 

400 Main Street 
Burk Burnett Bldg. - 1914 - N.R./T.H.C. 
Edison Warehouse 
Sinclair Bldg. - 1925 - T.H.C. 
Y.W.C.A. - 1930 
First Christian Church - 1914 
Y. M. C. A. - 19 30 
Fort Worth Club Bldg. - 1925 - T.H.C. 
Bank of Commerce - 1930 - 1930 
First United Bldg. - 1929 - T.H.C. 
Turner and Dingee - 1878 
Brice Bldg. - 1925 - T.H.C. 
Neil P. Anderson Bldg. - 1920 - N.R./T.H.C. 
St. Andrews Epsicopal Church - 1909 - N.R./T.H.C. 
Southwestern Cattleman's Assoc. Bldg. - 1915 
Court Square -Lawyer's Bldg. - 1905 
Tarrant County Courthouse - 1895 - N.R. 
107 Houston 
113 Houston 
Fire Station No. 1 - 1907 
Warehouse 
Warehouse 
Sundance Square Renovation 
John Peter Smith Hospital - 1918 
Mount Gilead Baptist Church - 1875 - N.R. 
Warehouse 
Land Title Block Bldg. - 1889 
Richelieu Grill 
Warehouse 
Fort Worth Paper Co. 
Appliance Warehouse - 1942 
Blackstone Hotel - 1930 
Collier Bldg. - 1920 
Bean and Bag and Box Bldg. - 1920 
Floyd J. Holmes Bldg. - 1924 
Binyon O'Keefe Storage - 1920 
Baker Bldg. - 1910 - T.H.C. 
Collier Bldg. - 1920 
Winfield Warehouse - 1920 
Hotal Texas (Hyatt Regency) - 1921 - N.R. 
Wagner Bldg. - 1920 - N.R. 
Shelton Bldg. - 1900 - T.H.C. 
Atelier Bldg. - 1938 - T.H.C. 
912 Houston - 1907 - T.H.C. 
Ft. Worth Public Library- 1938 - T.H.C. 
Flatiron Bldg. - 1907 - N.R./T.H.C. 
Santa Fe Depot - 1899 - N.R. 
St. Patrick's Church - 1888-92 - T.H.C. 
St. Patrick's Rectory - T.H.C. 
St. Ignatius - 1889 
Merchants Terminal Bldg. 
U.S. Post Office 
T & P Bldg. 

17 5 
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MAP 
REF 
NO. BUILDING NAME 

1 BURK BURNETT 
2 NEAL P. ANDERSON 
3 CAPITAL NAT'L BANK BLDG. * 
4 COMMERCE BUILDING 
5 CONTINENTAL LIFE BUILDING 
6 TEXAS BUILDING 
7 ELECTRIC SERVICE BUILDING 
8 EXECUTIVE PLAZA 
9 INTERFIRST FORT WORTH 

10 410 W. 7TH ST. 
11 FT. WORTH CLUB BUILDING 
12 FT. WORTH CLUB TOWER 
13 TAB-FORT WORTH 
14 COMMERCE MORTGAGE BUILDING 
15 SINCLAIR BUILDING 
16 FORT WORTH CENTER ** 
17 TANDY CENTER 
18 UNITED SAVINGS 
19 1000 MACON 
20 T & P WAREHOUSE BUILDING 
21 100 MAIN ST. PLAZA 
22 GIBRALTAR 
2 3 ONE CENTURY PLAZA 
2 4 500 PROF. OFFICE COMPLEX 
2S T & P PASSENGER BUILDING 
;:>r, WINFIELD PLACE 
77 MEACHAM BUILDING 
28 CONTINENTAL PLAZA 
2 9 FIRST CITY BANK TOWER 
30 INTERFIRST TOWER *** 
3 1 CITY CENTER II 
32 w. T. WAGGONER BLDG. 
ll 910 HOUSTON BLDG. 
'J -1 WATER GARDENS PLACE 

* FORMERLY THE BAKER BLDG. 
** FORMERLY OIL ' GAS BLDG. 

*** FORMERLY FIRST UNITED TOWER 

AREA A 

OFFICE BUILDINGS 

Amenities Data 

AMENITIES 

LEASE ---------------------------------BLDG. NO. OF RANGE ESCALATOR COV. OPEN SEC. FOOD 
AGE LEVELS (YEARS) INDEX PARKING PARKING SERVICE SERVICE 

70 
61 
78 
53 
64 
32 
32 
57 
22 
64 
57 

5 
10 
27 
54 
33 

6 
25 
39 
53 
26 
23 
82 

3.5 
54 
64 
51 

2 
2 
2 
1 

64 
N/A 

60 

,12 
10 
12 
19 
24 
31 
18 
14 
22 
18 
12 
14 
37 

2 
16 
16 
40 

6 
3 
8 
6 
4 
6 
2 

12 
4 

10 
40 
33 
40 
38 
20 

8 
6 

3-5 
1 

3 
1 

1-5 
3-5 
1-3 
1-2 
3-5 
3-5 
3-5 

3 
3 
1 

1-5 
1 

3-5 
3 

3-5 
2-3 
5-10 
5-15 
2-3 
3-5 

10-20 
1-5 

15 
3-5 

3-5 
3-5 
3-5 
3-5 
2-4 
3-5 

CPI 
NONE 
OPER * 
NONE * 
OPER 
OPER * 

CPI 
OPER * 

15\ 1YR * 
CPI 

OPER * 
OPER * 
OPER * 

T 
NONE 

N/A * 
CPI * 
CPI 
CPI * 

NEG. * 
OPER 
OPER 
T, I ,U 
OPER * 
CPI,T 
OPER * 

CPI 
CPI,OPER,PRE.D 

CPI * 
OPER,EXP * 

CPI * 
EXP STOP 

CPI * 
EXP STOP * 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Avg. Effective Lease Rate: $13.48/s.f. 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 



0 EXISTING BUILDINGS 
0 UNDER CONSTI~UCTIONJ P~~OPOSEDJ PLANNED BUILDINGS) RENOVATIONS 

(SEE SECTION 9 - EXHIBIT 9-1) 

IGURE 8-3A - AREA A 
(CHD) 

Moore Diversified Services. Inc. ••• 
Macket Research Bus1nessCors J :.ng · j 

177 
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Map 
Ref 
No. 

1 
2 
3 

Shopping 
Center Name 

SUNDANCE SQUARE 
THE TANDY RALL 
600 HOUSTON 

A¥EA A 

CBD RETAIL CENTERS 

Square Foot Data 

Address Gross S.F. Leasable S.F. 

201 MAIN STREET 
100-300 THROCKMORTON 
600 HOUSTON 

TOTALS I 

49,000 
358,000 

28,000 

435,000 

49,000 
358,000 

28,000 

435,000 

OCCOPANCY1 85.2t 

AVERAGE LEASE RATE1 tl5.47 
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FIGURE 10-3 0EXISTING CENTERS 

nc. 
AREA A - CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTERS Market Research/Business Consulting 



I-' 
00 
0 

Map 
Ref 
No. 

1 
2 
3 

Shopping 
Center Name 

SUNDANCE SQUARE 
THE TANDY MALL 
600 HOUSTON 

* = yes 

EX H I BIT 1 0-8 

AREA A 

CBD 

Retail Center Characteristics 

Building 
Age 

90 
7 

13 

No. of 
Tenants --------

12 
45 
12 

Tenants 
Pay a \ Proposed 

of Gross Additions 
sales For 1985 -------- ----------* 0 

* 0 

* 0 

TOTAL: 0 



~ON ST. BUS SPI£ CONCEPT 

\ Figure 21 1 

To aimplify the atreet acene and provide a unique identify for 
the bua apine, a unified atreet, traffic, and pedestrian li&ht
ina ayatea ia encouraaed. Screened parkina lota and aeatina 
areaa are alao recommended. 

A bua ahelter providea ahaded aeatina and incorporates aaeni
tiea auch aa liahts, traah receptacles, and public telephone•. 
The open "apace-fra.e" atructure overhead vill create a feelina 
of li&htneaa and tranaparency, While a bri&htly colored canvas 
canopy vill ahade and protect but allow filtered liaht. Alao, 
becauae the aide• are open, views to atorefronu are ,_not block
ed. The bua ahelter ia thuc not only functional but:c':an ae~the~ 
tic addition to the ::;.•treeucape u abovn in riaure 22. io':;f~:.»~<-
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~f,._,CBD pla.n identifies the reco11111lended pedestrian system. 
, ,,, , :,·d!str1an system fonu a loop around the CBD core, com
:P. n~1ng the north/south orientation of Main Street and 
the bUlJ~pine vith the east/vest orientation of Third/Fourth 
.and Sixtb-/Seventh Streets. See Figure 18 • 

• 

J. ~ , ' 

Figure 18 
The central focus of the pedestrian system is a proposed 
open apace located in the heart of the CBD core. This open 
space, identified as the ''East/West Place," is the crossing 
point of most pedestrian traffic within the CBD. Serving as 
a focal point and providing a sense of place, all major 
activities would have strong linkages to this center point. 

The Third/Fourth and Sixth/Seventh pedestrian improvements 
connect to existing and proposed open spaces in the east and 
west commercial expansion areas of the CBD core. These des
tinations include the superblock, Burnett Park, the poten
tial rail transit station, and the east side development 
area. The northern and southern loops connect the Court
house area, includina Paddock and Heritage Parka, and the 
Tarrant County Junior College and the Water Gardena. As new 
development is planned, connection to the pedestrian system 
should ~ included vith streetscape elements aa appropriate • 

.... 
The-Sixth/Seventh pedestrian spine and the bus spine are 
~~•c,~·d in further detail to illustrate how these links 
~cou(cf'be developed. 

183 
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COST ANALYSIS 
Summary 

The following figures are mainlY for the restoration and 

stabilization of the two structures in concern. The estimate for 

the Library was obtained from the study done by Taylor - Hewlett 
Inc. The estiamate for the Flatiron Building was prepared bY 

Thomas E. Woodward and Associates. These figures are currentlv 

about 2 years old and were preliminary estimates established by 

the owner's budget, the architect, several engineers and 

construction specialists in restoration. 

Bases on all the information in determining these costs at the 

time they were prepared, it was mentioned that factors which are 

uncontrollable such as inflation, shortage of materials and labor. 

and interpretation of codes by the city will affect the project 

due to the time at which it begins. 

In addition to these costs, there will also be personal costs 

by the tenants which lease space within the two structures. 

203 



'. ·: THE FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Budgeted costs: 

General Conditions 
Site Work 
Demolition 
Concrete 
Masonry & Stone 
Structural Steel 
Miscellaneous Metals 
Rough Carpentry 

· Caulking 
Roofing 
Hollow Metal Doors & Frames 
Finish Hardware 
Glass - Reglazing Exterior 
Mirrors & Misc. Glass 

iSkylights 
Wood Doors - Rework Exist 
Plaster - Repair Existing 
Drywall of Main Corridors Only 
Carpet Common Areas Only 
Painting & Vinyl Wallcovering 
Cer_ami_c & Quarry Tile Pavers 
Toilet Partitions 
Toilet Accessories 
Directory & Graphics 
Elevator Repair & New Shaft 
Elevator Cab Allowance 
Plumbing 

130,000 
4,000 

130,000 
120,000 

85,000 
65,000 
20,000 
7,500 

15,000 
50,000 

2,000 
8,000 

35,000 
3,500 

75,000 
8,500 

10,000 
13,500 
12,000 

8,000 
-- -- - -- 1~_ 00_!) 

3,500 
3,500 

15,000 
55,000 
30,000 

Fire Sprinkler-Atrium & Ground Flr. 
HVAC 

140,000 
245,000 
353,000 

Electrical 
General Contractors Fee 3-1/2% 
Contingency 

Total Budget Cost 

55,787 S.F. @ $35.00 

204 

195,000 
65,000 

-.:JQ,QQQ 

$1,953,000 

,!. 



THE FLATIRON BUILDING 

Budgeted costs: 

li.E.M . 

· 2. Demolition 

3. Concrete 

4. Masonry 

Sandblasting, Cleaning and 
repair of exterior 

·Interior stone repair and cle~ning 

5. Metals 

Scaffolding 

Metal siding at Penthouse 

Hal'\drailing 

Metal repair and cleaning 

6. Carpentry 

Raised ~ood floors at toilets 
... 

Lavatories and shelving 

Toilet partitions 

7 . . Thermal and Moisture Protection 

Roofing 

205 

AMOUNT 

$15,000 

12,000 

26,500 

2,000 

27,700 

2,400 

3,200 

750 

1,200 

2,000 

3,000 

5,650 



8. Door and Windows 

Doors, frames and hardware 

Windows ~t't"d Storefront 

Wood entrance . doors with transom 

· 9. Finishes 

Plaster 

Drywall and ceilings 
" 

New ceramic tile at toilets 

Repair ceramic tile at core areas 

· Interior tape, bed, textrue, paint, 
vinyl, paint exposed surfaces 

Main lobby renovation 

10. Specialties 

14. Elevator 

15. Mechanical Systems 

Heating, ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

Fire protection 

Plumbing 

16. Electrical Systems 

Sub-Total · 

General Contractor overhead 
and profit @ 20% 

TOTAL 

$14,800 

56,000 

.11200 

· 2cf~ooo 
35,000 

4,500 

3 ,.soo 

•17,500 

5,000 

8,000 

32,500 

39,400 

26,460 

35,000 

31,500 

$431,760 

$ 86,352 

$518,112 

Cost p~r Square Foot (21,800 S.F.) $23.77/S.F. 

206 
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The Ryan Companies 
505 Ryan Plaza Drive • Arlington, 1exas 76011 • (817) 265-3189 

Brokerage & Leasing Group 
Paxson B. Glenn, Vice President 

Mr. James K. Buckner 
3321 22nd Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79410 

Dear James: 

March 5, 1986 

Thanks for your nice letter. I will arrange for you to see the 
11 Library 11 when you are here so please let me know your schedule. 

PBG:ks 

Best je~rds y 

~axson/B. Glenn 
Vice President 

ALTHOUGH AlliNFORMATK>N FURNISHED REGARDING PROPERTY FOR SALE, RENTAL OR FINANCING IS FROM SOURCES DEEMED REllABLE SUCH INFORMATION HAS NOT BEEN VlRIFIEO. AND NO EXPRESS REPRrnNTATK)N IS MADE NOR 
lS ANY TO BE lMPliEO AS TO THE ACCURACY THER£0f, AND IT IS SUBMCnED SUBJECT TO ERRORS, ()MlSSK}NS, CHANGE OF PRK:E, RENTAL OR OTHER CONOrTIONS, PRIOR SALE, LEASE OR FINANCING OR WITHDRAWAL WITHOUT NOTlCE. 



The Ryan Companies 
505 Ryan Plaza Drive • Arlington, 1exas 76011 • (817) 265-3189 

Brokerage & Leasing Group 
Paxson B. Glenn, Vice President 

Mr. Jim Buckner 
3321 Twenty Second Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79410 

Dear Jim: 

February 25, 1986 

RE: Old Fort Worth Library 

Enclosed is the information you requested. Good luck with your thesis 
and please send me a copy. 

PBG:ks 

Best ~nA"rds. , r ) 

Paxson/B. Glenn 
Vice President 

Enclosures: Original plans 
Redevelopment plans and study 
Renderings 

ALTHOUGH All INFORMATION FURNISHED REGARDING PROPERTY FOR SALE, RENTAL OR FINANCING IS FROM SOURCES DEEMED RELIABLE SUCH INFORMATION HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED. AND NO EXPRESS REPRESENTATION IS MADE NOR 
IS ANY TO BE IMPLIED AS TO THE ACCURACY THEREOf, AND IT IS SUBMITTED SUBJECT TO ERRORS, OMISSIONS, CHANGE Of PRICE, RENTAL OR OTHER CONOmONS, PRIOR SAtE, LEASE OR FINANCING OR WITHDRAWAL WITHOUT NOTtCE. 



CONCLUSION 

In the outset of this thesis, the initial intent was to reuse 

both the Flatiron and Public Library buildings to provide 

attractive new office and retail spaces to revitilize an area of 

low activity within the urban structure of Downtown Fort Worth, 

Texas. Soon thereafter, it was realized that the relative position 

of these two structures, along with the unique intersection in 

which they are located, present an additional challenge in framing 

them and creating a pleasant atmosphere in which to view and study 

their details and elegant appearances from the pedestrian 

viewpoint. 

The decision of dealing with both interior and exterior spaces 

inspired the title "Reestablishing a Sense of Place" with the 

intent to bring back a positive and pleasant atmosphere in this 

particular downtown area. 

In the initial week of the design phase, some decisions were 

made that were not mentioned in the programming phase: 

With parking already in a deficit state, there is a need 

for approximately 280 new spaces to serve the new lease and retail 



spaces along with specialty shop customers . 

2 The existing Park Central Motel will need extensive 

remodelling or totally rebuilt in order to coordinate with the 

overall plan along with enhancing the images of the older, more 

important structures. 

3 Other than the restaurant, bar and new AIA office, generic 

office space wil be designated to the rest of the available square 

footage in the structures in order to allow more time in the 

development of the public space and circulation dealing more 

with the actual thesis . 

The final design elements used in the project are implemented 

first, within the older structures, secondly in the mass of the 

new hotel and thirdly, their surroundings and existing activities. 

THE FLATIRON BUILDING 

To give the Flatiron Building an upright and elegant 

appearance, the existing awnings will be removed and the hotel 

pool wall and pool ) remo v ed from the south side of the building . 

The South face is cleaned to expose the red brick to the ground 

level calling attention to the unusual window placement and depth 

unique to the rest of the building's elevations . 

Openning up the street level staircase to the basement bar 

brings attention to the apse of the building and gives the 

pedestrian a nightime building entry from the Convention Center 



across the street. The main lobby will be the same with the 

exception of moving the elevator shaft one foot north to widen the 

fire stair between the outside wall and the shaft, meeting fire 

code standards. 

Each floor's elevator lobby will have a copied pattern of the 

original tile that once ran from the elevator to the fire stair 

window. New ashe window frames will replace the old in order to 

retain the original character of the interior appearance. 

THE FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY 

In the library, the location of shops on the ground floor 

arouses the pedestrian's curiosity from the street level windows 

located 6 feet above the first floor . Light is brought in from the 

sSouth fenestration, the small lobby atrium and finally, the large 

atrium where the stacks were once located. The original marble 

staircase to the ground level will be brighter with natural light 

leading the way to the store entries. 

The new metal art-deco elevator will take you to the 

landscaped roof providing places to sit and walk in the sun with a 

view to the plaza below and also a closer view of the brick 

details on the upper levels of the Flatiron Building. 

The lease space in the library will still have it's 14 foot 

high ceilings with the origingal wood wainscots refurbished 

providing a prestigious localation and atmosphere for 

professionals downtown. The third floor meeting room is for public 



rental use available for special club meetings and organizations. 

THE NEW HYDE PARK 

The design elements within the new park serve to link the 

buildings to each other in an indirect fashion. By removing the 

existing through street, more flexibility is gained in landscaping 

the plaza and creates a pedestrian gathering and meeting place. 

A new colonnade which rests parallel to the southeast facade 

of the l i bra r y w i ll help reduce i t' s i n t i mi dati n g mass down to a 

human scale. The column placement between each ground floor window 

visually frames them and provides shaded sitting place in the 

afternoon sun. 

Predominately visible on the west entry of the park is a grove 

of small deciduous trees on a grid pattern adjacent to the ground 

floor restaurant of the new hotel on the north side. Breaking the 

grid is a small fountain intended to overcome adjacent traffic 

noise, which is surrounded by a low brick wall with built in 

benches facing both in and outward of the fountain. The brick wall 

is shaped in a rigid geometric pattern within the grove but 

undulates out toward the open park area. 

The moving water object is visually linked to a larger, but 

quieter water fountain on the far end of the site, hidden within a 

concentrated, but random tree pattern buiding up rythm from the 

open area toward the larger fountain . This random pattern 

provides afternoon shade to the ground floor of the Flatiron and 



quiet, shady sitting areas with soothing water flow. This area 

presents a great view upward, of the elegant steel fire escape on 

the Flatiron Building . 

A loose gravel area against the north curb line of the former 

through street serves as a transition between the rigis Library 

wall and the random tree pattern in the park. 

The south entry to the site where the former hotel pool was 

located is now a small pedestrian walk way and sitting area 

adjacent to the warm red brick wall on the Flatiron Building. 

Being similar in design as the existing pedestrian easement south 

of the hotel, it serves as a main entry to the hotel through the 

park. 

The general form of the new hotel is rectangular with 4 

levels. It is 2 feet smaller in height than the Library to as to 

give a hinting view of the Library roofscape from the upper floors 

and roof of the hotel . The east end of the hotal being only 2 

lelels, reinforces the band of panther's heads on the Flatiron 

Building. The form of this northeast corner of the hotel begins to 

curve once inside the small walkway and becomes a shaded columned 

breezeway. This form is generated by the interior circulation of 

the underground parking along with the new freeform hotel pool on 

the second level. 

GROUND MATERIALS 

The existing sidewalk against the library will not be altered 



other than setting the columns 1 foot from the curb line. 

The new ground surface will be a light grey aggregate surface. 

Metal tree grates can be used for planting trees and surface 

drainage leading to the underground sanitary sewer sloping east of 

the site. An 8" brick band willborder the existing sidewalk 

against the library parallel to the colonnade connecting the 

existing brick sidewalks bordering the site. 

Benches will be round and triangular in form made of concrete 

rising from the aggregate to a smallersurface area on top compared 

to the ground level. 

PERSONAL CONCLUDING STATEMENT: 

In my thesis, I feel that all the initial goals and 

objectives have been attained through the final design in 

addition to providing an attractive hotel location, given the 

elements of the overall design. My one regret is that I wanted 

more time to fully develop the hotel facade, atrium and roofscape 

in order to create a visual dialogue between it and the Library, 

completing the circle of relationdships between places and spaces 

on the site of the project. More priority was given to the 

historical structures and the plaza instead. 

In my opinion, the design was incomplete. However, the 

thesis was maintained and proven . 
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